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ABSTRACT 

The author of this thesis is concemed with the ~ w p i ~ p 6 ~  (separate) status of V O ~ S  (Thought) in 
Aristotle' s De Anima I I I .  4 -5 and Metaphysics A.6-9, and Hegel's answer to this htop  ia (aporia) 
in his Vorlesungen über die Geschichte der Philosophie. For Aristotle, VOUS is a pure actuality 
( h é p y ~ i a )  and final cause that cannot directly influence the wide array of Nature's particular 
determinations. For Hegel, however, Aristotle's V O ~ G  is not purely actual. if actuality refers to a 
static and separate substance, but is a dynamic activity (Tatigkeir), in which VOUS' self-referential 
nature is extended to include the diverse determinations of the Scala Naturae. This absolute 
character of ~ 0 6 5  ensures the interrelation of ail thought-determinations, since these determinations 
are the manifestation of the ubiquitous activity of Denken's inner self-differentiation. Only by 
coalescing fmal and formal causality in Denken can Hegel clairn to have overcome the Aristotelian 
&nopicl of the ~wprop6ç of VOÛÇ. 
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The Problem 

Since the tirne of Plato and Aristotle, the ineluctable question of the status of ~hought '  has 

preoccupied philosophers of every generation. The question addresses the primacy of Thought or 

its subordination to a more actual and ontologically prior principle. Aristotle inexonbly argues for 

the sovereign primcy of V O ~ Ç .  which alone assumes this noble status. since it confers intehgibility 

to the array of determinable substances. both sensible and Unmaterial. in Nature ($6015). Thus. 

VOUS rernains the ultimate and conducive condition for development in Nature; each substance artains 

its particular end due to the ubiquitous uifluence of final causality that v 0 6 ~  exercises over Nature. 

Aristotle's assertion of V O ~ Ç  as the prirnary principle of Nature, ho wever. establishes a 

hindarnental urcopicr (aporia) to his general philosophicd project. which is expressed in his De 

Anima and Metaphysics. The term ÙXO pia is derived from the Greek x 6 p 0 ~  which meuis a 

passageway. The addition of the privative alpha suggests a blocked passageway.' or a puzzle that 

requires a solution or an answer. The Liddel and Scott Greek-English Lexicon defmes 4 àxopicl 

as a "'difficcul' of passing: of things. difficculq, straits: of questions. a difl~u1t-y."~ Aristotlc's notion 

' Throughoui this thesis. 1 will primarily refer to Aristotle's generic usage of Thought as vo&& whose nature is 
expressed as the v6qor~ vo ~ U E U ~  thinking thinking itself. With respect to quoted references of Aristotle's 
V O C ~ ,  1 have chosen to maintain the common translated term. 'thought,' but 1 will capitalire it in order to 
emphasize its transcendent and pervasive character. Concerning Hegel's notion of Thought. 1 have chose to 
rnaintain the German Denken. Occasionally, 1 refer to Greek and German terms or phrases outside of parentheses 
for philological purposes. 1 have rnaintained the terms arropia (oporin) and ~ o p r o p 6 ~  (separationi outside of 
parentheses. since they cleariy pertain to my thesis. Furthermore, when speaking about Thought independently of 
Aristcitic and Hegel, 1 will refer to the English generic term "Thought." 

Cf Joseph P. Lawrence. 'The Hidden Aporia in Aristotle's Self-Thinking Thought," nie J o u m l  of Speculative 
Philosophy 2 (1988). 158. 

Liddell & Scott. Greek-English Caxicon. Abridged. (Oxford: Clarendon Ress). 1958. 



of a x o p i a ,  hirthermore, is to be explained within the wider context of his notion of dialectic. 

Aristotle's dialectical method entails the elucidation of his predecessors. arguments and cornmon 

opinions about the general structure of the universe. These cornmon opinions, according to Aristotle, 

tend to generate puzzles. Le.. &aopicc~,  due to "the equality of contrary reasonuigs.'"' Throuehout 

his corpus. Aristotle demonstrates proficient howledge of these h o p h  and attempts to provide 

a soluti~n.~ Aristotle's dialectical method, therefore. operates according to a twofold agenda: to 

highlight the &nopiai. of his predecessors. and to provide a solution to them. 

The one kxopia that Aristotle invests a signifcant arnount of time and energy in resolving 

is the sepmte and ineffective nature of Plato's F o m .  According to Anstotle. Plato's Forms do not 

inherently possess the generative power responsible for movement and developrnent in Nature. 

Aristotle. however, claims to have overcome the Platonic ckxopia of the separability of the Forms 

from their particular instantiation in sensible objects by reducing the status of Form to an inherent. 

u n m g  p ~ c i p l e  of matter. operative within sensible objects. The Arisrotelian notion of Form. 

therefore, assumes an immanent status. with one exception: v06g itself. 

In his De Anima, Aristotle advances the c l ah  that the passive intellect as a power (i?Er<) of 

the soul (qu~f i )  presupposes for its activity the nutritive and sensible powers. However, in his 

discussion of the active intellect (xoivza stoieîv), Aristotle introduces a severance of its activity 

from the preceding powers of the soul - a severance that accords the active intellect with a separate, 

4 Aristorle, Topics VI, 145b17. Trans. W. A. Pickard in The Complete Works of Anstotle. Vol. 1 .  Ed. J. Barnes. 
(Princeton. New Jersey: Princeton University Press). 1984. Al1 Aristotelian citations will henceforth be 6om this 
eciition, unless otfierwise stated. 1 shall only make reference to the transistor. 

Cf, for example. Phpics. 1. 19 1 b30-34, IV. 2 17b29-2 l8a3 1 ; On Genemtion and Cornprion 1.32 1 bl 1 : 
Metaphpics B. 995aWb7; Nicornachean Ethics il, 1 145b2-7; Politics flI, 10- 1 1 .  For a more detailed discussion 
on the relation between diaiectic and thop". cf. Aristotie. Selecrions. Trans. Taence irwin and Gai1 Fine. 
(Ind.: Hackett Publishing Company), 1995, Giossary, p. 577. 
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self-sufficient status. This, a fortiori, applies to V O ~  < itself. as presented in the Meta. A.7 & 9. Both 

the active inteilect and V O ~ Ç  itselfdo no? presuppose for theû operations the activities of preceding 

powers. Thus, while Aristotle conjures a solution to the Platonic kslopia of the j(opiop6~ 

(separation) of the Forms, Aristotle equally generates his own kslopia of the ~ o p i a p 6 ~  of the 

active intellect in the DA and ~ 0 6 5  in the Meta. Wirh his exposition of the active intellect and of 

V O ~ Ç ,  Aristotle introduces a discontinuity between V O ~ S  and Nature. The assertion of the 

separability and transcendence of V O ~ S  entails a severance between matter and form, the unity of 

which Aristotle adamantly attempts to preserve in order to overcome the Platonic ùnopia. 

There is a corollary to this Aristotelian axopicr. Aristotle attributes an active role to the 

object of knowledge as producing the fom in the human intellect (~065). However, Aristotle's 

account of the active intellect defies this principle: the active intellect does not receive forms from 

without, as the passive intellect does: rather. the active intellect. it would appear. already inherently 

possesses f o m ,  i.e., it has immediate apprehension of conceptua1 content. Thus. Aristotle reverses 

his principle of the acquisition of knowledge with respect to the active intellect. 

In the DA 111.5. Aristotie compares the active intellect to that of light. As J. R. Catan has 

demonstrated, the theme of light is a prevalent symbol for ancient Greek~ .~  While. on the one hand. 

Aristotle uses the simile of the iight to describe the nature of the active intellect and to overcome the 

Platonic anopia, he. on the other hand, seerns to render the active intellect's role akin to Plato's 

world of Forms. According to Catan.' the background Platonic text to the Aristotelian axopicr of 

the p p ~ o p 6 ~  of the active intellect is found in the Rep. 508e-509b. Plato writes the foilowing: 

J. R Catan. 'The Aristotelian Aporia Concerning Separate Mindl* The Modem Schoolman 46 (1968). 49. 

' Ibid. 



This reality, then, that gives their truth to the objects of howledge and the 
power of knowing to the knower, you m u t  Say is the idea of good. and you must 
conceive it as king the cause of knowledge, and of tmth in so far as known. Yet fair 
as they both are, knowledge and tnith, in supposing it to be something fairer stiii than 
these you will think rightly of it. But as for knowledge and truth, even in our 
illustration it is right to deem Eght and vision sunlike, but never to think that they are 
the Sun, so bere it is right to consider these two their counterparts, as king Lke the 
good or boniform. but to think that either of them is the good is not right. S t d  higher 
honor belongs to the possession and habit of the good. 

An inconceivable beauty you speak of, he said. if it is the source of knowledge 
and truth. and yet itselfsurpasses them in beauty. For you surely cannot mean that 
it is pleasure. 

Hush. said 1, but examine the similitude of it still further in this way. 
How? 
The Sun, 1 presume you wiIl Say. not only Furnishes to visibles the power of 

visibility but it also provides for their generation and growth and nunure though it is 
no t itself generation. 

Of course not. 
In ke manner. then. you are to say that the objects of knowledge not only 

receive from the presence of the good their k i n g  known. but their very existence and 
essence is derived to them from it, though the good itself is not essence but still 
transcends essence in dignity and surpassing power.' 

In his DA 111.5, Aristotle describes the passive and active intellects in this way: "And in fact 

Thought . . . is what it is by vinur of becoming ail things, while there is another which is what it is 

by vinue of making al1 things: this is a son of positive state Wte Light; for in a sense light makes 

potential colours into actual col~urs."~ The active intellect seems to assume the role of Plato's world 

of F o m ,  and maintains a separate status with respect to the preceding powers. Thus, in this tight, 

Aristotle estabiishes a discontinuity betwcen the lineage of powers in the soul. i.e., the powers of the 

nutritive, sensible. and passive inteUect, on the one hand, and the active intellect, on the other. 

Aristotle's exposition of V O ~ S  in the Meraphysics is also aporetic, shce there exists a 

Plato. Republic VI. 508e-509b. Trans. Paul Shorey. (Cambridge9 MMS.: Harvard University Press. Lueb 
Classical Library), 1987. 

De Anima II1.5.430a 14- 16. 



discontinuity between Nature and ~ 0 6 ~ .  which is the principle of intrüigibility of Nature. Nu~G' 

knowledge excludes the foms of Nature: its knowlrdge is only of itssr. There is. then. a severance 

between the source of intelligibility and Nature. G .  R. G. Mure tùrther articulates this .4nstotelian 

fissure: 

. . . but if the divine Thought rncrcly cscludes and transcends the world. the uorld 
loses d l  intelligibility. and God's Thought brcomes merely abstract and formal. a 
sin_gleness klow and not above distinction. If we sever utterly the developing srries 
of actualisation from its culmination. thrn at evey lowrr stage too a chasm opens. 
and the system disinte=rates."' 

Therefore. the riimifications of imposing a discontinuity of V O ~ G  from Nature are great. since a 

severance from VO~><. as the principlr ( à p ~ i )  of Nature. funher entails a "chasm" l i t  every stage of 

This is the h o p Ï k  that remains to be considered. I f  voG< is separate. then how can higher 

forms presuppose the lowrr for their operations'! VOUS would presuppose humanity as humanity 

presupposes Nature. Thus. V O ~ G  would presuppose Nature. This is the critique of Anstotle's 

presentation of V O ~ S  that is made by Hegel. Srveral erninent Aristotelian scholars. such as T.de 

Koninck. have attempted to overcomr the chasm betwecn ~ 0 0 5  and Nature by suggesting that form 

is not an exclusive principle. but inclrisiw. Consequently. V O ~ G ,  as the most perfect of forrns. must 

i~icltrde the preceding stages of form. However. the Aristoteiian hxopicl continues to be 

G. R. G. Mure. An Introdrrcrion to Hegel. t Oxford: Clarendon Press). 1966. p. 172. Mure's book is an 
excellent reference to Hegel and Aristotk studies. since it shows the inherent affinities between A-istotle and 
Hegel. ln the Anglophone world. Mure's book ripperired ris an anomrily. due to there hriving been a general lack of 
interest in HrzgeI. Though Geraets. Suchtins. and Harris's comment refers to Mure's commentary of Hegel's 
Encyclopaedia Logic. it naturrilly extends itseIf CO iMure's An Introduction: Mure published ". . . at a time when 
most Anglophone philosophers could scarce1 y spelI Hegel's name. [Mure's cornmentriry j emphasises Hegel's 
affiliations with Aristotle." G. W. F. Hegel. The Enc~clopuedia hg ic .  Trans. T, F. Geraets. W. A. Suchting. H. 
S. Harris. (Indianapolis: Hrickett Publishing Company. Inc. 1. 199 1. p. 362. Henceforth. this reference wiI1 be cited 
as EL. 



unresolved, as will be seen at the end of Chapter 1. 

Interpretations of the active intellect and V O ~ Ç  vary from one philosophical age to another. 

Alexander of Aphrodisas and Plotinus are two Helenic philosophers who have significantly 

contnbuted to a hitful  hterpretation of the Aristotelian texts in question. Whereas Alexander 

identities the active intellect with V O ~ Ç  itself. rendering a universal active intellect operative in 

Nature. Plotinus. though making the distinction between the two levels of V O ~ G ,  supersedes the level 

of VOUS altogether in order to a f f i  a prior, ineffable principle undergirding the whole of reality: 

the One. Consequently, Aristotle's V O ~ G  can no longer be purely actual. but must necessdy possess 

a degree of potency. whch. therefore, introduces a degree of agitation and movement (icivqorg) 

in V O ~ G  as it relentlessly attempts to seize and exhaust the nature of the One for its proper intellective 

object. However, to posit the One beyond V O ~ S  stiil maintains an uxopio! of the p p i o p 6 ~  of 

a prirnary principle. Thus. Plotinus' agenda was not to overcorne the Aristotelian schism between 

V O ~ S  and Nature. but to resoive the apparent, albeit logical, duality of subject and objecr in 

Aristotle's V O ~ G  by affirming the purely simple principle of the One. 

In his Vorlesunge~l über die Geschichte der Philosophie, G. W. F. Hegel demonstrates an 

acute awareness of the Anstotelian & ~ o p k  of the p i ~ p r o p 6 ~  of v o û ~  in Aristotle's De Anima 

and Meraphysics, and resolves to overcorne it via his concepts of Denken (thinking) and die Idee (the 

Idea), the absolute Idea which is presented in the Encyclopaedia Logic (EL). Hegel's commentary 

of Arisiotle in the Vorlesungen is a brilliant and humble reflection of a modem man's astonishment 

and respect for an ancient philosopher, whose works, at the time of Hegel, had k e n  either hilly 

discarded, or reduced to mere accounts of exripirical investigations. Hegel considers Aristotle to be 

one of the greatest speculative minds that the world has ever witnessed, and it is in this light that one 



should read Hegel's commentaries on Aristotle's Melaphysics and De Anima. the latter of which, 

incidentaily, consists of three quarters of direct citations of Aristotle's DA 111.4-6. This alone attests 

to Hegel's respecthl attitude towards Aristotle. 

The textuai evidence of this respect via Hegel's commentary, however. was not preserved by 

Hegel in a book format. In other words, Hegel did not write and publish a history of Philosophy. 

The content of Our present Vorlesrtngen über die Geschichte der Philosoplzie is. in fact, an 

amdgmt ion  of Hegel's lecture notes throughout the three different periods of his career: 1 ) The 

Jena penod ( 1805-06): 1) the Heidelberg penod ( 18 16- 17. 18 17- 18 18): and 3) the Berlin penod 

(summer term of 18 19. the winter terms of 1820-2 1. 1823-24. 1825-36, 1827-28. 1829- 1830). 

However, he only wrote two notebooks. During the Iena period. Hegel taught from a full 

manuscript, whereas during the Heidelberg and Berlin penods, he taught from a rudimentary outline 

of his Jena notebook. r n o d m g  the content slightly. The Jena notebook is the most complete 

manuscnpt of Hegel's history of Philosophy. To Our great misfonune. the Jena notebook remains 

at present irretrievable. Due to his untirnely death in 183 1. Hegel, unfonunately. was unable to 

complete even the Introduction of a new series of  lecture^.'^ 

Afier Hegel's death. Karl Ludwig Michelet was commissioned to edit Hegel's lectures. which 

are found in volumes 13- 15 of Hegel's Werke (Berlin). The fist edition was published during the 

" R. F. Brown. bbEditorial Introduction." in Ci. W. F. Hegel. Lectures on the History of Phitomph- Tho Lectures 
of 1825-1826. Vol. 3. Ed. R. F. Brown and uans. R. F. Brown and J. M. Stewart with the assistance of H. S. 
Harris. (Berkeley: University of California Press), 1990. p. 1. However. Brown and J. M. Stewart, with the 
assistance of H. S. Harris, are in the prucess of transtating Hegel's Lectures of 1825-26. Vois. 1 and 2. This 
translation is, in facr, of the pre-critical edition of Hegel's Vorlesungen über die Geschichte der Philosophie in the 
"Grieschische Philosophie II: Plato bis Roklos." Band 8, Teil 3. Herausgegeben von P. Garniron und W. 
Jaeschke. (Hamburg: Felix Meiner Verlag), 1996. (Henceforth, this reference will be cited as the "Meiner 
edition.") This edition is precisely pre-critical. since it has not fully exhausteci al1 the various accounts of Hegel's 
lecnues on the history of Philosophy in order to reproduce as close as possible the original Jena manuscript and its 
additions, which. as mentioned above, have been lost. 



penod 1 8 3 3- 1 836, while the second edition was completed during the period 1 840- 1 844. Michelet 

gathered nurnerous sources to compile the two editions. Unfortunately. according to Brown, 

Michelet "did so in an artificid constnict not tmly reflective of any version. It is not known whether 

or not he used al1 the materials available to hun."" Michelet's second edition has. for the most part. 

remained the most cornmon referential source." According to Brown. and various other Hegelian 

scholars, Michelet's second edition is not only different from the fust edition. but is also substantially 

poorer in quality.'" Brown wntes: 'The second edition is quite different and less satisfactory: it is 

considerably abbreviaied, is much less useful in its notes and apparatus. and gives a decidedly flat 

impression because it does not reflect wiih as much authenticity the spirit of Hegel's lectures."15 

Translations. therefore. were made of the two cditions of Michelet. The English translation by E. S. 

Haldane and Frances H. Sûnson. Hegel's Lectures on the Hisron of Philosophy. is. unfortunately, 

a translation of Michelet's second edition. Brown considers this work readable, but cautions the 

reader about irnprecisions of English terms translating German technical t e m .  l6 The afiermath of 

" Brown. "Editorial Introduction." p. 3. Brown adds the following: "Michelet had at his disposal not only a 
number of student transcripts but also, in Hegel's own hand. his lecture notebook going back to the first series in 
Jena. with subsequent additions written on it. These materials are al1 lost today with the exception of the 
manuscripts for the Introduction fiom the Heidelberg and Berlin series." (Ibid. p. 5 ). 

l 3  Only recently has the Meiner edition taken precedence over Michelet's second edition. For another brief 
sumary of Michelet's editorial work, consult T. M. Knox and A. V. MilIer. 'Translator's Foreword." in G. W. F, 
Hegel. Introduction ro the Lectures on the History of Philosophy. (Trms. T. M. Knox and A. V. Miller. (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press). 1988, pp. v-vi. Cf; also W. Kern. "L'interprdtation d'Aristote par Hegel. Le dépassement du 
'Noûs' aristotélicien &ns 1' 'Esprit' Hégélien," Revue de Philosophie ancienne 3 ( 1985),54-58. In these pages, 
Kern highlights the difficulty of gathering the various students' notes into a critical edition of Hegel's lectures. 

'' In f a c ~  Knox and Miller decided to translate Michelet'sfirsr edition for precisely b is  reason. (Knox and Miller. 
'Translator's Foreword," p. v.) 

l5 Ibid.. pp. 3-4. 

l6 Brown. "Editorial Intraluction," p. 4. 



Michelet's poor editorial work, therefore, has bequeathed to Hegelian scholars the omhous task of 

reconstructing Hegel's lecture notes from a plethora of written sources, some of which are 

fundamentally indi~tinguishable.'~ Nevertheless. these various accounts of Hegel's lectures 

indu bitably capture Hegel's admiration for Aristotle' s philosophy, and express Hegel's general 

dissatisfaction with the lunits of Aristotle's concept of V O ~ < . "  

Hegel is fuUy aware of the Anstotelian h o p i a ,  and w i t h  his comrnentary of Aristotle. he 

offers a critique that proposes a solution to Anstotle's anopia. His general critique of Aristotle 

is that Aristotle's philosophy is not systematic. and. thus. a continuity from Nature to V O ~ G  is 

impossible to maintain. By hs dialectical method. Hegel is able to preserve the lower levels of form 

in a urufied continuum that culminates in the self-explicitation of V O ~ Ç .  Ln his interpretation of 

17 Cfi A. Ferrarin. Hegel and Aristatle. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press). 1999. p. 35, forthcoming. The 
pagination to Ferrarings text. however, is subject to revision. since 1 rnerely quote fiom the pre-pubiished 
manuscript, with which Professor Ferrarin hris kindly provided me. Ferrarin also emphasizes Michelet's infidelity 
to the philological criteria of editing a work. "Michelet." writes Ferrarin. " . . . was in the habit of disposing 
manuscripts afier their publication by entrusting them to people ofien unrelated to the edition of Hegel's works . . . 
. Reading Lasson's or Hoffineister's criticisms of Michelet's work. one hardly imagines he could have done worse. 
He actuaIly did. In die second edition of the Lectures ( 1840-44). Michelet garbled the concision of the previously 
f 1833) published text. He inserted here and there footnotes. even simply quotes fiom texts, with which Hegel 
would noc necessarily have agreed. He moved passages from chapters to others where they made less sense, and at 
times confused a ciear order of paragraphs. He suppressed or reshuffled entire paragraphs. In particular, he 
suppressed most of the Greek words mentioned by Hegel and translated by him into Geman. Ln al1 of this he often 
made the text (which was never meant to be a book to begin with) more inconsistent and inaccurate. Unfaithful to 
his teacher's warning to beware of noble intentions, he accomplished al1 this in the desire to make the text more 
easily rea&ble and to avoid cumbersome repetitions." (Fmarin. Hegel and Arisrotle. pp. 35-6) 

" I primarily refer to the Suhrkamp edition. since 1 find that it is more extensive in Hegeles cornmencary of 
Aristotle than the Meiner edition. (Vorlesungen über die Geschichte der Philosophie II. Werke in 20 Banden, 
Band 19 (Theurie-Werkausgabe). Eds. E.  Moldenhauser and K. M. Michel. (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp), 1993. 
Henceforth, this edition wilI be cited as T. W-A. followed by the page reference.) Although their structures are 
similar, the 7'. W-A includes more detailed reflections on the self-productive activity of Denken. which is pertinent 
to rny rhesis. Nevertheless, 1 refm sporadically to the Meiner edition in order to present a cornplementary 
interpretation or to show the alterations of Hegel's reflections concerning Aristotle. Furthamore, 1 occasionally 
make reference to the Haldane and Sirnson's translation of Hegel's Vorlesungen über die Geschichte der 
Philosophie. (Hegel's tacrures on the History of Philosophy. Vol. 2. Trans. E. S. Haldane and F. H. Simson. 
(London: Routledge and Kegan Paul), 1955. Henceforth, this source will be refmed to as the "Haidane 
translation .") 
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Aristotle's V O ~ G ,  Hegel interprets in it movement - circular movement - and, consequently, potency 

in order to sustain the continuity of stages of form and content in one total system. Hegel, thus, alters 

ANtotle's notion of V O ~ S  as exercising the causal role of haiity to that of finality and formalin. 

More specifically, Hegel accepts Aristotle's clairns for the coalescence of efficient and fmal causality 

with that of f o d  causality in sensible substances. but radically pans from Mstorle with respect to 

Aristotle's assertion of the transcendent. separate, fùily actual, and self-sufficient activity of V O ~ < .  

which only assumes the role of fmal causality. Hegel's interpretation of a dynnmic nature in VOUS 

is. in fact. an echo of the Neoplatonjc interpretation of V O ~ G  as a cornplex substance. 

Structure 

In Chapter 1. a brief introduction to the Aristotelian conceptual framework wil) be presented. 

W i t h  this section. 1 will highlight the importance of the four causal principles operative in Nature: 

material, formal, efficient. and fmal. One central therne emphasized in this section is the coalescence 

of efficient and fuial causality with formal causaiity in all substances. exempting V O ~ G  itself. This 

section will be followed by a close reading of Aristotle's De Anima 111.4 and 5 and ~ e r a ~ h y s i c s  A.6- 

9. The purpose of this section is to elucidate the Aristotelian unopiu of the ~ o p i a p 6 ~  of V O ~ G ,  

and to investigate some contemporary Aristoteüans' attempts to conciliate ~ 0 6 5  with Nature, in spite 

of ~ 0 6 ~ '  separate status. This wiil seen in the last section under the heading of Some Reuctions. 

Chapter 2 will consist of three parts. Parts 1 and II constitute a detailed exegesis of Hegel's 

commentary, interpretation. and critique of Aristotle's Metaphysics and De Anima. Within his reading 

of these Aristotelian texts, Hegel elucidates the fundamental distinction between v o û ~  in the h u m  

sou1 and V O ~ G  in the absolute sense, which Hegel interpolates as the ubiquitous activity of Denken's. 
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ie., of the absolute Idea's, dynarnic process of ber-differentiation in the Scala Nanrrae. These 

sections include not only Hegel's general critique of Aristotle's philosophy as unsystematic. but. a 

fortiori, disclose a shadow of Hegel's own philosophy and his interpolations of signifcant Anstotelian 

doctrines by the G e r m  t e m  used in his translations, such as Hegel's rendering of the Aristotelian 

ierm 6 V@Y E LCL (actuaiity) by Tatigkeit (activity). For this reason alone. I have foliowed closely the 

Gemian text in these sections. Hegel's commentary and critique of Aristotle did not escape criticism 

itself. 1. furthemore, wish to highlight some reactions to Hegel's reading of Aristotle. since both 

Aristotelians and Hegeiians aW<e have recognized not only certain distortions of interpretation. but. 

a foniori. the prevailing Neoplatonic influence powerfhlly animaihg Hegel's reading of Aristotk's 

philosophy of ~ 0 6 ~ .  However, in spite of Hegel's indebtedness to Neoplatonism he clearly remains 

an Aristoteiian by asserting without hesitation the prirnacy and sovereign nature of ~ 0 6 ~ .  of Denken. 

Part III wiil consist of a brief discussion on Hegel's concept of Denken. which is closely akin 

to the absolute Idea. as presented at the conclusion of the EL. The self-reflecting activity of the 

absolute Idea establishes an undeniable parailel with Aristotle's VOÛG, but d8ers in this way: the 

absolute Idea's self-reflecting activiiy does not exclude the various stages (Gestalt) of Ns thought- 

determinations, but includes them. In other words, the absolute Idea is responsible for the production 

of these thought-determinations, since they are relative reflections of the Idea itself. Thus. the 

ubiquitous activity of the absolute Idea is the system that includes ail stages of the idea's self- 

development and self-realization. It is precisely Hegel's claim of the unintempted continuum 

between the thought-detenninations and the absolute Idea that overcomes the Aristotelian uxopia 

of the ~ w p i o p 6 ~  of V O ~ C ,  since these thought-determinations are the manifestations of the inner- 

differentiation of the absolute Idea. In this thesis, 1 wish to argue that Hegel overcornes this Lnopia 
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by attributhg to the absolute Idea the roles of final and formal causality. Whereas Aristotle advances 

a final fist cause. independent of Nature, Hegel assens a continuity of stages. culmùiating in the 

absolute Idea. imrnanently operative in Nature. For Hegel, therefore. final and f o d  causality 

coalesce in the absolute Idea. The substantial lineage. for Hegel, is continuous: the absolute is not 

a separate activity from Nature. Rather, its emegence is merely the explicit activity of its latent 

dweiiing in Nature. Only the absolute Idea in its systematic character can overcome the chasm 

established by Anstotle. a project that Hegel arduously attempts to realize. as this thesis hopes to 

demonstrate. 



CHAPTER 1 

THE STATUS OF NOrz IN ARISTOTLE'S 
DE ANIMA AND METAPHYSICS 

And Thought in itself deals with that which is best in itself. and that which is Thought in the 
fullest sense with that which is best in the fullest sense. And Thought thinks itself because i t  
shares the m u r e  of the object of Thought: for it becornes an object of Thought in coming into 
contact with and chinking its objects. so that Thought and object of Thought are the same. For 
that which is capable of receiving the object of Thought, i.e. the substance, is Thought. And 
it is active when it possesses this object. Therefore the latter rather than the former is the 
divine element which Thought seems to contain. and the act of contemplation is what is rnost 
pleasant and best. If. then. G d  is always in that good state in which we sometimes are. this 
cornpels Our wonder; and if in a berter this compels it yet more. And G d  is in a better staie. 
And life also belongs to God; for the actuality of Thoughr is life, and God is that actuahty; 
and God's essential actuality is life most good and etemal. We say therefore that God is a 
living being. etemal. most good. so that Life and duration continuous a;?d etemal belong to 
Gd; for this is God. 

-Aristotle. Meraphyics h 7 .  lGZb18-30.' 

INTRODUCTION 

In his De Allima ( X E P ~  J r q i ç )  11.2.4 13b 1-30, Aristotle raises the fundamental question 

of the nature of the soul. This question is sustained throughout his reflection of the passive and active 

intellects (DA IIIS), culminatinp in a further discussion of V O ~ G  in Aristotle's Meraphysics A.7 & 

9. Aristotle proposes a doctrine of the soui that considers the power of nutrition and of sensation 

w i t h  that of the intellect; the activities of the sensitive power comprise those of the nutritive, and 

the activities of the intellect comprise those of the sensitive and the nutritive powen. This ascending 

lineage of powers is, then, suddenly interrupted in Aristotle's account of the inteiiect. The power of 

the inteiiect presupposes passive and active States. In DA 111.5, Aristotle distinguished the separable 

activity of the active intellect. albeit operative in the soul (th T@ J r q f i )  during the human soul's 

' Trans. Sir D. Ross. Vol. 2. 
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existence, and then distinguishes it from the passive intellect, which is not separable. Thus. a fissure 

occurs between the passive inteilect, which presupposes the sensitive and nutnt ive powers. and the 

active intellect, which operates hdependently of the passive intellect. Whereas the passive intellect's 

knowledge presupposes the activities of the nutritive and sensitive powers. the active intellect's 

knowledge is solely of itself: it has immediate self-knowledge. 

The charactenstics of the active intellect resembk those of ~ 0 6 4  as depicted in Mera. A.7 

& 9.' Many scholars. such as Alexander of Aphrodisias and Zabarella, as will be seen below. have 

interpreted this resemblance as an identification of the active intellect with VOUS. Anstotle does not 

explicitly deny that the active inteilect is identified with V O ~ G .  but the context of the passages in 

question suggest a denial of such an inrerpretation. With respect to the active intellect. he uses 

language of Unmruience. even though it is distinct tiom the passive intellect. and with respect to 

VOUS, language of transcendence. N o 6 ~  supersedes the active intellect. although they have a 

cornmon element, i.e.. their self-reflective activity. The Aristotelian axopia. then. is this: because 

M s t o t l e  advances an ascending scale of psychical activities in the Scala Natrtrae. each presupposing 

the other after the power of nutrition, a fissure c m  be identifed once Aristotle postulates the 

ontological separation of the active intellect from the passive, and, cl foniori, a separation of VOUS 

from the preceding grades of king  in Nature. NOCG rernains a separate, independently pure form, 

devoid of any degree of potency; its knowledge is of itself. Thus, its operation does not presuppose 

the lower activities of Nature, and, a fortiori, the power of the human intellect. The fissure itself is 

comparable to a chasm between matter and form, which, in sensible beings, consist of a unity. To 

In faa. Gauthier and k l i f  have shown ihat there is also a chronological relation between the doctrine of the De 
Anima and Meraphysics h since they were boh written in the same period. Cf. R A. Gaurhier and J. Y. Jolif. 
L 'éthique ci Nicornaque d'Aristote. Vol. 1 .  (Louvain: Publications Universitaires de Louvain), 1958. 
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assert ~ 0 6 ~ '  status as a pure f o m  devoid of rnatter entails a radical separation of VOUS frorn the rest 

of Nature. 

The structure of this chapter will first consist of a discussion of the notion of causality. In this 

section. Aristotle's four causes. in contrast to Plato's two, will be explained in light of the notion of 

change. which will be a recurrinp sub-theme throughout this chapter, and of the twofold division of 

k i n g  according to potency and actuality. This essential background will create the intellectual 

framework for a discussion of the éraopicl of the X O ~ L O ~ ~ G  of V O ~ S  in Anstotle's DA 111.44 and 

Meta. A.7 & 9. The chapter will conclude with a discussion of how contemporary Anstotelians have 

attempted to resolve this Aristotelian a ~ o p i a .  

CAUSALITY 

A~istotle's cosmology is govemed and orderrd by a twofold causality (matter and fom).' 

which, when analyzed. consists of a fourfold causal doctrine: material. formal. efficient. and fmal 

causality.' Aristotle's doctrine of four causes is his answer to the perennial question. "What are the 

causes of the cosmos?" In Metaphpics A. Aristotle claims. contrary to his predecessors, that only 

' Cf: Meta. Z 

Cf: Physics n.3. L94b17-195a4. 

' The question in Greek philosophy originated with the Ionians (Thales. Anaximander. and Anaimenes) and the 
Pythagoreans. The speculative inquiries concerned the general structure of the Cosmos. Whereas the Ionians, in 
the east of Greece, sought for scientific foundations upon which the Cosmos is established, the Pythagoreans, in the 
West of Greece. aspired for a religious fraternity based on the mathematka1 principles inherendy operative in the 
Cosmos. These two complementary beginnings to philosophy were bequeathed to Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle. 
C'' W. K. C. Guthrie. The Greek Philosuphers: From Thales ro A h o t l e .  (New York: Harper & Row), 1 975, p. 
22. 
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he has completely captured the causes of the Co~rnos.~ The Greek terms airia and a h o ç  refer 

to ANtotle's notion of cause. disicl is an adjective that is used substantively. and it rneans "that on 

which legal responsibility for a given state of affairs can be laid."' In its substantive use, airioq 

refers to the '"creditT for good or bad, the legal 'responsibility' for an a ~ t . " ~  With respect to 

Aristotle's cosmology, akicr refers to the rational explanation of the factual stmcrure of the 

Cosmos, and of why particular objects in the Cosmos corne into k ing  and can be defmed by the 

inte~lect.~ Causes are oot merely conceptually based: they relate to the real events in the Cosmos. 

Each of the four Anstotelian causes provides partial explmations of the order of the Cosmos. An 

analysis of the twofold causality of mtter and form creates the conceptual frarnework for the 

subsequent analysis of the fourfold causal doctrine. 

For both Plato and Aristotle. all scientifc inquiry requires the study of causes. the reason why 

Nature is stmctured the way it is. However. to know causes entails a degree of stability of form. 

which the intellect apprehends from the sensible object. However, the difference between Plato's and 

Aristotle's theories of science rests upon the status of the intellect's object. Plato taught that real 

In Meta. A. 1. Aristotle analyzes at lengrh the uajectory of the four causes. He concludes thai no other 
philosopher prior to himself has systematically captured the four causes that furnish the Cosmos: rnatter, form. 
efficient, and final. 

' A. E. Taylor. Alisrotfe. (New York: Dover Publications. MC.). 1955. p. 50; Liddell & Scott define airia as 
follows: 'me occasion of something bad, a charge, accusation, blame, a fault." Liddell & Scott. Greek-Engfish 
ie.ricon. Abridged, (Oxford: Clarendon Press), 19%. 

' Taylor. Arinotie. p. 50; Liddell & Scott define airtog as follows: "causing, occasioning; hence chargeable with 
a thing: but mostly in bad sense, causing ill, blamable. guilty . . . the party to be bhed. the culprit." 

A. H. Armstrong. An Introduction ro Ancient Philosophy. (U.S.A.: Rowman & Linlefield hblishers. Inc.). 
reprint, 1989, p. 82- 



objects of knowledge cm be deked, yet rernain separate, fiom the perceptible objects." The Fom,  

or Ideas, maintain a transcendent, imrnut able, and etemal status in relation to the physical World's 

'O There is rnuch debate in this century amon$ Greek specialists about whether or not Plato taught that the Foms 
are actually separate b o n  h e  sensible object. Aristotle's main charge against Plato, which will be seen furcher 
below, is that Plato's theory of Forms is ineffective: 'Again. it must be held to be impossible that the substance, 
and that of which it is the substance. should exist apart; how. therefore, can the Ideas. k ing  the substance of 
things. exist apart?" (Mera. A.1, 991b1-3); ". . . without the universal it is not possible to Cet knowledge. but the 
separation is the cause of the objections that s i s e  with regard to the Ideas. [Socrates'] successors [i.e.. Plato], 
however, treating it as necessary. if there are to be any substances besides the sensible and transient substances. 
that they must be separable, had no others, but gave separate existence to these universally predicated substances, 
so that it foilowed that universals and individuals were alrnost the same sort of thing." (Mera. M.9, 1086b5-10) 
The debate concerns Aristotle's interpretation of Plato's renderinp of the term ~ o p t o p 6 ~ .  and. thus. concerns the 
status of the Foms. Does the Forms' ~t.dptop6< necessarily entai1 merely their conceptual independence. or 
strictly their ontologicai independence. In the Parmnides. 130b. Plato clearly argues for the separability of the 
Forms. However. he does not provide a detailed explanation of this proposed doctrine. (Neither. in fact, does 
Aristotle provide an explanation of his aiticism of Plato.) For a short summary, cf. R. Kraut. "Introduction to the 
Study of Plaio." in The Cambridge Companion ta Plaro. Ed. R. Kraut. (New York: Cambridge University Press). 
1996. pp. JI no.34 and 123. For a more detailed discussion of this debate, cf. G. Fine. "Separation," 0-tford 
Studies in Ancienr Pliilosoph~ 2 (1981). 3 1-87: G. Vlastos. Socrares. in The Philosophy ofSocrures, ed. G. 
Vlastos. (Garden City, NY: Anchor Books, Doubleday), 197 1, pp. 36-65, Sir David Ross questions Aristotle's 
criticism of Plato. "lt may be doubted whether Plato thus 'separated' the universal Crom its particulars. To 
distinguish the universal from its particulars is in a sense to separate it. I t  is to think of it as a distinct entity. 
Whether Plato also thouphr of it as a separafelj exisring entity. it is hard to Say. Mucn of his language Iends itself 
to the charge. but i t  is possible that he moy only be putting in an emphatic and picturesque wriy the doctrine that 
particulars always imply a universal." (D. Ross. Aristotle. 5'' ed. [London: Methuen 8: Co Ltd]. 1964. p. 158 ) 
This debate also abounds in the French-speaking worId. Yannis Prelorentzos asserts that when referring to the 
Rep. 5Wd-5 1 le. it is inappropriate to speak of two "Worlds." Rather, one should speak of "deux domaines d'un 
seul et même monde (Socrate parle de deux 'lieux' ou 'genres')." (Y. Rélorentzos. La République (Livre VII). 
[Paris: htier], p. 13) Monique Dixsaut syrnpathizes with this view: the Forms are not separate in  another world, 
but the separation entails two dimensions of a same worid. (M. Dixsaut. LP narurel philosophe. Essai sur les 
dialogues de Platon. [Paris: J.  Vrin], 1985) Luc Brisson. however, does not endorse this theory. It is clear for him 
tfiat Plato makes a radical, ontological separauon between the Forms and the sensible world. since only an 
intelligible principle distinct fiom the sensible thing can provide a proper rneasure of the thing's intelligibi1ity. (L. 
Brisson. "Une nouvelle interprétation du Parménides de Platon." in Platon er 1 'objet de la science. Textes rdunis 
et présentés par P.-M. Morel. (Bordeaux: Presses Universitaires de Bordeaux), 1996, p. 80) Yvon Lafrance 
follows the interpretation of Brisson. Cf. Y. Lafiance. Lu théorie platonicienne de la 66<a. (Montréal: 
Bellarmin), 1981. In fact, both Brisson and Lafiance follow Harold Cherniss. Aristotle's Criticism of Plaro a d  
the Academy. (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press), 1943. According to Cherniss, Brisson, and Lafiance. 
the ppra(i6ç is the hem of Plato's philosophy of transcendence. lt is difficult for analyric philosophas, such as 
Vlastos, Kraut, and Fine to accept this transcendent status of the Fonns, since analytic philosophy itself does not 
permit such a dimension to philosophy. In denying the ppi0p6< of Forms. analytic philosophers and Dixsaut, 
etc., do not appear to understand the Aristoteiian critique. Aristotle's critique of Plato is of Plato's assertion of the 
reai and universal status of Forms. In the early part of Plato's Parmenides, Plato argues that the Form is not a 
concept as such. vojpx. but is beyond a concept. Analytic philosophen, however. tend to view Plato's Foms as 
concepts, and, thsefore. deny the transcendent nature of the Forms. It is. however, beyond the scope of chis paper 
to explore further the ramifications of either position. This papa merely wishes to accentuate Aristotle's 
conviction that Plato advances a doctrine of the separation of the Forms and that, according to Aristotle, Plato's 
theory is ineffective. 



transient objects, each of which has a correlating Form;" the Fonns are etemal patterns against which 

the natural world is fashioned by the 6 q p i o ~ p y 6 ~  (Derniurge) and preserved by the causes of 

Nature. 

The Aristoteiian legacy consists of affimllng the intelligibility of the transient. physical world. 

Anstotle's cornments on Piato's description of the F o m  are clear: they are but "empty words and 

poetic metaphors." since they do not contribute to the scientifc inquiry of knowledg." Although 

Anstotle refutes the ~ o p i a p 6 ~  of Plato's Fonns. he steadfastly adheres to Plato's vision of the 

universe as an organized hierarchy of beings. and of the grades of perfection that ensue from the 

ontological development and surpassing of one stage to another.I3 

Aristotle maintains that philosophy is the attempt to explain the causes of Nature not by 

reference to a transcendent. separate cause. Le.. the Platonic Forms. but to the immunenr activity of 

form in matter. Every sensible substance is characterized by the causal unit of rnatter and form. In 

reaiity. form and matter in sensible substances are inseparable in that the form is the intrinsic. 

universal p ~ c i p i e  that defnes a sensible substance, and rnust 'CO-operate' with matter. since matter 

individualizes fom. The sensible substance is the matter organired and determined by the f o m l  

" Plata Republic. Trans. P. Shorey. (Cambridge: Harvard University Press). 1987. 596aP "We are in a habit. 
I cake it. of positing a single idea or fonn in the case of the various multiplicities to which we give the same name"; 
cf: also Rep.. 507a-b: 'We predicate 'to k' of many beautifid things and many g a i  things, saying of thern 
severally that they are, and so define them in our speech . . . . And again. we speak of a self-beautiful and of a good 
that is only and merely g d  and so. in the case of d l  the things that we then posited as many. we turn about and 
posit each as a single idea or aspect, assuming it to be a unity and cd1 it that which each really is . . . . And the one 
class of things we say can be seen but not thought, while the ideas can be thought but not seen." Cf. aiso Guthrie. 
The Greek Philosophers, p. 88. 

" Aristotie. Mero. A. 1.99 la l -13:  The Forms 'help in no wise towards the knowledge of the other things (for 
they are not even the substance of these, else they would have been in them) . . . ."; cf: also Guthrie, The Greek 
Philosophers. p. 1 25. 

l 3  The hierarchy of stages is primarily seen in Mem. A.1 and Dc A n i m  II. 



principle. Thus, to posit a separation between form and rnatter, as Plato does, is absurd, since one 

would have to account for the unity of a thing by fust asserting its divisible components. Only 

Iogically is form separable, since it cm be abstracted and considered apart from matter by the human 

intellect. However, Anstotle remains sympathetic to the Platonic teachùig that scientific knowledge 

is possible, bu! attained by the intellect's apprehension of the form inherent in the transiency of 

matter. Ultimately. Aristotle laboured to explain the phenomenon of motion or change.'' for which, 

he clairns. Plato's Forrns were unable to account.15 Within the fluctuating matenal Cosmos. form is 

the stable. intelligible principle. The Anstotelian form, then, is unchangeable and responsible for the 

inteiiigibility of each individual sensible substance in the natural world. Thus, the universal principle. 

form. is Iocated within the individua1 substance.I6 

Anstotle defmes 'substance' in two ways: i ) substance in a primary sense (xp6rar O ~ O ~ L K L )  

refers to the individual thing composed of rnatter and form: 2) substance in the secondary sense 

( 6 4 r ~ p a i  6uoicri) refers to the f o m l  principle, the essence (ouaia) that corresponds to the 

universal concept. Aristotle wntes: "It follows. then. that 'substance' has two senses. ( A )  the ultirnate 

substratum, which is no longer predicated of anything else, and ( B )  that which, k i n g  a 'this', is 

" C' Guthrie. The Greek Philosophers. p. 128; Guthrie eiucidates the problan: "How brin$ within the compas of 
philosophic knowledge a world of unstable phenomena, dways changing, never the sarne for two instants together? 
Where is chat stability which . . . the human rnind demands?" 

'' Cf: Mera. A. 1,991a8-10. The question of motion will be m e r  anaiyzed in a i s  chapter. Let it suffice io say 
that the problern of motion preoccupied Aristotie's scientific inquiry. 

'' -4s aforementioned, Plato's Forms are universof but separate from the sensible object. whereas Aristotle's are. 
while still universal. operative within the sensible object. According to Aristotle. the universal form renders a 
substance into a individu1 thing. Le.. a rhis. Generally, Aristotle speaks of substances as sensible thinps in 
composition of matter and form. However. in the DA and Meta.. he speaks of voue as an unperceiveci. albeit 
individud, substance, since it is devoid of matter. a topic that wiIl be addressesi later in this chapter. Cf: J. Barnes. 
Ansrorle. (Oxford: Oxford University Press), 1982, pp. 4546. 



separable -and of this nature is the shape or form of each thg."l7 This latter sense of substance is 

usuaiiy rendered ouda ,  essence, and is conceptually apprehended by the human intellect. Agaui. 

only in the latter sense is form separable, since it is logicaily abstracted by the human intellect. 

Although essence has its logicai adherence in the human rnind. it must exist extra-mentally in the 

matenal object itself; othenvise, the material object cannot be considered as an individual unity of 

matter and form. Insofar as the material object is infomed. it is a real thing. Thus. contrary to 

Plato's c l a h  that the Form is transcendent to the object. Aristotle argues that form is inherent and 

irnmanenrl~ operative within it. and is accountable for the intelligibility and realness of the matenal 

object. 

Aristo tle's sensible universe is characterized by substances changing in four ways: change of 

substance. of quality. of quantity. and of place.'' Change entails a beginning. an end. and a subject 

that endures through the change. In Ph.. V. Aristotle says the foiiowing: 

We have then the following factors: that which directly causes motion, and that which 
is in motion; funher, that in which motion takes place, narnely t h e ,  and (distinct from 
these three) that from which and that to which it proceeds (forevery motion proceeds 
From somerhing and to sornething, that which is directly in motion king distinct from 
that to which it is in motion and that from which it is in motion: for instance, wood. 
hot, and cold-the frst is that which is in motion, the second is that to which the 
motion proceeds, and the third is that from which it proceeds).lg 

With respect to changes of quaiity, of quantity, and of piace, a substance persists through the change. 

Yet. the substance cannot evidently persist through its change; Socrates cannot persist through his 

l7 Mem. A.8. 1017b23-25: cf also Categories V. 

'8 Change in substance entails the birth and death of a natural organisrn and includes the generation and 
destruction of an artefact; change in quality means the alteration of the properties of a substance. i.e.. water alters 
when it is exposed to fieezing or boiling conditions; change in quantity refers to the growth and diminution of a 
substance; and change in place refers to motion. Cf: Barnes. Aristotle, pp. 46-47. 

l9 Phys. V.1. 224a34-M. rrans. R P. Hardie and R K. Gaye. 



own bkth and death. Thus, in the Scala Naturoe. Aristotle presents change of substance as a unique 

type of change. 

In the Scala Naturae, Aristotle presents a f o d e s s  rnatter at the bottom and a matterless form 

at the top. Prior to the complexity of material beings. prime matter (scpôrq 6Aq). at the lowest 

level of the Scala Nutitrae. rernauis the simplest matter, and. uliimately, the primary condition of 

change in the fluctuating ~ o r l d . ' ~  Unuiformed matter cannot exist per se. In other words, prime 

matter. matter in itself, is a logical inference which Anstotle postulates in order to consider an 

indeterminate condition for shape to take place in beings." Therefore. its priority is within the level 

of Iogic. Indeterminate as it is. prime matter is the underlying substrate of changing substances. 

logicaiiy considered. Yet. although indeterminate. prime rnatter is determinable. since it is potentiaily 

any thing. Prime matter merely requires the impression of a universal principle. narnely fom. to 

enable matter to become sorne particular thing. Thus. rnatter and form are correlative terms which 

must CO-operate to create the unity of a sensible thing." 

The most simple elernents in the Scala Narurae are earth. water. air, and fue. Yet, these 

ekrnents are not indeterminate, as their simple nature would suggest, but they are already determined 

bodies through the faim acrivity of form. CoUectively and duly proponioned at the lowest level of 

the Scah Naturae. they foxm minerals, which become the material for plants and anirnals. Ascending 

*O It should be noted thar Anstoile rarely uses the term "~po~( l   AT).'* H i s  disciples. however. considered it to be 
one of the rnost important doctrines in Aristotle's philosophy. CJ Ross, Anstotle. p. 168. 

" Rime matter is logically postulated in orda  to understand the added and juxtaposed propenies or accidents in a 
substance. Cf: Phys. 1.8, 19 Ia3 1-2 and II. 1, 193a29. 

Ross contends that prime matter " . . . nowhere exists apart. It is only an element in the nature of individual 
lhings conaete of matter and form. It exists in union with one of the prime contraries heat and col4 and with one 
of the other prime contraries dryness and fluidity." Ross, Anssosie. p. 168. 



the hierarchy, the human king presupposes the material and formal cornplexity of the preceding 

stages. The human is the highest organized king of  mimais, because of its capacity of reason, 

especially active reason. Surpassing the hurnan king are the pure intelligent substances devoid of 

matter. At the summit of the hierarchy is a single. simple substance of pure fom: V O ~ G . ' ~  

The Four Causes 

As mentioned above. the sensible substance is composed of the inseparable causal unit of 

matter and fonn. In the Scala Natrtrae, the composite level o f  matter and form is located in the 

concrete. transient conditions o f  sensible reality, that is earth. a stage below that of  the sublunary 

sphere. which contains oniy rotating, immateriai f o m .  i.e., the "gods." Whereas the material cause 

( f i A ~ l ) ' ~  is the matenal fabnc out  o f  which someihing is p r ~ d u c e d . ' ~  the formal cause ( d 6 0 ~ )  is the 

inner. animating principle of change thar clearly defuies a sensible substance as such and distinguishes 

it from another substance. The status o f  matter correlates t o  the four levels of change. and change 

itseifcorrelates t o  four kinds of  matter: local matter o r  rnatter for  locomotion, matter for alteration, 

rnatter for change of size, and matter for generation and destruction. More s p e c i f c d y ,  sensible 

" Ibid., pp. 168-69. 

14 In fact. fi 6bq literaliy m a s  timber. the timber of a boat. This rendering. used in Plato and Aristotle. most 
likely originated from the Pythagorean vision of the universe as a ship. CJ: Taylor, Arisrotle, p. 45. 

The material substance that is produced is a configuration of the four material elements. earth. air. water. and 
fie. which are duly proponioned by the formal cause. This teaching is found in Plato's works. especially the 
Tirneus. where the four elemenÿ are duly propanioned into a determinate measwe by the 6~lp~oupy6q C' 
Timaeuc. 3 lc-32c, especially 3tc. which provides the reason for 6qproupy6<' activity of harmonizing the 
elements of the Cosmos, namely, to ensure the Cosmos* unity: "For these reasons and out of these materials, such 
in kind and four in number, the body of the Cosmos was tiarmonized by proportion and brought into existence. 
These conditions secured for it Amity, so that k ing  united in identity with itself it became indissoluble by any 
agent otfrer than Him who had bound it together." Plato. Timaeus. Tram. R. G. B u y .  (Cambridge: Hantard 
University Press), 1987. The four elements in the Timaeus are derived 6om Empedocles. 



objects are a composite of fonn and local matter? Change presupposes matter. Matter is the 

mdetenninate dimension of a substance which acquires more determination in proportion to the 

increase of f o r d  influence. With respect to the formal cause, Aristotle, in Phys. 11.3, 194b77, 

considers form as the "archetype, i.e. the definition [ I ~ ~ O S ]  of the essence, and its genera, [which 

are] caiird causes."" The form of a thing, as the inner. animaihg principk of alteration, provides the 

essence of a thing. The A6y0q of the essence is what Aristotle refers to as the structure or "order" 

of the essence, which is particularized, or "instantiated," in matter, thus rendering the thing 

intelligible." J. Lear captures the relation between formal cause and the essence of a thing very weU: 

"Because the form of a natural organism or artefact gives us what it is to be that thing, rhe rtky and 

the whar converge . . . . for the WIIJ  of something is its es~ence."'~ Both the form and the essence 

are required to provide an intelligent account of things. 

The subsequent two causes. efficient (r6 6 0 ~ ~  fi ~ i v q a y )  and final. are two necessary 

dimensions to the causal order of the Cosmos. establishing. in relation to the materiai and f o m l  

causes. a fourfold causal doctrine. Tbey coalesce in that "the changer > d l  a l w ~  introduce a form 

. . . which. when it moves, dl be the principle and cause ofthe change. For instance, an aciual man 

26 However. later in his cweer. Aristotle asserts a subtle type of matter, Le., intelligible matter or spatial extension. 
that is perceptible by thought only, that is, intelligible matter. though it cannot exist apart from local matter. That 
is, intelligible matter refers to the abstraction fiom sensible objects to mathematical objects. Yet. Aristotle clearl y 
says, in opposition to Plato, chat these objects of intelligible marter, do not exist in themselves; they are merely a 
conceptua1 absuaction of local (sensible) matter. Cf: Meta. M & N where Aristocle argues at length against Plato, 
Xenocrates, the Pythagoreans, and, a foniori, Speusippus for their adamant theories of the separate and 
independent. substantial existence of numerical entities. According to Aristotie. oniy the individua. concrete 
king in the sensible world composed of matter and form is reai. In the foIlowing discussion of matter. I will 
primarily refer to iocaI matter. unless otherwise stated. 

Jonathan Lear. Ansrorle: The Desire ro Undersrond (New York: Cambridge University Ress), 1988. p. 28. 

Ibid., p. 29. 



rnakes what is potentidy a man into a The forma1 cause is inseparable from the efficient and 

final causes." The efficient cause" refers to the k ing  in actuality that initiates movement; it refers 

to the prirnary source of change," the agent of change in a substance." Again, the efficient aiid 

formal causes are not rnutudy exclusive. The principal agent of change is, therefore. identified with 

that which introduces rhe fom. As a p r i m q  p ~ c i p l e  of change, the efficient cause is fully actual. 

Only form is actual. Therefore, efficient cause coalesces with, and is an expression of, form., logicall~ 

speaking. 'Therefore," Lear concludes. ' ~ h e  prirnary source of change is form. The actual primary 

source is an active  tat te."^^ 

The fmal cause. "that for the sake ofwhich" (rb OC i v ~ ~ a ) . ~ ~  is the end or purpose (TÉAoG) 

for which the thing is broupht into being," or the goal to which the growth developrnent is directed? 

The fmal cause rightly characterizes Aristotle's phtlosophy as teleological. since the emphasis is on 

the purpose or end. which is imrnanently operative in the t b g  during its development. Anstotle 

32 It must be remernbered that 
of the term. 

Aristotle did not use the term "efficient cause." This is an early Modem rendering 

33 Cf.. Pltys. 11.3. 191b29-30. 

Y Cf.. Phys. 11.1. 193b2; CJ also Lear. Arisrotle. p. 29. 

'' Lear, ~nsturie, p. 35. 

Phys. iI.3. 194b32-3. 

Armstrong, Introduction. p. 82. For a discussion on the rÉbo5 of Nature. cf: Henri-Paul Cunningham. 
'réléologie, nature et esprit," in In question de Dieu selon AnSrote et Hegel. Publié sous la direction de T. de 
Koninck et G. Planty-Bonjour. (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France), 199 1,  pp. 25-35. 

'' Aristotie. Selections. Trans. Terence invin and Gai1 Fine. (Ind.: Hackett Publishing Company), 1995, 
Glossay, pp. 564-622. especially p. 582; c f :  Phys. iI.3. 194a35 and Meta. h7. 1072b2. 



clearly States that the find cause is not logicdy, but reclliy, dif3erent from the formal cause, and is 

a hindamental expression of form: 

since nature is twofold, the mtter  and the form, of which the laner is the end, and 
since di the rest is for the sake of the end, the for- musr be the cause in the sense of 
'ha? for the sake of wllich' . . . . It is evident then thar nature is a cause, a cause chat 
operates for a purp~se . '~  

Although the form is necessarily a realized stote, i.e., the necessary conditions of its assurning 

the role of the prirnary principle of motion. it is a state relative!\ realized in relation to a higher, more 

simple stage with less matter. Each stage yeams or stnves for a higher f~r rn . '~  For example, at each 

stage of the acom's development, its f om is increasingly achieving fidi actualization, moving towards 

its end ( ~ 6 h c ) :  the O&. Paradoxicaily, the end towards which each thing aspires is inherent in the 

thing itself from the very beginning. The end is not severed from the growth process of the natural 

object. It is form that is the p ropehg  force or power mherently operative in each t h g  and. as its 

moving principle, it is considered the t h g ' s  end. It is form in its actual state that functions as the 

final cause. As actuality precedes potency." the end ( T ~ ~ o Ç )  preccdes the actuaiized state of the 

thing, absolutely speaking. The TÉAOS is the force actualizing the substance's potencies. Again, the 

end is the fonn in its realized state. 'The end. the form in its realized state." comments Lear, "is none 

other than a successful ~triving.''~' Therefore, to render the process intelligible. form must be 

expressed as a h a 1  cause. "For Aristotle," continues Lear, "the reason one has to cite the form in 

" In fact, Aristotle will say that movement in Nature is caused by the Rime Mover. which functions as an object of 
love, towuds which the whole of Nature aspires. The Rime Mover is the unmoved Mover. "On such a principie, 
chen. depend the beavens and the world of nature." Mera. A.7. 1072b14. 

41 Meta H. 1. 1049b5. 
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its bal, realized state is that it is only by reference to that form that one cm understand teleological 

beha~ior.'"~ With respect to matter, forrn is actual; however, in relation to the final r6Aog. form is, 

in this present state of development. potential. Hence. whereas fom in the process of self- 

actualization is potential, form realized (TÉAOS) is form fùlly actuaLu The end is ody present 

potentiaiiy, as rhe oak is potentialiy present in the acom, and actuaily present when the acom becornes 

arl oak. 

Development or growrh entails the ernergence of the actualization from that which is 

potential. Yet. development does not irnply the emergence of something new, since the end is already 

inherent in the t b g  itself; the T~%OS aiready govems the developing process of the thinp's 

actualization. Deveiopment does not entail the chan& of one infima species into another. In the 

Caregories. Aristotle argues that each genus includes its unchanging infima species, and that 

development occurs only w i t h  the particuiar specimen, the substance. of the species. However. in 

his later works, Aristotle suggests that the infima species, and not the specimen, is the true substance. 

The genus alone is too abstract. indeterminate. and universal to be a substance. Yet. its development. 

Le.. its concrete determination through the admixture of diverse differentiue, enables the genus to 

become in the infima species an bbhdivisible ('atomic') unity of univenal and indi~idual."'~ 

'" Ibid.. p. 36. 

Lear fwther mites that the ". . . f m  of a developing organism . . . is not merely its achieved structure. it is a 
force in the organism for attaining even higher levels of organization until the organism achieves its mature form." 
Ibid., p. 39. 

45 G. R G. Mure. Foreword to Weiss. F. W. Hegel's Critique of Ansrotie's Philosophy of Mind. (Maninus 
Nijhoff The Hague), 1969, p. xiv. 



In Meta. 8. Aristotle introduces the terms potency ( Ô ~ V U ~ L G )  and actuaiity (PvÉpy E L U ) ~  

as coroUaries to the matter-form distinction in order to hirther explain real development, i.e., change, 

in the Scala Natrtrae. Sensible things change. and thus the proponion of matter and form also 

changes. In all developrnent. fom increases. whereas matter decreases. As with matter and form, 

potency and actuality are detined ody in relation to one another. However, potency and actuality 

differ from rnatter and form in that the latter pair do not properly analyze the real mortement of a 

thuig. whereas the former pair relate to the dynamic changes occurring in real. particular substances. 

As one considers the ascending order of the Scala Narurae. one only conceptually perceives an 

increase in form and decrease in matter. Whereas when the sensible thing changes. matter and form 

per se do not change, since rnatter and form remain abstract causal principles in any sensible 

substance. Consequently. the matter-form distinction rernains an abstraczion from the changing. 

sensible thing, and insofar as the distinction is an abstraction. it is reduced to a staric represeniation 

of the sensible phenornena.'' Thus. potency and actuality render a more precise account of change 

in real sensible substance. 

As prime matter does not exist per se, potency cannot exist per se-it must necessady "co- 

operate" with actuality. Aristotle provides two senses of the term &hcilpi&" The first sense refers 

to the power one substance possesses to intluence the movernent of another. The second sense refers 

In facr.. Aristotie malies a subcie distinction ktween EvÉpyeia and EvrehE~~ia. évcpyaia refers to the 
compleied process of growth of the fonn itself in a substance. i.e.. the realitation of f m ;  whereas évdé)(ora 
stricti y refers to the appearance or manifestation of the realized form. Cf. Taylor, Aristotle. p. 49. 

" Meta 8.1. 1045b35-1046a11. 



to the capacity of a material substance to receive a form. The first sense may be cailed active 

potency, whereas the latter passive p ~ t e n c y . ~ ~  An active potency entails the actualization or 

realization of a potency. prior to which state it rernained passive. Thus, the active potency cm effect 

change in individual substances by actualizing their potencies. Potency, then. cannot be defmed by 

abstract concepts: it is merely observed in a particular, individual substance. Aristotle. says Ross. 

"sees clearly that the notion of potency is indefmable: he can only indicate its nature by pointing to 

particular instances."" Potency characterizes the real change or development of a substance. 

However. potency alone cannot fuliy explain change, since nothing develops corn passive potency 

to active potency without the agency of an actual thing." A substance's full development into 

maturity entails noi only two states of potency, but also an agent already fùily actual which is 

responsible for ùitluencîng movement in the substance. Therefore. the actual state of the agent is the 

necessary condition for the actualization of the two states of potencies in any sensible substance. 

Actuality precedes potency with respect to t h e  and 10gic.~' It is logically prior, since the actuality 

functions as an end or rhat for rhe sake of which the potency exists. An acorn is temporally prior to 

its full actualization as an oak. the oak lopicdy precedes the acom. because the acom is for the sake 

of the O&. It is tempordy prior. because something potential is aiways produced from an agent that 

49 For a helpful summary of this distinction. cf: T. A. Robinson, Arisrotfe in Ourline. (Indianapolis: bckett 
Publishing Company, hc.), 1995, pp. 44-45. 

" Ross. Aristotle. p. 176. 

'' Aristotle also demonsuates a chird way in which actuality precedes porency: chat which is etmai  is prîor in 
nature to that which is perishable. Potency does not ensure the etemity of a substance. The substance that is 
potentially a king is also potentially a non-king, while the etemal substance, that which is aiways actual, never 
ceases to be. Aristoile refers to the Unmaterial substances in the sublunary sphae (Meta. A.8) and to v o 6 ~  (Meta. 
A 7  & 9). 



is already in a ~ t u a l i t y . ~ ~  For an acom to develop into an oak tree, an already existing oak tree must 

first produce the acom. Thus, in the order of tirne and logic. actuality must precede potency, the oak 

tree must precede the acom. 

With this distinction of potency and actuality, Aristotle now provides a stricter definition of 

change. "Change," says Aristotle, "is the actuality of the potential quo s ~ c h . " ~  Change is essentially 

the developmenr or  process of an incomplete substance towards its proper perfect realization? The 

entire Cosmos owes its movement to every king's movement towards self-actualization. For 

Aristotle. development is not the genesis of something new out of nothing. Rather. development is 

the transition from potentid to actual states of king.  Thus, developrnent entails the operative 

activity of the end, i.e.. actuality, through the entire process of growth. 

The entire Scala Narurue, then. is govemed by the interplay of both potency and actuality in 

53 Ross says: "A is not potentially B unless it  can corne to be actually B. and since i t  cannot do so except by the 
agency of something already actual. its very porentirility of k ing  B presupposes an actuality." (Ross. An'srorle, p. 
177) Bames. however. contests Aristotle's daim for the temporal priority of actuality. Barnes argues chat 
although Aristotle is correct in concluding that a substance receives patticular qualities uansmitted from an actual 
agent. AristolIe bases his argument on a faulty principle. the principle of "'generation (or causation) by synonyrn': 
if x makes y F. then x itself must be, or have ken. F: if  x heats y or makes y an oak tree, then x musc iiself have 
k e n  hot or an oak tree." (J. Bames. "Metaphysics," in The Cambridge Cornpanion ro Ansrotle. Ed. J. Bames. 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press), 1995, p. 96) Elsewhere, Bames provides further explanation for 
contending Aristotle. Batnes' daim is that this level of transmitring a quality to another need not be causally 
related. He argues that Aristotle's "argument is ingenious: but in fact causation need not be-and usualiy is not-a 
matter of transmission." (Barnes, Ansrorle, p. 50) It would appear that Barnes has Hume in the background. In 
one's experience, one cannot demonstrate a causal relation between event A and event B. Che can only admit to a 
coincidence in time chat alIows B to occur after A. Perhaps, in this light. one is to interpret Bames' daim that 
causality is not ri transmission. 

" That is. change is the substance's copacir) to always change insofar as its capacity is actualized. Barnes 
qualifies Aristorle's definition in the following paraphrase: "Something is in the process of changing whenever it 
possesses a capacity to change and is exercising that capacity." (Barnes, Arisrotle, p. 50) It is inceresting to note 
*at as Aristorle advances towards a definition of change, his ianguage becomes increasingly more difficult and 
convoluted. Perhaps the reason is that change cannot be conceptually prasped and defined. since a definition 
necessarily presupposes stability - a quality, according to Aristotie, chat change obviously does not possess. 



their various degrees of operation in a given substance, and in a given stage of king. Each stage 

exhibits a degree of potency and actuality, decreasing in potency as the stages rise in the Scala 

Naturue. Each stage is related to the stage preceding it (its proximate matter) and the one surpassing 

it. The higher up the hierarchy, the less potency and the more actuality there is in beings, culrninating 

in the First Cause, V O ~ C ,  which possesses pure fonn or actuality, drvoid of my degree of matter or 

potency. This substantial luieage establishes a continuity of beings cornposed of potency and actuality 

duly proportioned to the particulrir stage. Thus. d e r  the first stage. each stage impiicitly presupposes 

the preceding stage by substantially assirnilating it. The substantial assimilation of the nature cf 

beings subordinate to the more actual beings into a greater unity and increased actuality establishes 

a continuity of life. which characterizes the Cosmos as a living Cosmos. Aristotle demonstrates in 

his DA that the interplay between potency and actuality in the Scala Naturae is also present in the 

soul ( $ u x ~ )  of Living organisms. 

DE ANIMA 

In the DA. Aristotle essentialy defines the soul as an "actuality of the frst h d  

[ ~ ! V T E ~ ~ X E L C X ]  of a natural body having life potentially in it? As the actuality of a living body,57 

the soul is the form of the body, and functions accordinp to a fuial causal role. Analogously, as the 

body has developmental stages of growth, so, too, does the soul. The order of developrnent 

DA II. 1.4 l2a17, tram. J .  A. Smith. 

fi A living body is made up of iü diverse organic parts. Cf. Meta. Z.10. 1035b20-21 and Generation of Animrils 
1.1,7 15a 10. The definition of an organ depends upon the living statu of a body of which it is a part; knowledge of 
the function of an organ presupposes its operation within a living M y .  Cf: S. Everson. "Psychology," in The 
Cambridge Cornpanion to Aristotle. p. 183; also for a fuller discussion, cf: J. L Ackril. "Aristotle's Definitions of 
psuchê, " Ad'cles on Arisrorle. Vol. 4. Eds. J. Bames, M. Schmfield, and R. Sorabji. (London: Gerald 
Duckworth & Company Limited), 1979, pp. 70ff. 



necessarily presupposes the principle of inclusion. That is, the higher developed a power of the soul 

is, the more its activities include and presuppose the lower grades of soul, dthough the lower grades 

rnay operate independently o f  the more highly d e ~ e l o p e d . ~ ~  Aristotle assens three grades of psychical 

life, each including activities t hat are oqanized within an ontogenetic order: the nutritive, the 

sensitive, and the rationaLsg This ascending scale of the soul's activities Funher entails the grades of 

actuality, of form, operative within simple or cornplex structures of bodies ( ~ ~ u T u ) .  The sensitive 

activity of the soul presupposes and includes the activity of the nutritive power. whereas the rationd 

activity presupposes and includes the preceding two." The nutritive soul can operate independently 

of the sensitive and rational grades of soul: "For the power of perception is never found apart from 

the power of self-nutrition. while-in plants-the latter is found isolated from the f~rmer."~' The 

ascension of the soul's activities c u h a t e s  in the rational power, located w i t h  the h u m  being? 

Cfi Taylor. Arisrorle.. p. 77. 

j9 DA 11.2. 413bl1- 13. This ascension is comparable to Aristotle's fmous passage in Mero. A. whcre he explains 
the ascending degrees of rhe Scala Narurae: the passage 6om sensation through memory, experience. and art to 
theoretical knowledge. 

" More speci ficall y. the passive intellect presupposes the @avr ta t imagination ) of the sensitive sou1 in order 
ihat it may operate conceptually. C' DA 1.1.403a8-9 and 111.7, 33 la16-17. 

62 It shouId be noted that Aristotle's teaching of an ascension of actuality or fonn does not presuppose a physical 
evolution, The Aristotelian notion of development pertains to the species itself within a p u s .  There can be no 
passage as such bom one genus into another. However. there are moments in bis corpus where Aristotle admits to 
the difficulry of identiMng proper deiineations between some genera. Cf: Guthrie, The Greek Philosophers, pp. 
140 and 144. In fact, Aristotie wouid probably disagree with Darwin's theory of evolution. If actuality necessarily 
precedes potency, then an actual king  must already exist in order for development to occur. Therefore. Aristotle's 
notion of development requires a perfect agent at the beginning of a process of g o w t h  in order for sornething 
comparable to the agent to emerge, whereas Darwin's notion of evolution entails a gradua1 development rowrds 
perfection devoid of an active agent temporally pnor to the developing species. In other words, whereas Darwin 
asserts the possibility of evolution to occur fkom one infimu species into another, Aristotle denounces such as 
transition: change only occurs within the individual specimen within the unchanging species. CJ. Categories III 
and V. For further research on the relation between Darwin and Aristotle, cf. Etienne Gilson. From Aristofle ro 
Danvin urid Bock Again: A Joumey in Final Causalit)!, Species, and Evolution. Tram J. Lyon. (Noue Dame, 
Indiana: University of Notre Dame Press), 1984. 
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Aristotle's discussion of h u m  rational thought is located in DA 11.2, 413b25-30, and, a 

fortiori, 111.4-5. The interplay of potency and actuality in beings fumishes Aristotle with the 

conceptual landscape to discuss human thought in relation to V O ~ G ,  situated at the sumrnit of the 

Scala Nutrrrae. Within the rational soul, Aristotle makes a fundamental distinction between the 

passive and active intellects. the latter rnigmatically charac trrized as independent and srparable fiom 

aU potency because of its active, purely self-reflective. and simple nature. 

The anopta in the De A n h a  

In DA III.4, kistotle connects the passive intellect's operations with those of the sense 

organs. As the sense organ receives the form of its object. which then affects the organ by the 

qualities of the object. the passive intellect also receives and contains the form of its object. which 

affects the passive intellect. However. unUe the sense organ. the passive inteilect is accorded a non- 

physical status, and. thus. is not iün~iiizred as an ~ r g a n . ~ ~  If the passive intellect is not an organ. 

Aristotle's challenge is to explain how the passive intellect is akin to sense organs. He will employ 

language of potency and actuality to explain this kinship. Because the passive intellect is unmixed 

with anythmg, it has the potentiai to become identical with whatever form is irnpressed upon it. Only 

upon its reception of a form is the intellect awakened fiom its dormant state. The interplay between 

the fom received and the passive intellect is also akin to prime rnatter's reception of f ~ r r n ; ~  before 

the passive intellect receives the form of its object, it is not real, as prime matter is not real devoid 

63 Cf: D. W. Hamlyn. Arisrorfe: De Anima Books II and 111. Trans. and Inuo. D. W. Hamlyn. (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press), 1993, p. 136. 

Robinson, Arimtie. pp. 43-50. 



If thinking is like perceiving . . . the thinking part of the soul must therefore bel while 
impassible, capable of receiving the form of an object; that is. must be potentially 
identical in character with its object without king the object. Thought must be 
related to what is thinkable, as sense is to what is sensible. Therefore, since 
everything is a possible object of Thought, mind in order . . . to dominate, that is, to 
know, must be pure from a l l  admixture: for the CO-presence of what is alien to its 
nature is a hindrance and a biock: it foUows thar it can have no nature of its own, 
other than that of having a certain capacity. Thus that in the soul which is caiied 
Thought . . . is. before it thinks. not actuaiiy any real thing? 

Thus, the passive intellect is potentially identical with its object. i.e.. the form of the sensible object. 

but is "actually nothuig. m i l  it thUik~."~~ The passive intellect is a potency of the whole person and 

is dependeni upon the sense organs of the body. In this way, Anstotle maintains a continuity of 

potency and actuality of prior grades of being6' As with the power of sensation. which "has no actual 

but only potential the passive intellect perse does not exist until it thinks. Prior to this 

point. it is potentially e~etything.~~ 

The received and contained form then becornes conceptualized by the active intellect. which 

enables the intellect to become identical with the form of the object. ''The sou1 is in a way ail things" 

" Aristotle's language of dependence enforces his thesis that there is an ontological ascension of activities: the 
power of sensibility depends upon the vegetative power. and the intellect depends upon not only its proximate 
matter, the sense powers. but also the vegetative power. "Now it is by means of the sensitive faculty that we 
discriminate the hot and the cold . . . the essential character of flesh is apprehended by something different either 
wholly separate from the sensitive faculty or related to it as a bent line to the s m e  line when it has been 
straightened out . . . . Again in the case of abstract objests what is straight is anaiogous to what is snubnosed; for 
ir necessarily hplies a continuum." (DA III.J.429bl4- 18) As with form's dependence on a particular matter, the 
passive intellect is dependent on sense data. 

69 Cf: Hamlyn, Aristorle, p. 136 
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(4 Jrqi rà dvra x 6 ~  Eori x6v~cr).'~ Paradoxically, in becorring identical with the object, the 

intellect becomes an O bject to itself. and knows itself. The self-reflective activity charac terizes the 

nature and function of the active intellect, which Aristotle presents in DA 111.5. Historically. it has 

engendered rnany interpretations. The complexity of this passage demands a brief exegesis, within 

which histoncdy divergent doctrines wiU be elucidared." "Since in every class of thuigs." begins 

Aristotle, 

as in nature as a whole, we fmd two factors involved. a matter which is potentially all 
the particulars iqcluded in the dass. a cause which is productive in the sense that it 
makes them al1 (the latter standing to the former. as e.g. an an to its matenal). these 
distinct elements must likewise be found within the ~ 0 ~ 1 . ' ~  

The CO-p~ciples of nature. matter, and efficient cause that makes aU things, are paradigrnatic in 

Aristotle's discussion of the nature of the rational soul. He states two central ideas. First. though 

distinct from each other, the active and passive intellects operate in the soul; EV rfi J r q f i  refers to 

the locus of the respective activities of both states of intellect." The distinction between the active 

and passive intellects entails their separate. yet CO-operative. activities. 

Second, the active intellect does not make all things ex nihilo. The active intellect operates 

on pre-existing "materiai" provided by the passive intellect. In fact. the "material" upon which the 

active intellect works is the passive intellect itself. The active intellect, then, assumes the role of 

raising that which is potential to a state of actuality. It is a causally pnor principle that "rnakes" a 

" This exegesis will provide a aamework against which Hegel's interpretation of the DA will be analyzed in 
Chapter 2. 

73 It is Ross* contention. and of most Aristotelians following Ross, that kv ~n JNx~  should k vanslated as '&in 
the soul" and not "in the case of the soul." (Ross, Aristotle, p. 149 no. 1 )  



t h g  intelligible and allows the intellect to be identical with the f o m  of its object." Thus, lines 10- 14 

of DA IILS express two interactive States of intellect operative within a human soul. 

The nature of these two distinct intellectual activities is explained in the subsequent h e s .  

"And in fact Thought, as we have described it. is what it is by vinue of becornine ail things. while 

there is another which is what it is by virtue of niaking ail things . . . The passive intellect 

assumes the role of apprehen~ion.'~ That is, knowledge is identical with the form of its object by 

virtue of the passive intellect's apprehension of the form of the object. While the passive intellect 

becomes a l l  things, the active intellect "makes al1 things." The nature of the active intellect is to 

enable the passive intellect to apprehend and become its object. i.e., determined by the fonn of the 

object. The active inteilect is the condition for the passive intellect's grasping its object. Anstotle 

is consistent with his teaching in the Metaphysics: 

For fiorn the potential the actual is always produced by an actual thing. e.g. man by 
man, musician by musician; there is always a first mover. and the mover already exists 
actually. We have said in our account of substance that everything that is produced 
is something produced from somethuig and by something, and is the same in species 
as it.77 

In DA 111.5, 15- 17, then, the passive intellect is analogous to matter by becoming ail things, and the 

active Uiieilect is analogous to the eficient cause by making aii things ( n o l ~ i v  x~ivrcr).~~ As 

mentioned above, the active intellect does not make things out of nothing. Rather, as Hicks 

" Ross. Aristoile. p. 149. 

Meta.. 8 .8 .  1049b24-29; Ross comments: ". . . what the active reason acts on is the passive reason. which is a 
sort of plastic material on which active reason Unpresses the forms of knowable abjects." (Ross. Aristotle, p. 150) 

That is. the active intellect makes al1 things by raising the form of the objeci in question to a state of abstraction. 



paraphrases. its activity operates by "'making thuigs of one kuid into things of an~ther,"'~ which 

accounts for the movernent of the passive inteilect. 

The active intellect "is a sort of positive state Wte Light; for in a sense light rnakes potential 

coiours ùito actual coio~rs."'~ Like an efficient cause. the active intellect rnakes di things as a light 

illuminates that which is potential to actuai; potential colours become actuai by virtue of the iight." 

The active intellect is related to the intefigibie as light is to the ~isible.~' However, the active intellect 

differs from iight. Light is defmed as an actual transparent medium through which colours and 

objects may be seen by the eye. Light is the state of actual transparency in a Living organism. Light 

is an actuality that functions as an effective medium." The active intellect is not a medium between 

the passive inteiiect and its object. Rather. the active intellect has immediate apprehension of its 

object. since its knowledge is of itself. The analogy between the active intellect and Light is accurate 

only in this way: both the active intellect and Light are a third element in relation to the passive 

intellect and its object. and the organ. i.e., the eye. to its visible object.' 

R. D. Hicks. Arisrorle's De A n i m .  (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press). 1907. p. 499: cf: also Rist: -~11 
the objects of thought are 'made' into characteristics of the Passive IntelIect which thus 'is made' or 'becomes' al1 
things. Thus when one thought gives way to the next. the Passive Intellect, now 'made' of one kind of thought. is 
made into another." ( J .  M. Rist. "Notes on Aristotle. de Anima 111.5." Classical Philolog'. 6 1 ( 1966). 10) 

8' Reference io light as a metaphor of active intellect seems to be a rerniniscence of Plato's depicrion of the Idea of 
the Good through the symblic use of the Sun (cf, Rep. 507b509d). as mentioned in the Inuoduction to this 
Thesis. 

a Ross. Arisrorle, p. 150. 

tu DA iï.7.418bl2. CJ also Ross: 'Light is the condition of a medium which has been made actually transparent 
by the presence of an illuminant, and t is ia acniality that makes it possible for the eye which c m  see actually ro 
sec, and for the visible object actualIy CO be seen. (Ross, A~stotfe,  p. 150) 
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Lines 18-19 of DA 111.5 begin the Aristotelian Lxopiu of the active intellect. These lines 

describe the active intellect in the following way: 'Thought in this sense of it is separable 

(~opior6q), impassible ( ù x a e i ~ ) ,  unmixed ( à p k ~ u ~ ) ,  since it is in its essential nature activity 

(for alwrys the active is superior to the passive factor, the originathg force to the matter)." In line 

23, Aristotle describes the active intellect as ppia8eiq.  Ir is Hicks' contention. agreeing with 

Zeller, that ~ o p i o r 6 ~  does not mean separable. but "'actuaiiy separate' i.e. 'not involved in physical 

Me."'" In fact. according to Hicks. the separate nature of the active intellect is best explained in 

Aristotle's De generatione animalirm 11.3. 736b28. Here. the activities of the body operate 

independently of the activities of ~ 0 6 5 . ~ ~  Hicks further argues that the three predicates 

characterizhg the active intellect in DA 111.5 "were applied to v o u ~  in [DA 111.4) before any mention 

had k e n  made of the distinction between active and passive inte~ect."~' His central clairn is that 

these three predicates frst apply to the passive intellect before they can be applied to the active 

intellect in DA 111.5. In D A  111.4 429a15. Aristotle argues that the intellect in general is not mixed 

with the body and is &xuei< (impassible), but has the capacity of "receiving the form of an object: 

that is, must be potentially identical in character with its object without k ing  the ~bject."~"n DA 

111.5, ~ o p i u ~ 6 <  and anaefls characterize the prirnacy of the active intellect over the passive: 'Tor 

" Cf: DA 1.4.108b29: 'Thought is more divine and impassible [than the body. or vehicle]." Also cf. DA ïI. 1. 
413a4-8: "Frorn this it is clear that the sou1 is inseparable from its body. or at any rate that certain parts of it are (if 
it has parts)-for the actuality of some of them is the actudity of the parts themselves. Yet some may be separable 
kcause they are not the actualities of any body at al]. Further, we have no light on the problem whether the sou1 
may not be the actuality of its body in the sense in which the sailor is the actuality of the ship." 

" Hicks. Aristotle. p. 502. 
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dways the active (xorofiv) is superior to the passive factor, the originating force to the matter." 

Strictly speakuig, then, the passive intellect in DA 111.4 is not Ùx&fi< as the active intellect is, but 

n u e q r i ~ 6 ~  the recepror of forms. and, as a result. it is affected by the forms. The active intellect 

is clearly unaffected by the reception of forms. Only in DA 111.5 does Anstotle naturally make a 

distinction within the intellect. The intellect now possesses passive and active poaers. Therefore. 

AristotleTs use of ~ o p i a r 6 q  and à x a e i ~  in DA 111.5 asserts the separation of the active intellect 

not only from the body. but also from the passive intellect. p p i o t 6 <  must then mean sepurabie 

From the passive int~l lect .~~ 

However, the aonst participle ~ o p i o e c i ~  also indicates that the active intellect is separated 

after the death of the soul. Aristotle recapitulates this teaching in Meta. h 3 .  1070a15-26 in relation 

to the degree of separation entailed: "But we must examuie whether any form also survives 

aftenvards. For in some cases this may be so, e.g. the soul may be of this sort-not all soul but the 

reason: for doubtless it is impossible that al1 soul should In this passage. Anstotle does 

not make the distinction between the active and passive intellects. but speaks merely of the inteilect 

tout coitrt that survives death. Whereas in DA 111.5, the distinction is clear: the passive intellect 

belongs to the soul, which is the actuality of a living organisrn, and, consequently, the passive intellect 

is unable to sunive this organism's death.9' The passive intellect. therefore, is relegatcd to the part 

of the sou1 that does not survive death. while the active intellect does survive. As rnentioned above, 

the implication here is that the active intellect is not separated insofar as the sou1 remallis alive, but 

'' CJ Rist. '*Notes . . . ." 13-14. 

" Meta. A.3. i 070a25-26. 

91 Cf: Ross. Anstotle. p. 150. 



is separated at death: 'When separated (~op ia fk ig )  [from the passive inteliect]. it is alone just 

what it is, and this above is imrnortd and etemai . . . ."92 Rist captures the inevitable conclusion with 

respect to Aristotle's two terms X O ~ I O T ~ G  and ~ w p i o $ ~ i < :  "Since then there is a tirne when the 

Active Intellect is not separated but linked in some way to the Passive. as efficient cause to rnatter. 

and since, however. separation dues occur at death, then d u ~ g  a man's i i fe the his Active Intellect 

must not be separated but ~eparable."~~ However, it is Mansiones contention that Anstotle upholds 

the view that the active intellect is nor divine and irnrnortal. Mansion writes: 

il ne s'agit plus de l'intellect agent ou actif, mais uniquement . . . de la pure essence 
de l'intellect. De la sorte. de même que Aristote y oppose l'intellect potentiel ou 
passif, fonction caractéristiquement humaine et donc périssable avec l'homme. de 
même aurait-ii pu dire et doit-on dire pour l'interpréter correctement. que l'intellect 
actif est périssable de la même façon et pour la même raison.g4 

In other words. Mansion's thesis is that the passive and active intellects are only features of the 

essence (oiioicr) of the intellect in se. However. Aristotle does not mention anywhere in DA 111.5 

that he is speaking of the essence of the intellect, as he speaks of essences so ofien in various other 

texts. and, consequently. ~ o p i o e e i ~  must. then. refer to the active inteilect. which is immortal and 

divine, and therefore separate from the passive intellect at death. However. the active intellect co- 

operates with the passive intellect in the soul until they are separated. 

92 DA 111.5. 20. E. Barirbotin remarks that the active intellect "retrouve à la mort la simplicité de son essence." 
(E. Barbotin. Lo Théorie Aristotélicienne de 1 'intellecr d'après Théophraste. (Louvain: Publications 
Universitaires de Louvain), 1954. p. 166) Rist. however. thinks that Barbotin's claim could be misieading. 
According to Rist, the ". . . Active Intellect is always simple. During life. however. it not only exists in itself. but 
also affects the Passive Intellect." (Rist. "Notes . . . ." 19 no. 17) 

93 Rist, "Notes . . . ." 14. 

" A. Mansion. bbL'immorialité de I ' h e  d'après Aristote." Revue Philosophique de Louvain. 51 ( 1953). 468. 
Mansion is emphasizing that passive and active intellects are ways of speaking of the intellect in itself when the 
intellective soul cwperates with a organized body. The intellect in itself is to be seen as immortal. However, when 
one considers the intellect as an activity within the union of soul and body, one c m  identiQ passive and active 
stores to the inteliect. Whereas the intellect in itself is the genus, the passive and active intellects are the species. 
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Both X W ~ L U T ~ S  and ~ o p i o e d q  indicate a tentative union of both States of intellect in 

one p e r ~ o n . ~ ~  That is. both t e m  irnply a tirne when the active intellect is not separated from the 

passive intellect. Thus, if the active intellect is operative EV rfi $u~f i .  then it cannot be completely 

transcendent? The active intellect is not a single transcendent intellect goveming the plurality of 

passive intellects. as Avicenna advocates. The brief mention of art to its matcrial in line 12 of DA 

IIL5 supports this claim. As a particular man is the father of this particular son.97 so. too, a f om  of 

art in the mind of a particular artist is the efficient cause of this particular product. Thus. Aristotle 

argues that a particular active intellect is operative in a particular soul. and its hnction is to "make 

al1 things," as the sculptor makes a pr~duct.~' 

Aristotle continues: "Actual knowledge is identical with its object: in the individual. potential 

knowledge is in time pnor to actual knowledge, but absolutely it is not pnor even in tirne. Ii does 

not sometimes think and sometimes not th id^.''^^ The active intellect's self-knowledge is not a b  to 

that of the passive intellect's, which is affected by the transient passions of sensation. Furthemore. 

the active intellect's self-knowledge is unable to directly infom the passive intellect. Thus. Aristotle 

clearly perceives an Unpenetrable fiontier that divides the passive and active intellects. such that the 

passive intellect CO-operates with the lower powers. while the active intellect in se self-operates. 

Aristotle concludes DA 111.5 with the following claim: "When it has been separated 

- 

9s Ross. Arisrorle. p. 149 no. 1. 

" Cf:  ris^ "Notes . . . ." 8. 

" Meta. A.3. 107 1 a2û-21. 

98 Cf: Rist. *Notes . . . ." 8: "Every soul thaefore contains iü own individual Active and Passive Intellect." 

'' DA 111.5. 20-23. 



( ~ ~ p i o e & )  it is that only which it is essentially, and this done is UNnortal and eternal (we do not 

remember, however, because this is impossible and the passive reason is perishable); and without this 

nothing knows."'" The active intellect is unaffected, irnmovable, and simple in its nature. Aristotle 

seems to argue that the active intellect is Unmonal when separated from the passive inteilect and the 

sou1 in which the passive intellect operates. "Hence too." says D. W. Hamlyn. "W;e God. it [the 

active intellect] c m  have separate existence and is eternal, just because of its lack of potentiality."l0' 

The passage in brackets "rve do nor remember (06 ~ V ~ ~ O V E U O ~ E V  66)- is a reference to a 

passage found earlier in the De Anima: 

Thus it is that thinking and reflecting decline through the decay of sorne other inward 
part and are thernselves impassible. Thinking, lovhg. and hating are affections not of 
Thought, but of that which has Thought. so far as it has it. That is why, when this 
vehicle decays, memory and love cease; they were activities not of Thought. but of 
the composite which has perished; Thought is. no doubt. sornething more divine and 
impassible. That the sou1 cannot be moved is therefore clear from what we have said. 
and if it cannot be moved at all. manifestly it cannot be moved by itself."" 

Memory does no1 survive death for two reasons: I ) since the active inteilect is impassible. it does not 

account for or apprehend the particular. factuai data of everyday Me. whereas 2 )  the passive inteilect 

which does apprehend data perishes at the death of the individual. 'O3 In this light. the Iûst five words 

of DA 111.5, and rvithout this nothing thinh.  offer ai least four different possible mterpretation~:'~ 

1) without the passive intellect. the active inteilect knows nothing; 2) and without the active intellect, 

DA m.5.23-25. 

10 1 Hamlyn, Aristotle, p. 14 1 

'O2 DA 1.4.408b21-32. 

'O3 Cf. Ross. Ansrotle. p. 152. 

Ibid.; c$ aisa Hamlyn. A lisrotle. p. 142. 



the passive intellect knows n ~ t h i n g ; ' ~ ~  3) without the passive intellect, nothing knows; and 4) without 

the active intellect, nothhg knows. Ross, foUowed by Harnlyn, ultimately adheres to the last 

interpretation, granting the active intellect an eternal status. Harnlyn States that the active intellect 

is "'absolute entity which has only a metaphysical role to play as a necessary condition of the 

hinctioning of the soul."'O" Both Ross and Harnlyn agrêe that as a pure actuaiity, the active intellect 

exercises a role sirnilar to that of V O ~ S  in Mera. A.7 & 9, though they are not identicaLioi However, 

this was not the view of many of Aristotle's foiiowers. 

Alexander of Aphrodisias 

Alexander of Aphrodisias. an Aristotelian comrnentator in the 3rd century. a.d.. concluded 

that the active intellect is identified with V O ~ G ,  as presented in Meta. A.7 & 9, because of its simple 

and perpetuaily active nature. He argues that active V O ~ G  is self-reflecting and self-sufficient. 

Whereas Anstotle argues that a part of the soul is separable and unmixed. Le., the active intellect. 

without which the passive intellect could not th&. Alexander sugpsts that the whole sou! ispassive. 

Alexander concludes that a universal. transcendent active intellect is responsible for actualizing the 

'O5 It is interesiing io note that T. h i n  and G. Fine have opted for this interpretation. though they admit that 
Aristotle could also be referring to the passive intellect: "And without this <productive [active] intelleco nothing 
understands." Ansrotle: Selections. Tram.. Intro.. Notes. and Glossary by T. Irwin and G. Fine. (Indianapolis: 
Hackett hblishing Company, Inc.), p. 202 and no. 32. 

'06 Harniyn, Aristotle, p. 142. ûpposing Ross. however. Hamiyn argues that the active intellect is not a separate 
form. exclusive of the subordinate acthlties of the soul, Rather, Hamlyn daims that Aristotie is briefly trying to 
explain why humans forget while an active intellect is perpetuaily thinking in us. The active intellect is unable to 
be affected, whereas the passive intellect, which is responsible for the general cognitive functions, such as memory, 
is affecteci. and. thus, perishes at death. In fact, the passive intellect is dependent on not only the body, within 
which operate various powers, but also the active intellect, which enables the passive intellect to think. Cf. 
Hamlyn, Aristotle. p. 142. 

lo7 Cc ROSS. Anmrle, pp. 152-53 and Harnlyn. A t i ~ t ~ f k .  p. 142. 



passive intellect. los Furthermore. the now transcendent active inteiiec t does not require extemal 

forms to act upon it,lo9 since it is self-sufficient and simple. 

But the first intellect is superior to [our) intellect. in that it knows nothing other than 
itself. Because it is intelligible, it knows itself; and because its intelligibility is 
something actual that is part of its own nature, it must aiways exist as king 
known-obviously, by a knower that is always actudy knowing. But [the supreme 
intellect] is itself the only inretlect that is always actually knowing; therefore. it will 
be always cognizing itself. And it wiil know, as we said, nothhg other than itself 
because of its utter simplicity. For a simple intellect cognizes a simple object. and 
there exists no simple intelligible other than the [simple] intellect itself. [To Say that 
this intellect is .'simplew means only that] it is not combined with anything else, and 
thar it contains no matter nor potentiality within itself. Therefore. the simple Uiteilect 
has only itself as object of its cognitive act . . . . Hence we can conclude that [the 
supreme inreliect] knows itself as intelligible object, inasmuch as it is an intellect; that 
it is constantly in the act of knowing itself. inasmuch as it is both intellect and 
intelligible in act; and that it knows only itself. inasmuch as it alone is simple [intellect 
and intelligible]. As the uniquely simple intellect, it is oriented to the knowledge of 
some simple object; as uniquely simple among the intelligible, it is itself ths  simple 
abject.'" 

Thus. Aristotle appears to have created a fissure between V O ~ S  and the ascending degrees 

of Nature. which occurs in line 13 of DA 111.5 with the term ~ o p r a û e i ~ .  Once whoiiy separated 

from the passive intellect. the active intellect is wholly independent, separaie. and transcendent to the 

1 O8 Cf: P. Merlan. "Aristocles and Alexander Aphrodisias." in The Cambriàge Hisrop of later Greek and Ear& 
Medieval Philosophy. Ed. A. H .  Armstrong. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Ress). 1967, pp. 1 17-123. 

Alexander draws this conclusion fkom DA iII.4.419b24-25: "If die mind is a simple thing. and not liabie to be 
acted upon. and has nothing in common with anything else . . . how will i t  think. if thinking is a form of k ing 
acted upon?" 

' Io  Ahandei of Aphrodisias. Commentas ofArisrotle's De Anima. 109.22-23. Trans. A. P. Foiinis. (New 
York: University Ress of Amenca), 1980, pp. 14344. Incidentaily, this text preatly influenced Plotinus* 
interpretation of Aristotle's ~065.  Cf. Plotinus. Enneab. V.3.5; V.4; and V.6. Plotinus. in fact. will deny the 
absolute simplicity of V O ~ < ,  and. consequenrly, will ascend to a more simple pnnciple that is responsible for the 
unity within the multiplicity of Nature: the One. For an excellent discussion on Alexander's mediating role 
between Aristotle and Plotinus. cf. Merlan, "Aristocles and . . . ," pp. 1 17-123. 



passive intellect."' Furthemore, its activity is no longer directed to the raising of the potential 

objects of VO& to States of actuality. Its activity is now purely self-directed. In other words, the 

now separated and imrnonal active inteilect is purely self-reflective. There is very little evidence 

provided by Anstotle that cm defend Ross' hypothesis that the active intellect is "something in us that 

actually knows already. some element that is cut off from our ordinary consciousness so that we are 

not aware of this pre-existing kn~wledge."'~' The active intellect does not apprehend e-nenial 

images. since it is self-reflective. Rather. it is the necessary condition for the attainment of actual 

knowledge. Thus. the active intellect does not presuppose the activity of the passive intellect. and. 

consequent ly, does no t presuppose any stage that the passive intellect presupposes. The active 

intellect's separate and h o r t a l  status exempts it fiom k i n g  affected by memory and other bodily 

passions. It is for this reason that. once separated from the passive inteilect. the active intellect does 

not remember. Because memory is an activity of the passive intellect. it belonps to particular sensible 

data. The active intellect operates by universai concepts and is. therefore. devoid. and independent. 

of thc particular sensible data of Nature. Whereas the passive intellect presupposes the lower grades 

"' In DA 111.4. 429a26-17. Aristorle captures the discontinuity of the active intellect from the passive intellect. 
though not yer ha~lng distinguished between the two: "It was a good i d a  to cal1 the sou1 'the place of forms'. 
ttiough this description holds only of the thinking soul. and even this is the forms only potentially. not actuatly." 
Thus. the active intelIect does not depend on the objects of sense organs. Cfi Rist: "Whereas . . . the organ is 
affected by sornething extemal (DA 317b20). in the case of Thought. chat is the grasp of universal . . . the 
stimulation is provided not by the objects of Thought . . . but by the Active Intellect. This is why the process of 
Thought does not depend on the possession of 'organs."' (Rist, "Notes . . . ," 19) Ross, in fact. argues that the 
active intellect seerns to posses actuai knowledge independently of the passive intellect. He &tes: "Simiiarly. the 
fact that active reason already knows ail intelligible objects rnakes it possible for the passive reason. in itself a 
potentiality, actuaily to know, and for the knowable actually to be known." (Ross, Arisrotle. p. 150) 

i 12 S. D. Ross. Aristotle 's de Anima. (Oxford: Clarendon Press). 1964, pp. 149-50. According to Ross, the active 
intellect is "something in us ihat actually knows already. some element that is cut off f?om our ordinary 
consciousness so that we are not aware of this pre-existing knowledge." Ross' daim is chat the active intellect 
possesses actual knowledge prior to its influence on the passive intellect. However. Rist argues the conuary to 
Ross. According ro Rist, the active intellect does not possess pre-existing actual knowledge. but is a "power which 
enables such knowledge [actual knowledge] to be abstracted by the Passive Intellect." (Rist, "Notes . . . ," 11) 
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of soul the active intellect is separate from the passive intellect. albeit co-operative with it in the soul 

during the life of the body. Thus, the active intellect is a power that enables potential objects of itself 

to become actual, while it itself is unaffected, since its proper object is itself, a depiction a b  to that 

of VOUÇ in Mera. A.7 & 9. 

METAPHYSKS A7 & 9 

In the earlier section on causality. it was mentioned that formai causality is expressed via 

efficient and fmal causaiity. However. this c m  only be the case in sensible substances. in Meta. A.7 

& 9, Aristotle presents V O ~ G  as fmal causality. the unmoved mover. Although it is a pure form 

devoid of matter, it cannot be a formal cause, since VOCG is whoily transcendent to sensible 

substances and nor an immanent principle anht ing  the development of Nature. N O ~ G  moves 

Nature by king its object of desire.'" while it itselfremains unrnoved. Nor is V O ~ Ç  an efficient cause 

perse. N06q is an agent of movement, but only as afial cause."' Following Ross. Rist adds that 

V O ~ S  is an 6 v ~ p y ~ i a  that is " . . . an efficient cause only in the odd srnse of king a fmal cause, 

diat is, indire~tly."''~ Thus, V O ~ G  remains a transcendent fmal cause to the transient sensible world 

of Nature. 

There are a few passages in Mera. A where Anstotle possibly dudes to an immanent activity 

of V O ~ Ç ,  guiding the development of history. In Meta. A, 107% 15, 1076a4, and 1 O7Sa 19, Aristotle 

114 Cf: Ross, Aristotle. p. 18 1 : ". - . G d  [Thought] is the efficient cause by king the final cause not in the sense of 
king something that never is but always is to be. He is an ever-living king whose influence radiates through the 
universe in such wise that everything that happens . . . depends on Him." 

Il5 J. M. Rist. 7 % ~  M i d  of Arisrotie: A S M  in Philosophicul Gmwth. (Toronto: Univmity of Toronto Press). 
1989, p. 16. 



analopously describes ~ 0 6 ~ '  relation to Nature as a captain's relation to his m y .  The captain 

knows his amy,  and, thus, orders it according to his knowledge. Likewise, V O ~ S  is said to have 

knowledge of Nature and order it according to its knowledge. This would further imply that V O ~ G  

has foreknowledge or foresight (xp6voia) of Nature. as Plato believed.ll6 Ross. however. draws 

the conclusion that as a separate final cause. V O ~ S  is ignorant of Nature. since apart from these 

obscure and arnbiguous passages, Aristotle generally uses lmguage of transcendence when he speaks 

about VOUS. NOUS' only knowledge is of itseK it is v 6 q o i ~  v o j o ~ o ç  v 6 q o i ~ .  a thùikuig of 

thinking. As a self-reflecting substance that moves the sensible world from without. it remains a pure 

form devoid of matter. Aristotle writes: 

It is clear then from what has k e n  said that there is a substance which is etemal and 
unmovable and separate from sensible things. It has been shown also that ths 
substance cannot have any magnitude. but is without parts and indivisible . . . . But 
it is also clear that it is impassive and unalterable; for al1 the other changes are 
postenor to change of place.'17 

Aristotle c o n f m  the simplicity and separahility of V O ~ Ç  by denying the clairn that VOUS is a 

substantial extension of the Scala Natwae. If V O ~ C  were to contain a degree of potency, it would, 

k e  ail substances containhg potency. grow fatigued and think intermirtently.' l 8  Consequently, v 0 6 ~  

would require a pnor principle upon which to depend for its activity. 

First, then, if 'Thought" is not the act of thinking but a potency, it would be 
reasonable to suppose that the continuity of its thinking is wearisome to it. Secondly, 
there would evidently be something else more precious than Thought. viz. that which 
is Thought of. For both thinking and the act of Thought w i I  beiong even to one who 
thmks of the worst thing in the world, so that if this ought to be avoided (and it ought, 

' Cf: Plato. T h e u s  30c and 44c. 

I I 7  Meta. A7, IO73a4-5. 1 1- 12. 

I l8  Cf: DA Ul.5.23: * * ~ o u g h t  in its active scate] does not sometimes think and srneurnes not think." 



for there are even some things which it is better not to see than to see), the act of 
thinking c m o t  be the best of things. Therefore it must be of itself that the divine 
Thought thinks (since it is the most excellent of things), and its thinking is a thinking 
on thinking. 

Thus, voi$ intellectual activity is a t h k i n g  on thinking ( v 6 q ~ i ~  vo j o ~ o ç ) ,  and its act of 

intellection must be generated from within itself, not only because it is devoid of potency' but. a 

forriori. it is purely simple. If it were not simple, it would depend upon some other principle extemal 

to it. 

SOME REACTIONS 

Ross' interpretation of the separate nature of ~ 0 6 4  and its exclusive self-knowledge was 

upheld by Joseph 0wens."' According to Owens. ~ 0 6 ~ '  perfection excludes knowledge of other 

forms in Nature. With respect to VO&' knowledge of Nature. Owens wntrs the following: 'The text 

[Meta. A] is at pains to show that separate substance is a knowing of its own self. It implies that for 

a separate substance to know anything else would mean a change, and a change for the worse.""' 

Owens' claim is based on the principle that to be a perfect. actual substance irnplies king Limited to 

itsek a perfect substance is one that is limited and finite. whereas an imperfect substance is one that 

is unlirnited and infinite. No~G, as a ffite substance, is more perfect. and, consequently, does not 

know the infinite number of substances of Nature. N O ~ G  would know Nature if it were an infinite, 

imperfect substance. "But in point of fact," contends Owens, "[Thought] is finite. It contains only 

Meta. A.9. 1074b27-34. 

J. Owens. 'The Relation of God to Wnld in the Metaphysics," in Études sur ici Métaphysique d'Arisrore: Acres 
du V c  Symposium Anstotelicurn. Ed. P. Aubenque (Paris: J. Vnn), 1979, pp. 207-222. 

12' Ibid.. p. 219. 
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its own perfection, not the perfections of other rhings. In knowing itself, it does not know them. The 

reverse does hold . . . . From sensible thines one cm attain to knowledge of the supersensible 

substances. But one cannot reason vice versa."12' Thus, Owens develops Ross' conclusion that as 

a transcendent, separate, self-reflecting substance. VOUS knows nothing of Nature. since it is f ~ t e .  

i.è., perfect. 

However, according to T. de Koninck. one bbcould not . . . be more completely mistaken.""" 

De Koninck argues that as form becomes more perfect. the more ir inclrtdes other f o m .  Analogous 

to the human intellect, which apprehends the forms of sensible objects. a foniori does the divine 

V O ~ S  apprehend the preceding levels of form in ~ature."' To be perfect is to be complete and seK- 

sufficient .lZ5 That is, it is "that fiom which nothing is ~anting.""~ Perfection in V O ~ S  does not 

exclude knowledge of what is postenor to vo6ç. NOUS' knowledge of one object dors not excludc 

the knowledge of another: v06g knows the other object "c~ncornitantly,"~~~ for The more perfect 

the fom"  argues de Koninck, "the less it excludes and the more perfections, or other forms. it 

121 Ibid.. pp. 219-20. 

123 T. de Koninck. "Aristoile on God as Thought Thinking Itself," Review of Metaphpics XLVII. No. 3 (1994). 
496. 

124 Ibid.. 492. 

'" Perfection entails the senses' proper orientation towards the best and highest of ils objeccs. For the human 
cognitive activity. thought and contemplation will be "most perfect and pleasurable" when it is directed towards the 
"worthiest of its objects . . . and the pleasure perfects the activity." (Nicomochean Ethics (Eh3 X.3, 1 1  74b20 and 
1 l74b2 1-3. Vol. 2. Trans. W. D. Ross. revised by J. O. Urmson) 

12' de Koninck. "Anstotle on God . . . ," 495. 



conta in^.""^ Rather, it is matter which excludes perfections, since matter entails contraries. and 

contraries, in turn. entail potency and imperfection. The subject of contraries is matter itself.'" 

Form, as the universal p ~ c i p l e  Uifinitely correlated with a plethora of individuais, is inclusive. 

whereas matter receives one form at a tirne, in a successive order,l3' allowing for change, and 

admitting a degree of potency. To suggest ~ 0 6 4  is ignorant of the forms located in Nature is to 

suggest that V O ~ G  possesses a degree of potency, and. consequently. cannot be perfect. '70 attribute 

ignorance under any form to God," says de Koninck. "would clearly on Anstotle's principles be to 

introduce back into God what he has denied. namely, potency -imperfection, a contradiction in terms 

when speaking of the most perfect being."'" N O ~ S ,  considered as the forrn of forms par excellence. 

must necessady include and know other more imperfect f o m .  due to its perfect nature. Exclusion 

is always postenor to inclusion. As de Koninck says, 'you cm only divide what was previously one: 

pnor to separating one thing From another in your mind, you must have them both together somehow. 

Here again it leaps to the eye that inclusion is pnor to division or ex~lusion."'~' that actuality. or f o m  

is pnor to potency, or matter. 

And di other thinkers are confronted by the necessary consequence that there is 
somethg contrary to Wisdom, i.e. to the highest knowledge: but we are not. For 
there is nothing contrary to that which is p r h r y ;  for all contraries have matter, and 
things that have matter exist only potentially; and the ignorance which is contrary to 
any knowledge leads to an object contrary to the object of the knowledge; but what 

'" Ibid.. 496. 

'" Ansrotle's references to privation as an aspect of change are found in Phys. 1.7-9. I89b3û-l9?bJ: cf also de 
Koninck, "Aristotie on God . . . ," 497. 

de Koninck, "Anslotie on God . . . ." 498. 

"' Ibid.., 495. 

13* Ibid, 499. 



is primary has no ~ontrary."~ 

Thus, V O ~ S  is not ignorant of other f o m ,  since V O ~  Ç does not possess any contraries as matter 

does, and so is most perfect. 

According to de Koninck, Aristotle's claim is that V O ~ Ç  is an etemal. indivisible. simple. and 

purely actual substance. separate f ron  yer not ignorant of, Nature order. In fact, Aristotle's doctrine 

of v 0 6 ~  is an answer to a question raised in the DA 111.4 (429b26): "is Thought a possible object 

of Thought to i t~e l f?" '~~  Aristotle answers in the foUowing way: 

Thought is itself thuikable in exactly the same way as its objects are. For in the case 
of objects which involve no rnatter. what thinks and what is thought are identical: for 
speculative h o  w ledge and its O bject are ident ical. " 5  

Anstotle is arguing that v06g has Ynmediate apprehension of itself. such that the act of thinkuig and 

the object of V O ~ G  are identical. It is precisely the clairn that V O ~ G  is sirnultaneously subject and 

object that characterizes Aristotle's philosophy as specrtlari~e.'~~ The above citation. then. depicts 

V O ~ Ç  as pure actuality. since 1) it is devoid of matter. and 2) it grasps itseif immediately, thus 

apprehending itselfwithout the mediating role ofcontraries, since contraries include matter, and, thus. 

potency. 

Anstotle funher c o n h  this in Meta. A7 in an extraordinary passage: "And Thought thinks 

I M  G.  Rinaldi. A H i s t o ~  and Inrerprerotion of rhe Logic of Hegel. (Lampeter. Dufed. Wdes: The Edwin Mellen 
Ress), 1997, p. 33. Later, 1 shall compare Aristotfe's sense of speculative thought in light of Hegel's, for rhough a 
simiIarity exists, a great difference divides these two thinkers. Cf: S. Rosen. G. W. F. Hegel: An Introduction ro 
the Science of Wisdom. (Great Britain: Yale University Press). 1974, pp. 50-3. Aristotle's speculative philosophy 
is, in fact, theoretical knowledge. and it is a level of knowledge that will attract Hegel's attention. although Hegel 
uses the tenn of specuiation differently than does Aristotle- 



itseif because it shares the nature of the object of Thought; for it becomes an object of Thought in 

coming into contact"' with and thinking its object, so that Thought and object are the ~arne.""~ 

Thus. in the sarne act of thinking, V O ~ S  and its object, i.e., itself are reciprocally ordered in such a 

way that one is not subordinate to the other. since both the subject and object entail the one simple 

activity of ~ 0 6 ~ .  

CONCLUSION 

The Anstoteiian principle that the lowest king is presupposed in the higher in the ascending 

scale of beings generates problerns when considering the relation of ~ 0 6 6  with Nature. Anstotle 

introduces a discontinuity of substantial development in assening the separabiiity and transcendrncy 

of V O ~ G  kom Nature.'" The discontinuity is andogous to the separation of matter From form. 

N O ~ Ç  becomes pure form devoid of ail matter. which characterizes Nature. NOUC and Nature 

oppose each other and. thus. a discontinuity of substances is rnaintained. If a continuity were to have 

been preserved, Aristotle would have k e n  compeIIed to admit VOUS' assimilation of hurnanity's 

nature, and, a forriori, of its rational activity, the culminating stage of the sentient world, which 

human reason presupposes. 

13' The Greek word (eryy6vov ) connotes the sense of touch. It is interesting to note chat Aristotle prîvileges 
the sense of touch, as opposed to sight. as an analogy to thinking. C '  S. Rosen. 'Thought and Touch: A Note on 
Aristotle's De Anima." Phronesis 6, 2 (1961 ), 127-37. The reason for this is that touch is an imrnediate sense. 
whereby I, the knower, 'simultaneously ' disringuish rnyselffrom the sensing object exreml tu me; whereas, sight 
always entails a mediation ùetween the object and the organ, since vision "is not strictly speaking visible in itself, 
but because of rhe color of something else." (DA 11.7.4 18b5-6) With respect ro ~065 ,  it immediately apprehends 
its object. rendering it simple. since its object is the act of thinking itself. Thus, the sirnplicity and immediacy of 
the object in v 0 6 ~  is analogous to the sense of touch. 

M m .  hi. 1072blg-?l. rny ernphasis. 

13' This is initially seen in his discussion of the active intellect. 
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It would appear that de Koninck 1s trying to overcome the fissure between V O ~ G  and the 

preceding grades of form. He still maintains the transcendency and separate status of ~ 0 6 ~ .  By 

asserting VOUS' knowledge of Nature. Aristotle does not reduce V O ~ Ç  to a substance with a degree 

of potency. NOCG is 76 6~ ~aic6v. perfection itself, and is not a 6 t h ~ p i ~ .  a potency. "Neither 

in Chapters 7 or 9 [of the Meta.], nor anywhere else in .eistotle for that mtter. does knowledge of 

one reality. for instance. of self, en td  ignorance of an~ther."'~' Anstotle's objective. according to 

de Koninck. is merely to deny attnbuting potency or dependence into ~ 0 6 ~ .  

De Koninck upholds Ross' and Owens' claim for the transcendency and separability of ~ 0 6 5  

from Nature, but denies their conclusion that ~ 0 6 ~ .  as a self-thinking substance. is ignorant of the 

preceding ievels of fom in Nature. Thus. de Koninck attempts to resolve the Aristotelian anopicr 

of the p p i o p 6 ~  of VOUS in Meta. h. and. by implication. in DA 111.5. However. even by denying 

V O ~ Ç '  ignorance of Nature. de Koninck does not seem to resolve the Arktotelian ampia. NOCG 

still remains separate. and its activity does not presuppose the lower activity. In other words. the 

lower activities do not culminate h V O ~ Ç '  self-thinking activity. The uninterrupted Lineage of 

substantial activities stops. as has k e n  shown, at the passive intellect. The only manner of 

overcorning the ANtotelian axopia is by assening V O ~ S  to be fuial and forma1 cause. immanently 

operative within the Nature's stages of its self-realization. Only by taking this path can the separation 

between v o 8 ~  and Nature be overcome. This position is taken by Hegel, to whom we now turn. 

'" de Koninck. "Aristotle on God . . . ," 495. 



CHAPTER 2 

HEGEL'S READING OF ARISTOTLE 

Suanger: O heavens. shall they easily persuade us that absolute king is 
devoid of morion and life and sou1 and intelligence? That it 
neither lives nor thinks. but abides in  awful sanctity, mindless. 
motionless, fixed? 

Theaetetus: That would be a temble admission. Suanper.' 

INTRODUCTION 

In his Vorfestîngeiz überdie Geschichle der Pltifosophie. Hegel opens Ns section on Aristofle 

with the following acclamation: "Aristoteles . . . ist eins der reichsten und urnfassendsten (tiefsten) 

wissenschaftlichen Genies gewesen. die je erschienen sind. - e h  Mann. dem keine Zeit ein Gleiches 

an die Seire zu stetlen hat."' He hrther says that " . . . die Aristotelische Philosophie [enthalt] 

zugleich die tiefsten spekulativen Begriffe. Er [Aristoteles] ist so umfassend und spekulativ wie 

keiner."' These laudatory words of admiration for Aristotle must always be in the forefiont of our 

rninds as we investigate Hegel's reading of Aristotle's philosophy. for it is precisely in this attitude 

of awe and respect that Hegel sets out to comment, interpret, and cntique Aristotle. 

The structure of this Chapter will be as follows: the fust two parts will consist of a detailed 

exegesis of Hegel's comrnentary and interpretation of Aristotle's Me~aphysics and De Anima, within 

which Hegel's cntique on Aristotle will be discussed, respectively. Hegel's principal critique of 

Aristotle is the following: Aristotie's philosophy is not systernatic, and is, consequently, not a whole 

Plato. Suphisr 248e. Trans. G.  R. G. Mure. An Inrroduction to Hegel. (Oxford: Clarendon Press). 1966. 
epigraph to his book. 

T W-A.. p. 132. 

' Ibid.. pp. 132-33. 
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that preserves the continuity of stages of the absolute Idea's self-development and b e r  self- 

dfierentiation. Because the accuracy of Hegel's commentary, interpretation, and critique is 

questioned by Aristotelian and Hegiian scholars, sorne scholarly reactions wiil be mentioned 

throughout the exegesis. 1 wish. furthemore, to highlight the intermediary influence of Neoplatonic 

doctrines operative in Hegel's interpretation of Aristotle. Findy, Part II1 wdl conclude t h  Chapter 

with a general exposé of Hegel's notion of Denken, whose si@icant kinship with the absolute Idea 

(absoiure Idee) in the E~icydopaedicl Logic (EL) enables Hegel to assen not the Aristotelian separate 

status of V O ~ G ,  but the ubiqr<itons. intrinsic. and oqanic activity of the absolute Idea. The systernatic 

character of the absolute Idea overcomes the Aristoteiian chasm of VOUS and Nature. since its self- 

conscious activity of the absolute Idea includes the various stages of its thought-determinations, 

which are produced by the absolute ldea itself. In other words. Hegel's answer to the Aristotelian 

h o p i o r  entails the presupposition of the lower stages of thought-determinations through the 

dialectical process within the activity of the absolute Idea. 

Hegel's overcomuig of the Aristotelian anopia. furthemore. radically alters the status of 

Aristotle's ~ 0 6 ~ :  in ANtotelian terrns, V O ~ G  is no longer to be considered as a fmd cause, separate 

and transcendent to the ascending scale of beings, but a final and formal cause, imrnanently operative 

at each stage of its proper self-ucrualiration, which consists of its self-identity, albeit preseming the 

dserences of the subjective and objective. Thus, Hegel retains the Aristotelian claim of the self- 

reflecting activity of V O ~ Ç  and the active intellect, but abnegates and overcomes the ~ o p i o p 6 ~  of 

~ 0 6 ~ '  interna1 activity from Nature - a p p i o p 6 ~  that vitiates all possibilities of gathering 

fraemented and unreiated parts within species operative in the Scala Naturae into a systematic whole. 

The coaiescence of formal and final causality alone renden possible the cohesion of these fragments 
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of  the Scala Nafurae into an organic whole, which culminates into, what is for  Hegel, the emergent 

~ V T E  A É x E L ~ ,  i.e.. the absolute Idea. 

PART 1 

HEGEL'S COMkIENTARY AMI INTERPRETATION OF ARISTOTLE'S METAPHYSICS 

The objective of  Hegel's commentary on Aristotle's kieraphysics is t o  elucidate Aristotle's 

three levels of substances: I )  the sensible; 2) V O ~ C ,  as the active understanding (Verstand) that  

posits its o w n  content in reality. and 3) the absolute substance, which Hegel eventuaily identifies with 

the Idee.' Each level of substance is defmed and explained by Aristotle's twofold metaphysical ternis 

of 6Cvapiq (potency) and 6vépyaa (actuality). Hegel begins his commentary with a brief 

overview of  these t e m  in order to  establish the Aristotelian conceptual framework of  the theme of 

substance, and, u fortiori. of  Aristotle's notion of V O ~ Ç .  

66vapi~ and évépy~ia!  

According to Hegel, 6Cvapi~ (Moglichkeit) is characteristic of the "Adage, das ~ n s i c h , ~  

das  Objektive,'" and which is further characterized by Hegel as an empty, abstract universal that 

' Throughout his commentary, Hegel uses diffaent terms to discuss Aristode's first principle. Le.. ~065:  absolute 
Substans, der hochte Punkt, Gort, sich in sich selbst, der Gedanke, Vater, Denken. Geist. Energie, absolute 
Tarigkeit. and absolute Wesen. However. Denken best translates the V ~ V O ~ Ç  of ~ 0 6 ~ .  In this exepesis, 1 will 
follow Hegel's terminology carefully, since the structure of a commentary is as essentially fundamental in revealing 
the thought of the cornmentator as is the content. 

' An sich refers to 'Ihat which is as yet (onto)-logically undeveloped. or implicît." Glossary in EL. eds. T. F. 
Geraets, W. A. Suchting, and H. S. Harris. (Indianapolis/ Cambridge: tfackett Pubiishing Company. Inc.), 199 1. 
p. 347, no. 2. Hencefonh, reference to this Glossary will be tited simply as Glossary. 

ci T. W-A.. p. 154. In the Meiner edition. Hegel relates 66vapr~ (M6glichkeit) to the Idea in its potenrial state. 
'Das ist die Idee, welche auch nur potentia ist." (Meiner edition, p. 69) 



possesses only a capucin to be determined by the intrinsic, detennining principle of form (Le., 

h 6 p y ~ i ~ ) .  E v ~  p y c i a  (wirklichkeit ),' as the form-giving principle. is funher defmed as "die 

Tatigkeit [a~tivity]."~ and which is more properly related to tvrcAÉ~crcr. which intrinsically 

includes the ~É)cog and which "in sich Zweck und Realisierung des Zwecks ist."' The 

~ V T E Â . É X E L O L  is the tpiphmy of the ~ 6 k 0 < '  self-realization. 

Metaphysics h 

As 6 C v a p i ~  is the objective. and. by implication. k v é p y ~ i a  is the subjective. the "absolute 

~ubstanz"'~ must necessarily include both potency and actuality, rnarter and form. but unseparated 

one fiom the other. "[D]as wahrhafi Objective hat aiierdings auch Tatigkeit in sich, wie das wahrhafi 

Subjective auch 6 h % p i ~ . " "  The implications of Hegel's claim are elucidated funher in his 

commentary of this absolute Substance itself. in the third section. During the fust two sections of his 

commentary on the levels of substance. Hegel recognizes the increasuig proxùnity of 6 6 v a p i ~  and 

EVÉPYELEI the hirther up one ascends the scale of substances. However, only in the absolute 

' Hegl uses the tenn Wirktichkeit io characterire &vÉpy€ia. Wirklichkeit. for Hegel. refers to the real and 
concrete actuality of something. More specifically, it is what is most "rational . . . [i.e..] 'meaningful' . . . ." 
(Glossan, p. 35 1, no. 36) 

Z W-A.. p. 154. 

Ibid.; The Meiner edition of the Vorlesungen rads  as follows: "Diese Energie. Evépyera. kommt auch als 
Entelechie. t v s e k i ~ ~ i a .  vor. welche die nahere Bestimmung der Enerpie ist. aber insofem sie freie Tatigkeit ist 
und den Zweck in sich selbst hat. ihn sich selbst setzt und tiitig ist. ihn sich zu setzen - Bestimrnen ais 
Gestimrnung des Zwecks, Realisieren des Zwecks." (Meiner edition, p, 7 1 ) A. E. Taylor is in agreement with this 
clarificatiûn between 6v6p y e t a  and é ~ d f  XE ta: "When Aristotie is speaking most strongly he distinguishes 
the process by which a Fom is realized which he calls [Cv@y€t~] ,  from the manifestation of the realized Forrn. 
calling the latter [ ~ v ~ E À ~ x E  t a ]  (literaily 'finished' or 'completed' condition 1." (Taylor. Ansrotle. p. 49) 

Io T. W-A.. p. 154. 

" Ibid.. pp. 154-55. 
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Substance are %6vapig, ~ V & ~ ~ E L U  und évseAÉ~€ra vereint."" It is precisely with this 

affirmation thai Hegel begins his comrnentary and interpretation of Aristotle's Metaphysics 11.6-9. 

A6: The Absolute Substance 

Hegel recognizes in Aristotle that the highest IevrI of substance is an unmoved (ki6i0~) or 

absolute mover, which is pure activit y ( Tatigkeir). 'Die absolure Substanr. das Wahrhafte. 

Anundfürsichseiende. bestimmt sich hier bei Aristoteleles . . . naher so, daB sie das Unbewegte. 

Unbewegliche und Ewige ist, aber das zugleich bewegend. reine Tatigkeit. actuspunrs ist."13 WMe 

the absolute Substan: remains an unmoved p ~ c i p l e ,  it is also a moving principle. 

Hegel is b i iy  aware that his translation of the ~ V ~ ~ Y E L U  by Tatigkeit differs from the 

traditional r e n d e ~ g  of it as actualin*. He claims to have recaptured the most fundamental 

Aristotelian insight that ~ V @ ~ E L U  refers to pure. dynamic a c r i v i ~ .  "'Wenn es in neueren Zeiten neil 

geschienen hat, das absoiute Wesen als reine Tatigkeit zu bestimmen. so sehen wir dies aus 

Unwissenheit des Aristotelischen ~egriffs." '~ Clearly. his attack is of the Scholastics. who, although 

they rightly attribute 6vÉpy  EL^ to God as the actus purus, characterize God as a static Being. On 

the one hand, Hegel cornmends the Scholastics for having identifed God with pure activity (reine 

Tatigkeit), which is in and for itself, and is devoid of matter. 'Gott kt die reine Tatigkeit, ist das, was 

an und für sich ist; er bedarf keines Materials. +inen hoheren Idealisrnus gibt es nicht."l5 On the 

l2 Ibid. p. 158. 

l3 Ibid. 

'' Ibid. 

l5 Ibid. in the Meina edition. Hegel says lhat this ''Substanz ist ohne 6kq." (p. 72) Nevenbeless. in the T. W-A.. 
p. 154, Hegel clairns that the absolute substance possesses form and matter "Dabei hat die wesentlich absolute 
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other hand, Hegel defines God sigdicantly difTerent fiom the Scholastics: God is the absolute 

substance, in which potency and ac tuality are inseparable. Potency and form are indistinguishable in 

God, since God, in its potential state. produces from itself its own detemiinations. its own content 

(Inhalr). If in God potency is contemiinous with activity, then God is, therefore. an amalgam of both 

potency and activity. "[Gott] ist die Substanz, die in ihrer Moglichkeit auch die Wirklichkeit har. 

deren Wesen @orenria) Tatigkeit selbst kt; wo beides nicht getrennt ist; an Ihr ist Moglichkeit nicht 

von der Form unterschienden. sie ist es. die ihren Inhalt, ihre Betimmunpen selbst. sich selbsr 

prod~ziert."'~ Paramount to this passage is Hegel's defuiition of God. or the absolute Substance. as 

a prodrtcer of its proper determinations, its content. from the w e i l - s p ~ g  of its own potency. Thus. 

potency becomes the ultimate condition for the producing of determinations. This will be a 

fundamental point that he will discuss in his comrnentary on the DA. and is a central principle in the 

nature of the absolute Idea. In this present argument. Hegel confirms his above mentioned thesis that 

in the absolute Substance, potency, activity. and actuality are united and cooperate. By producing 

specific forms, the absolute Substance is responsible for causing motion. 

The self-producing activity of Aristotle's vofiç, Hegelcontinues. radicaUy differs from Plato's 

static and inert Ideas, which cannot account for activity. and which, hirthermore, bring nothing to the 

nebulous. sensible reality. ". . . die Idee . . . ist nicht identisch mit der reinen 

mhend aufgefaBt. Die ruhenden Ideen, Zahlen Platons brinpn nichts zur 

Tatipkeit. sondem als 

Wirklichkeit."" For 

Substanz Moglichkeit und Wirklichkeit. Form und Materie nicht voneinander geetrennt." Hegel aiso stresses an 
enigmatic daim chat matter appears to be inciuded in the absolute Substance, but considered merely as the initial 
moment of unmoved Being. In the T. W-A., p. 159, he writes the following: "die Materie ist jenes Moment des 
unbewegten Wesens." 

I6 T. W-A., pp. 158-59. 

" Ibid.. p. 159. 



Arktotle, however. the absolute Substance, even in its inenia, has also absolute activity. "[DJas 

Absolute ist in seiner Ruhe zugleich absolute Tatigkeit."'8 The self-produchg activity of Aristotle's 

absolute differs f?om Plato ' s Ideas, then, in that the former includes in itseffabsolute ac tivity, whereas 

rhe latter is devoid of such activity. " 'Es ist moglichkeit, daB das. was Moplichkeit hat . . . .' "19 

Hegel intempts his translation to reemphasize Xristotle's critique of Plato that the empty, abstraction 

of the F o m  are impotent powers, unable to produce activity in the universe. " . . . ( Ô U V Q ~ E Z  ist. 

das Ding an sich, - mit solcher leeren Abstraktion hat Aristoteles nichts zu tun) . . . ."?O After citing 

this text. Hegel comments that only Aristotle's absolute is the ultimate principle that effects or 

innuences change, and. as a result, must be defmed as activity. This effectiveness or influence can 

only belong to the absolute itself. Hegel concludes by asserting that in spirit. energy is the substance 

itself: "so ist beim Geist die Energie die Substanz selber."" 

Continuing with his commentary and interpretation. Hegel recognizes in Aristotle's VOÛG the 

absence of matter. and. as a result. of passivity. In this way. says Hegel. a predicate in the defuiition 

of V O ~ G  is negated, whde nothing is assened about the truth of VOUS. What Hegel does assert. 

however, is that "die Materie ist jenes Moment des unbewegten Wesens."" The initial moment of 

unmoved Being is necessarily related to the Aristotelian question of the absolute pnority of pure 

activity over potency. Hegel cites A.6, 107 1 b23-34 in order to highlight Aristotle's conclusion that 

'' Ibid. 

'' Ibid.. h6. IO7 1 b12. Single quotation marks within double quotation marks will always indicare in this exegesis 
the Aristotelian text translated by Hegel, unless otherwise mentioned 

20 T. W-A., p. 159. 

21 Ibid. 

19 - Ibid. 
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pure activity absolutely precedes potency. Aristotle demonstrates the validity of this c l a h  by 

generating a counter argument, found in A.6. 107lb23. If everything that acts is able to act, then 

why do some things inherently possessing this capacity not act. Thus, it would seem from this 

discrepancy that potency must precede actuality, since the greater degree of potency enables a thing 

to act: potency considered here is the universal condition for action. Hegel's c o m m i s  capture this 

argument: "Alles Energische hat auch Moglichkeit; aber es gibt auch Moglichkeit. die nicht energiert; 

so konnte man denken, die Moglichkeit stade hoher."" However, continuhg with Aristotle's 

argument. the precedence of potency over actuality would lead to an absurdity. since a thing's ability 

to exercise its capacities entails the imrnediate and effective influence of something already actuai. 

Thus. actuality must take precedence over potency. In relating the absolute Being to the prionty of 

actuality. Hegel wntes that "das absolute erste Wesen ist das. was in gleicher Wirksarnkeit sich immer 

gleich bleibt."'" 

A7 

In the beginning of his comrnentary and interpretation of A.7, Hegel elucidates Aristotle's 

hierarchy of the universe, the Scala Naturae. At the sumrnit of the Scala Naturae is the true Being, 

whic h moves in itself, Le., which is self-relational. and this self-relational, circular motion is, 

according to Aristotle, unceasing. In theory, one must postulate this circular activity, but in fact, in 

deed, it is most manifest: "Ais das Wesen, das Wahrhafte, ist also zu s e t ~ e n , ~  was sich in sich selbst. 

Ibid. p. 160. 

2s Setzen means to not only posit but also " 'to be made explicit' as a moment in the praess of the self-articulation 
of meaning." (Glossary, p. 352, no. 39) 



als 'irn Kreise, bewegt und dies k t  nicht nur in der denkenden Vernunft zu sehen. sondem auch durch 

die Tai (Epyy).' "'6 Its rea  concrete influence in nature is the primary condition for the 

actualization of al i  substances within theû respective species in Nature. In this way. the absolute 

Being is apparent in Nature; the movement in Nature attests to the effective influence of the 

perpetud. circular actiMty of the absolute Being. The absolute Being "ist vorhanden. enistien realirer 

in der sichtbaren Natur. Dies folgt aus der Bestimmung des absoluten Wesens als tatigen. das in die 

Wirklichkeit. gegenstiindlich Weise treten r n a ~ h t . " ~ ~  

Hegel comments that the absolute Being is characterized in two ways: the absolutr is both 

thinkuig reason and the etemal heavens. The ffiy five18 unmoved movers and the one unmoved 

Mover are both absolute in that they remain unmoved. Although the etemal heavens share this 

cornmon characteristic with the unmoved Mover. they differ in that they are also moved o r  affected. 

Hegel concludes with Aristotle that there must be a centre point (eine Mitre) that is responsible for 

generating movement. wMe it itself remains unmoved. and that it. furthemore. must be in itseif 

simultaneously a substance and energy. 

Als das sich Gleiche, was sichtbar ist, ist dies absolute Wesen der ewige Himmel: die 
zwei Weisen der Darstellung des Absoluten sind denkende Vemunfr und ewiger 
Himmel. Der Himmel ist aber bewegt; 'er ist aber auch eh Bewegendes.' [Aï, 
1072a231 Da das Kuglige 'Bewegendes und Bewegtes ist, so ist eine Mitte. welche 
bewegt. das Unbewegte ist, selbst zugleich eine Substanz und die Energie.' [Aï. 
1072;i24-26]'~ 

Thus, Hegel recognizes in Aristotle the two ways in which the absolute is spoken of. These two ways 

26 T. W-A.. p. 160. A.7. lO7?32 1-22. 

" Ibid.. p. 160. 

'S Cf. ha. 1074all. 

" Ibid.. p. 16 1. 



capture the two levels of the Scala Nantrae: the thinking reason and the eternal heavens. 

This reading of Hegel's did not saris@ Michelet, who clearly claims that Hegel misread or 

interpolated the Aristotelian passage in question. For Michelet, Aristotle does not advance two 

substances in the Scala Natiîrae, but rhree. Aristotle 's fked hierarchy entails the influent ial presence 

of ~066, wkch moves the eternal heavens and the sublunm world. which, in turn. is moved by the 

etemal heavens. Michelet, in fact, bases his argument on Alexander of Aphrodisias' reading of A.7. 

107223-26.30 In other words, to assert that the etemal heavens are merely moved by the unrnoved 

Mover. but which also move. entails an object that they must move. This object is. in Michelet's 

reading, the sublunar world. the t h d  substance in the Scala Narurae, which Hegel, accordhg to 

Michelet, failed to recognize. However, Michelet's reproach is unfounded. as we will see below." 

Pierre Aubenque further criticizes Hegel for not recognizing the frst substance, V O ~ Ç  itself, 

or the unmoved Mover. as king beyond and ourside of the heavenly spheres. which consist of the 

moved movers. According to Aubenque. Hegel errs in assening that in Mera. A.7 ( 10722 1-26) "le 

moteur mû. c'est-à-dire le Premier Ciel. est un 'milieu' qui meut en restant immobile. alors 

qu'Aristote conclut au contraire du caractère 'médian* du moteur mû que, de même qu'il y a au- 

dessous de lui des mus non moteurs. il doit y avoir au-dessus de lui et en dehors de lui une troisième 

substance qui est le Moteur immobile."" Although Hegel acknowledges V O ~ C  in the absolute Being, 

CJ Michelet. in a footnote in the Haldane translation of the Vorlesungen pp. 145-46. no. 1. Basing his 
argument on the teachings of Aiexander of Aphrodisias. Michelet feels justified in translating Aristotle's text in 
die following way: "Besides the heavens in perpetual motion 'there is somerhing which the heavens move. But 
since that which at the same time is moved and causes movement cannot be other than a centre. there is also a 
mover tiiat is unmoved.' " (Haldane translation, p. 146, no. 1)  

3' See below. page 67. no. 47. 

32 Aubenque, Pierre. "Aristote et Hegel." in Hegel et la pensée grecque. Publié sous la direction de Jacques 
D'Hondt. (Paris: Resses Universitaires de France), 1974, p. 105. Henceforth, 1 shall refer to this source by 



he, according to Aubenque, fails to recognize the transcendent nature of V O ~ Ç .  Aubenque, then, 

claims that Hegel reduces v06~ to the intermediary level of the moved movers. Consequently, Hegel 

alters the transcendent status of V O ~ C  to an immanent one. Aubenque's criticism of Hegel's 

interpretation is clearly an a f f i t i o n  of the p p i o p 6 ~ .  

Hegel continues to comment that Aristotle's definition of the absolute Being. as a circk of 

reason (Vernunft). e n t a  a retum into itself." "[Slie bestirnmt dem Aristoteles den Kreis der in sich 

Zurückkehrenden Vemunfi . . . ."j4 To explain Anstotle's definirion, Hegel employs modem 

terminology, which he c1ai.n~ is identical in content to Anstotle's. In doing so. Hegel reveals the 

kinship between Aristotle's V O ~ Ç  with Hegel's ~dee . '~  On the one hand. V O ~ Ç  and the Idea are self- 

moving. self-identical. and rernain in self-relation while moving the lower levels of substances. "[Dlas 

Sichselbstgleichbleibende, die Idee. bewegt und bleibt in der Beziehung auf sich ~elbsi."~' Hegel 

"Aubenque." followed by the page reference. 

'' Aubenque further criticizes Hegel for defininp the unmoved Mover as the absolute Substance. whose circular 
reasoning entails its rerurn inro itself. since, according to Aubenque. the relation. albeit with itself. presupposes a 
duality between the subject and object. and. as a result. this would introduce a depee of potency. which is 
"incompatible avec la pureté de l'acte d i~ ln  . . . . Hegel semble commetue un contresens sur I*expression 
EvEpyeia 66 fi irae ' a6rjv (Mera. A.7. 1072b27-28). qui ne signifie Cvidemrnent pas 'l'acte rapporté h soi- 
meme,' mais I'acte par soi, I'acte proprement dit (la phrase entière signifie: 'I'acte par soi de Dieu est une vie 
excellente et éternelle.' '* (Ibid., p. 105. no. 1) Hegel refuses to exclude potency in the absolute, since potency 
necessaril y presupposes movemen t and self-development, wi thout which the absolute could not r e t m  in to itself. 
Thus, although Hegel accepts the Scholastic definition of Goci as acrus purus, he acknowledges a necessary degree 
of potency for its self-rnovernent. its development. Once again. the ppropdg of V O ~ Ç  is not viable for Hegel. 
for otherwise the most paramount activity of the Scala Naturae would be posited as an isolated substance. 
unintegrated with the preceding levels of the Scala Narume. The absolute's return inro itself extends the circular 
relation of V O ~ C  with itself to the totality of reality. Thus. by the ennoblement of potency. Hegel overcomes the 
deleterious resulü of the ~ o p t o p 6 ~  of V O ~ C  fiom Nature, and asserts the unintempted continuum of the 
absolute's self-development - a development which inevitably must entai1 a degree of potency. 

" Hegel. in fact, ais0 draws this parallel in EL# 236A. The *'A' refers to the Addition to 5 236. The codification 
of EL wiII be explained below in Part III. 

'' T. W-A.. p. 16 1. 



rightly bases this assertion on the following Aristotelian text: " 'Sein Bewegen k t  auf folgende 

Weise bestimmt. Dasjenige bewegt. was begehrt wird und gedacht wird; dies. was begehrt wird und 

gedacht wird. ist selbst unbewegt.' "'' Hegel is stressing here the rértoç of the absolute, whose 

content (Inhalr) consists of the desire for V O ~ Ç .  More specifically, this tékog is the Beautiful and 

the Good. "Es ist Zweck; dieser Inhalt oder Zweck ist aber das Begehren und Denken selbst; solcher 

Zweck heiBt Schones. Gutes."" The status of this T ~ A O G .  furthemore, implies that it is objectively 

beautihil, and that its beauty is not contingent upon Our affirmation of it. Thus. the absolute Being 

produces motion in Nature by evoking within Nature the desire and inclination for the absolute; it 

produces movement in Nature by k i n g  an independent object of love.)' "[Els selbst ist selbstiindig. 

unser Begehren wird erst erweckt.'* 

The true principle. says Anstotle. is the V ~ ~ O L G  of ~ 0 6 6  which Hegel translates here as 

Denken Whkhg) .  since the object of thought is moved only by the productive activity of v 6 q a i ~  

vh"piç, then. has an object (vo?@v). and is itself unmoved. but moves. Funhemore. the content 

is itself a product of thought. and as a product. the content. i.e., the object of thought, rernains 

therefore identical with the pure activity of Denken. 

Der Gedanke hat Gegenstand; er ist das Unbewegte, welches bewegt. Aber dieser 
Inhalt ist selbst ein Gedachtes, so selbst Produkt des Gedankens; es ist unbewegt. und 
so ganz identisch mit der Tatigkeit des Denkens. Hier irn Denken ist so diese Identitat 

- 

" Ibid.. A.7. 1071d6-27. 

38 Ibid. 

" Cf. A.7. 1072b3. Incidentaily, Hegel recognizes in Aristotle's V O ~ C  its power as a desirable object of love. 
towards which al1 of Nature aspires. This desire draws Nature to its own ~Qog,  which. for Hegel. is the return 
into the absolute Being. 



vorhanden; das, welches bewegt wird und welches bewegt, ist dasselbe4' 

Once again, these reflections c o n h  Aristotle's teaching that actuality precedes potency, since it is 

the activity ofDenken that fïrst produces its object, its content. This object, the Gedachte is in reality 

the CO-elernent of v6qarç. and this identity of Gedanke and its object astonishes Hegel: "(man traut 

kaum seinen Augen) . . . ?' Hegel reinforces Aristotle's claim rhat the essence of the intelligible, the 

CO-element of Denken, is D e d e n  itself. and that its objet is also the absolute cause, which in itself is 

unmoved, yet is identical with the Gedanken. whose movement is produced by Denken. 'Die o h i a  

dieses Gedankens ist das Denken: dieses Gedachte ist also die absolute Ursache, selbst unbewegt, 

aber identisch mit dem Gedanken. der von ihm bewegt ~ i r d . " ~ ~  

In his translation of A.7. 1072bl-2, Hegel imposes on the text a different meaning from 

Aristotle's. The Anstoteiian text reads as follows: 'That that for the sake of which is found among 

the unmovables is shown by niiikuig a distinction: for that for the sake of which is both that for which 

and that rowards which. and of these the one is unmovable and the other is not." (A.7. lO72b 1-2) 

Hegel. however, translates this as, "DaB aber das Umweswillen zum Unbewegten gehon, zeigt der 

Begriff?' Aristotle clearly does not speak about the teachings of the Begriff, though, of course, the 

Begriff. according to Hegel, is operative in Aristotle. However, Hegel continues to interpret this text 

as an Aristotelian teaching that Begriff is the unmoved cause of movement, which Aristotle caüs God 

(0 E 6 ~ ) .  "Jenes, der Beboriff, principium cognoscendi. ist auch das Bewegende, principium essendi; 

4' Z W-A., p. 161. 

42 Ibid.. c f .  A.7, 1072a29-32. 

43 ~bid.. p. 161. 

a Ibid. 



er spricht es als Gott aus und zeigt die Beziehung auf das einzelne ~ewuf3tsei.n."~~ The identification 

of 0 ~ 6 ~  with Begriff is. then. an interpolation Hep1 makes of Awtotle's account of fmal causality 

of the First cause. ersre Ursache. However, Hegel rightly cornments on Aristotle's discussion of the 

relat ionship be t ween the Fust cause and the individual human. 

hs to t l e  clarifies what he means by definuig the First cause as a necessary principle. 

Although necessity can refer to a violent outcorne of an event that opposes one's impulses. or that 

without which the Good cannot be sustained. necessity. in relation to the First cause. means that 

which cannot be otherwise than it is. Only in this case can necessity be absolute. It is precisely upon 

this necessary principle that " *nun der Himmel aufgehangen und die panze Natur.' ""' Hegel qualifies 

what Aristotle means by the whole of nature. which encompasses "das sichbare Ewige und das 

sichbare ~eriinderliche."~' Only this cosmic system is etemal, and. as a result, says Aristotle. humans 

can only enjoy this system for a bnef penod. since they are subject to the limts of tirne. which is a 

subordhate principle to the eternal. The individuai, rational human. then. can only g h p s e  or briefly 

participate in God, who remains etemally the necessary. first causai principle of Nature. 

Nevertheless, the bnef human attainrnent of this fust principle produces joy not panlieled to any in 

the uansiency of Nature. Furthemore, this flashmg glimpse of the intemal activity of the fust 

principle heightens ail human powers. Pure thinking is a thinking of that which is best and most 

excellent in itself, Le., thinking itself, ~ 6 T p i ç  V O ~ O E U ~ .  In this light, Hegel rightly adds that 

45 Ibid.. p. 162. 

Ibid.. p. 162. Hegel's recognition of Nature including the eternal heavens and the sublunar wnld (sich bore 
Veruderliche) clearly undermines Michelet's criticism that Hegel omitted any reference to the sublunar world. 
Michelet not only wrongly intervenes with his opinion as editor, but also he wrongly comments on Hegel's 
reflections. mus, Michelet's criticism is unfounded and must be ignored as a valid criricism. 
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Denken is the absolute end (~610g)  for itself: "absolute Endzweck für sich selbst. Dieser Endzweck 

ist der Gedanke ~elbst.'"~ Only by participating in the voqrov, that which is thought, can v 0 6 ~  

(Gedanke) corne into contact with, and apprehend. its object. which. as Aristotle has shown, is 

identical with Gedanke itself. Thus. Hegel stresses the identity of V O ~ Ç  and voqr6v. of Gedanke 

and Gedaclzte. Hegel concludes this section with a rerninder that the object of Gedanke, the 

Gegenstar~d, is first produced by activity. Le., by the activity and energy of Denken: "der Gegenstand 

schlagt um in Aktivitat. ~ner~ie.'"' 

Thus, Hegel recognizes the highest point of Anstotle's philosophy: the identity of v 0 6 ~  

(Denken) and voqr6v  (Gedachte), "dd das Objective und das Denken (die Energie) e h  und 

dasselbe ist . . . . Das Denken ist das Denke~z des Denkens [v6qorq v o j o ~ o ~ ] . " ~ ~  Hegel funher 

recognizes Aristotle's daim that the possession of an object actualizes Denken. Of course. the 

receptivity of Denken's object is proper to human V O ~ < .  and more specifically to the passive nous. 

which receives the sensible forms from the matenal object. In A 7, 1072b22-13. Aristotle clearly 

speaks about God's nature. whose object is itself. Aristotle's claim of V O ~ Ç '  possession or 

rcceptivity of its object is merely figurative. since V O ~ S  eternally possesses its object. and, therefore. 

is always actual. With respect to A.7, 1072b13. where Aristotle States that V O ~ Ç  is active when it 

possesses its object, " 'Es wirkt, insofern es hat,' " Hegel adds that " . . . (sein Besitz ist eins mit 

seines Wùksamkeit) . . . ?' Hegel stresses. however, that this apparent possession of the object is 

-- -- - - 

Ibid. 

49 Ibid. 

ibid. 

5' Ibid.. p. 163. 
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not the focal point in this discussion, but the activig itself, the energy, is what is primordial. This 

profound Aristotelian insight, then, did not escape Hegel's eye. In other words, not only does Hegel 

recognize the self-identity of Denken, he astutely recognizes that the pre-erninent status of Denken 

is not its self-identity per se, but the intrinsic energy operative in it. "Nicht das Gedachte ist das 

Vonrefflichere, sondem die Energie selbst des ~enkens."" To reflect on Denkeri's self-apprehrnsion 

is to reflect at a speculative level, and this level according ro Aristotle. is what is most pleasing and 

the best activity. Only God. cornments Hegel. subsists perpetually in this exceilent state. in which we 

occasionally participate through contemplation or speculation (e~opicr). The nature of God is 

precisely this etemal thinking activity. ". . . Gott ist dies ewige Denken selbst . . . Aristotie 

funher says that the self-thinking activity of God is life, and that its life is an influentid. or efficient. 

power. "Dem das Leben des v06g ist Wirksamkeit." cornments ~ e g e l ?  Hegel ends this section 

with the Aristotelian passage that identifes life with God, and with Aristotle's fmal remark that the 

o h i a  of God is devoid of magnitude. God must be a purely simple and actual substance. 

What foilows of Hegel's comrnentary and interpretation of 11.7 is a cornparison and a positive 

evaluation Aristotle's VO& in light of the recent teachings on the Begriff. Begriff. Hegel says. 

teaches us in modem t h e s  that Aristotle's V O ~ G  is a unity of subjectivity and objectivity, neither of 

which effaces or cancels out the other, nor assimilates the other. It is precisely this advance by 

Aristotle that characterizes Anstotle as a specuiative philosopher, since the unity of subjective and 

objective is a concrete, living identity of the two, contrary to the dead or dry identity of t e m  in the 

52 T. W-A., p. 163, my emphasis. 

" Ibid.. p. 163. 

~4 Ibid. 



abstract understanding (Versrand). The identity Hegel perceives in Aristotle's VOUS is an organic 

energy, which is characterized by activity, movement, and repulsion. This threefold characteristic of 

V O ~ Ç ,  therefore. allows for difference to be included into the identity of subjectivity and objectivity. 

In other words, the unity of V O ~ Ç  is an identity-in-difference. 

Das Ansich, der Gegenstand. ist nur die 66vapi5, das Mogliche; das Wahrhafie ist 
ihm diese Einheit selbst. Einheit ist schlechter Ausdruck; sie ist Abstraktion, bloBer 
Verstand. Die Philosophie ist nicht Identitatssystem: das ist unphilosophisch. So ist 
es bei Aristoteles auch nicht trockene Identitat; sie ist nicht das r ip~6tarov, Gott. 
sondern dies ist die Energie. Sie ist Tatigkeit, Bewegung. Repulsion. und so nicht 
tote Identitat; sie ist Uri Unterscheiden zugleich identisch mit sich? 

To suggest. argues Hegel. that Aristotle posits the dry identity of Verstand would stnp Aristotle of 

his dignity of having attained the speculative Idea, where V O ~ Ç  and voqr6v are united, and where, 

accordhg to Hegel, "Moglichkeit und Wirklichkeit sind identi~ch."~' Hegel says rhat V O ~ S  is also 

potency, but not the universal potency that is subordinate to that which is singular and active. " V O ~ Ç  

ist auch &hapi<, aber nicht Moglichkeit das Allgemeinere - darum Hohere -. sondern Einzeheii. 

~atigkeit."" There are. then. two distinct aspects to VOUS: the active and the passive. "Er 

unterscheidet zweierlei V O Û ~ .  den aktiven und pas~iven."~~ The passive VOUS is nothing other than 

the in-itself of the absolute Idea. The fist and unmoved. as passive V O ~ C ,  and as distinguished from 

activity, is, however. itself activity, absolutely considered. This V O ~  < is everythinp in itself. but is 

only itself in Tmth through this activity. 

Der V O ~ S  als pasiv ist nichts anderes als das Ansich, die absolute Idee als an sich 

" Ibid.. pp. 163-64. 

56 Ibid.. p. 164. 

s7 Ibid. 

58 Ibid. 



betrachtet, der Vater; aber erst als Tatiges wKd es gesetzt. Jedoch dies Erste, 
Unbewegte, als von der Tatigkeit unterschieden, als passiv, ist doch als Absolutes die 
Tiitigkeit selbst. Dieser V O ~ Ç  kt alles an sich: aber es ist erst Wahrheit durch die 
Tatigkeit .Sg 

Thus, according to Hegel. Aristotle has attained the speculative Idea wherein the subjective and 

objective are united, yet maintain their differences. 

Hegel's Critique 

Hegel found in Aristotle the highest level of speculation. He found in Aristotle the ultirnate 

end of philosophy: the pure. self-reflecting activity of Denken. Only through this active level of 

Denken clin humanity be a1 home with its world, since Denken can wholly apprehend. and be 

identifîed with, its o b j e ~ t . ~  

After making this brief commentary and interpretation. Hegel, however, fundarnentaffy 

criticizes Aristotle's philosophy. Although Aristotle attains speculative thought. Denken is still 

regarded as rnerely one object juxtaposed to other objects, acondition separate fromother conditions. 

For Hegel. Aristotle does not a f f i  Denken to be the whole Tmth, that everything is Gedanke. 

Rather, Aristotle concludes that Gedanke is "das Erste. Stiirkste, Geehrte~te."~' Hegel. however, 

With respect to the human's homecorning with the world via the power of Thought. Gray writes chat "[rnlan 
united with his world, his sense of k ing at home there, could corne about, in the last analysis, only by [Thought] 
and the pourer of reason. There the thinking self could entireiy appropriate its object. the object of [Thought] could 
be one with the thinker. The very nature of [Thought] raised to its highest level in philosophy was refiection on 
self or self-consciousness. That becarne in Hegei's vision the goal of intellectual history. (J. Glenn Gray. Hegel 
ard Greek Thought. (New York: Harper Torchbooks), 194 1, p. 85) 

'' Z W-A.. p. 164. Pierre Aubenque's commenu are helphl here: " Mais ces sciences restent disjointes, elles ne 
communiquent pas l'une avec l'autre, ne passent pas l'une dans l'autre, ne s'unifient dans aucun savoir 
totalisateur. La cause en est qu'Aristote en est resté au niveau de l'entendement, à la juxtaposition des concepts, 
qu'il n'a pas systt!matisés en un tout." (Aubenque, p. I 10) 
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firmly asserts that the self-relational activity of Gedanke is the whole of Truth, and that all of reality 

is encompassed by it. "DaB der Gedanke, als das zu sich selbst sich Verhaltende, sei, die Wahrheit 

sei sagen wir. Femer sagen wir, daB der Gedanke alle Wahrheit sei; nicht so Aristoteies.'"' 

Hegel recognizes. however, that Aristotle's reflection on V O ~ C  relatively resembles that of 

his own with respect to Denken's nature as the universal ground of al1 phenomena. Anstoile's 

speculative philosophy, however. does not entad the allencompassing. ubiquitous activity of Denkerz, 

but is characterized by Denken's ability to trmsform the objects of thought into itself. "Eben dies ist 

die spekulat ive Philosophie des Aristoteles, alles denkend zu bet rachten. in Gedanken zu 

ve~wandeln."~~ Aristotle's speculative philosophy refers to the orientatioir of Denken towards its 

object. and only when its object is apprehended is the object said to exist in Tmth. i.e., that the 

object's essence (ocoicr) is apprehended and known. The objects of Nature. however, do not 

possess a thinking capacity. Rather, once these objects are thought or apprehended by the individual 

subject. one's thought is in accordance with the concept of the object, which is the essence of the 

thing. "Dan heiBt nicht, daB die Gegensthde der Natur darum selbst denkend seien. Die 

Gegenstiinde sind subjektiv von mir gedacht: dann kt mein Gedanke auch der Begriffder Sache, und 

dieser ist die Substanz der S a ~ h e . " ~  

For Hegel, the sipficance of Begriff is findamental to understand A.ristotle7s philosophy. 

Begriffs involvernent in Nature is not akin to the fkee, self-relational activity of voG~, but is, 

nevertheless, a red and living souk which Hegel aptly characterizes as king composed of flesh and 

" T. W-A.. p. 164.. 

63 Ibid. 

64 Ibid. 
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blood. " . . . der Begnff . . . bat Fleisch und Blut; er hat aber eine Seele, und diese ist sein ~ e @ f . " ~ ~  

In Nature. the Begriffis burdened or stilted by extemal factors: "Der Begriff ist nicht für sich selbst, 

aber er ist, durch ~u~erlichkeit  verkurnrnert ."" The rnetaphor of flesh and blood to describe the real 

and Living nature of the Begriff is used to counter the comrnon d e f ~ t i o n  ofTruth, which is expressed 

as the adequate agreement of the represrntation of an object with the object itself. Hegel asserts that 

only "irn Denken ist wahrhafte ~ b e ~ s t i m r n u n g  des Objektiven und Subjektiven vorhanden; das bin 

lc h . "" 

Aristorle. according ro Hegel. has attained the ultimate standpoint of speculative thought by 

asserthg the tiue h m o n y  of the subjective and objective in Denken. in spite of his appearing to make 

his standpoint in empirical data. In other words. this ultimate standpoint alone always has itself as 

its form, although it gives the impression of beginning with empirical conditions, such as sleep and 

fat igue. From these empincal conditions. however, Aristotle separates Denken. Although Hegel 

exalts Aristotle for having attauied this hghest standpoint, he cnticizes tiun for not having studied 

properly the nature of VOUS. '*Anstoteles spricht nur von vo8ç. nicht von einer besonderen Natur 

des V O G G . " ~ ~  Hegel's cnticism of the Metaphysics is. on the one hand. a recognition of the 

Aristotelian hopCa of the ~ o p i a p 6 ~  of V O ~ Ç ,  and, on the other, a provisionary solution. For 

Hegel, Denken cannot be, as it is for Arktotle. a separate. isolated, self-reflecting activity. Rather, 

self-reflecting Denken is inclusive of the preceding stages, since these stages are thernselves Denken's 

Ibid.. pp. 164-65. 

66 Ibid.. p. 165. 

67 Ibid. 

Ibid. 
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diverse manifestations through the dinerent moments of its self-development and inner self- 

daerentiation. In other words. Hegel commends Aristotle for presenting the identity of the subject 

and object in the active intellect and V O ~ C  itself, but cnticizes hirn concerning their separable status. 

Thus, Hegel differs from Anstotle by way of his unceasing desire for absolute unity. for a ~ystern.~~ 

With this critique. Hegel ends hs  commentary and interpretation of A.7 and proceeds to comment 

on A.9. 

Aristotle. says Hegel, attempts here to overcome certain doubts c o n c e d g  the complexity 

of Gedorzke and whether science ( Wissenschafr) cm be an object of science itself." Hegel begins his 

commentary on A.9 by quoting A.9. 1074b15-20. where Aristotle highlights the problematic 

concernkg the nature of V O ~ S .  NOCG is the most divine substance of ail reaiity. However, to 

describe its divine character is dfiicult. First. if it thuiks of nothing. like the state in which a sleeper 

" Hegel's criticisrn is also echoed in his Pliiniomenologie des Geistes: **For the real issue is not exhnusted by 
stating it as an aim. but by carrying it out, nor is the result the actual whole. but rather the result rogerher with the 
process through which it came about. The aim by itself is a lifeless universal, just as the guiding tendency is a 
mere drive that as yet lacks an actual existence; and the bare resuli is the corpse which has left the guiding 
tendency behind it. (G. W. F. Hegel. Phenomenology of Spirit. Trans. A. V. Miller. (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press). 1977, $ 3, pp. 2-3. Henceforth. this reference will be cited as PS.) Gray also acknowledges this difference: 
"Herein lies the geat  clifference between the two thinkers. What separates k g e l  fkom Aristotle most definiteiy is 
his desire for unity, for synthesis. for system as against Aristotle's equally strong desire for distinctions. for 
anaiytic investigation. for subject-matter in its discreteness. Mstotle's aporetic method could hardly be m e r  in 
intention fiom Hegel's dialecticaI Iogic." (Gray. Hegel and Greek, pp. 86-87); cf: also Giacorno Rinaldi. A 
History and Interpretarion of the Logic of Hegel. (Lampeter. Dufed. Wales: The Edwin Mellen Press). 1992. He 
writes: 'The dulistic outcome of Aristotle's metaphysics is evidenced, e.g., by his setting the transcendent, 
unmoved unity of the nbesis noéseos over against the contingent, mutable plurality of the srinola constituting the 
'hierarchicd' order [scala naturae] of the Universe; by the one-sided dependence of (botfi 'essential* and 
'unessential') accidents and relations upon the immediate self-sufficiency of substances." (p. 35) 

'O The majority of Hegl's commentary on A9 consists of quotes kom A.9. For lack of space. 1 will merely 
indicate and paraphrase the Aristotelian texts that Hegel bas chosen. and will then highlight Hegel's commentary. 
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is, how can one attnbute the dipity of a divine quality to V O ~ S ?  Second, if ~ 0 6 ~ '  thinking activity 

depends upon a higher principle. then V O ~ S  cannot be the best substance (as V ~ ~ O I G ) ,  and. 

consequently. would have to admit a degree of potency within itself. Again. Hegel endorses 

Aristotle's conclusion that ~ 0 6 5  (Denken) alone. which is never inen or at rest. is the primary 

principle undergirding the Scaka Narurae. "Alies ist Denken, irnmer eine Nichiruhendrs; wir fmden 

Ncht auch e h  Denken vor."" Aristotle continues to say that the activity of thinlcing confers this 

highest substance with the greatest value. No~G, then. is the highest substance. and no substantial 

principle can precede it. 

Aristotle now continues to resolve a subsequent question. which has three corollary questions: 

1) if V O ~ Ç  is its own substance. then what does it think. itself or something different? 7)  

Furthemore. if it thlliks of somthinp different. does this remain the same or does it become 

something else? Aristotle answers first by way of rehitinp the view rhat V O ~ Ç  (Gedanke) is merely 

apower, since. as Hegel adds, "Kraft nutzt sich ab."" 3) Furthemore, if v 0 6 ~  were a mere power, 

and would grow fatigued, it would be subordinate to a more exceilent principle, a claim that Aristotle 

clearly rejects. Thus, V O ~ Ç  only thuiks itself, since it is the most excellent: "der Gedanke des 

Gedankens ( V ~ ~ U L S  VOT@W<)."'~ Ali powers subordinate to Gedanke have objects distinct from 

themselves, whereas only Gedanke has itself as its object. 

4) Finaily, if the act of t h k i n g  and the being-thought (Gedachnuerden, VO&&%\) differ, 

with respect to which of the two does the Good belong? Aristotle reiterates his claim that the Good 

'' TW-A.. p. 165. 

Ibid.. p. 166. 

73 Ibid.. hg. 1074b34. 



is not the same for Denken (VO ~ U É L )  and for the object of thought (Gedachte, vooupivy) ,  and 

emphasizes that knowledge itself of a science can be what matters. For example, in the practical 

sciences, the substance and essence of the object devoid of matter is the acquired knowledge, whereas 

in the theoretical sciences. the act of th inhg  which defines an object is the object itself, since the 

nature of this object is universal and also devoid of rnatter. -'Im Praktischen c T ~ V  xpa~rr  K ~ V )  

ist es [what rnatten] die Substanz und die Bestimmtheit des Zwecks ( rb  ri 4~ eivar ) ,  im 

Theoretischen der Grund ( A ~ Y o Ç )  und der Gedanke ( v 6 q a i g .  Da also das Gedachte und der 

V O ~ Ç  nicht verschieden sind. als welche keine Gkt\ haben, suid sie dasselbe: und es ist nur e h  

Gedanke des ~edachten."'~ The nature of V O ~ Ç  is, of course. included in the theoretical sciences. 

since the v 6 q q  of VOUS is its own object. However. Aristotle does not hl ly  develop h s  answer 

concerning the relation of the Good to V ~ ~ O L C  The v 6 q a i ç  of V O ~ G  is unique in that it is its own 

object. However, where does the Good belong? 1s the V ~ ~ U L S  the Good because it knows itself 

or because it is known by itseif? No doubt. Aristotle's assertion is a tautology. which Aristotle uses 

in order to emphasize the simplicity of V O ~ G .  However, on a theoretical Ievel. which requires 

accurate defhitions, Aristotle's question remauis unan~wered.~' 

Aristotle concludes with a final question of whether VOUS is composite. If V O ~ S  were 

composite, it would necessarily be affected by changine from one part to another of the whole. 

However, since the Good is not reduced to the specific parts of the whole, it is the best substance in 

'' Ibid.. hg, 10753 1 3 .  

'' Ross. howevn. suggests an answer. This '* . . . question is ieft unanswered. The answer Aristotie probably has 
in mind is something like this: If A knows B and is known by C the question may be asked 'is it in virtue of its 
knowing or of its king known that A is pood?' But when A knows itself [as is the case with voû~] ,  the question 
becomes 'is it because A knows A or because A is known by A that A is gad?' and this is an unmeaning 
question." (W. D. Ross. Anstorie: Metaph~sics. Vol. 2- Inuo. and cornmentary W. D. Ross. (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press), 1997 ReMsed p. 398) 
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the universe, and differs substantially fkom these parts of the universe. So, too, is Denken, since 

Denkeii is the Good itself. Thus, since V O ~ S  subsists in al1 eternity as a whole that is in perpetual 

self-relation. it is purely simple. Anstotle also refùtes other embarrassing theories in h.9; Hegel does 

not eIaborate on these refùtations. 

Hegel's cornrnentq and interpretation of 12.9 recapitulates what he has said about A.7. but 

he expresses its relation with A.8. The speculative Idea is what is best and most free. and can be seen 

in Nature ("als Himmel") and in the "'denkendeic ~ernunfr."'~ In  A.8, ANtotle discusses God's 

visible manifestation in the heavens. In fact. according to Hegel. the living God is the universe. 

"Gott, als lebendiger Gott, ist das Universum: im Universum bncht Gott ais lebendiger Gott aus."" 

Hegel is clearly asserting the ubiquitous activity of God and of God's immanence in Nature. God is. 

as Aristotle says in A. 10. the Good and the Best that organizes the universe into a whole. With a 

quotûtion of A.10. 1075al4-24 and 1076a4, Hegel ends his commentay and inierpretation of 

Aristotle's Meraphyics. As Aristotle gives Homer the last word in order to confer the pre-eminent 

status of the Good. "Nirnrner Gedeihn bringt Vielherrschaft; nur einer sei ~errscher."'~ Hegel ailows 

Aristotle usage of Horner's h e  to end his commentary and to c o n f i  the supreme and ubiquitous 

activity of Denken. 

ïbid.. p. 167. 

77 Ibid.. p. 167. 

Bid., p. 168; Homer's Iliad II, 204. 



A Neoplatonic Muence 

It is dinicult to reconcile Hegel's interpretation of Aristotle's V O ~ G  as possessing boih 

potency and actuality with Aristotle's account of V O ~ S ,  which is described as solo actuality, and 

cannot possess any degree of potency, since that which is etemal in nature can admit no degree of 

potency: '*for etemal things," says Anstotle. "are pnor in substance to penshable things. and no 

eternal thing exists potentially." (Meta. 8.8. 1050b6) Hegel's interpretation of Aristotle's V O ~ G  as 

a dynamic activity, however. appean to be greatly influenced by the Neoplatonic interpretation of 

~ristotle. '~ As mentioned above. Hegel, in translating 6 ~ 6 p y ~ i C t  by Tatigkeit, activiiy, believes he 

has recaptured the true nature of Anstotle's V O ~ Ç  as a substance in motion. which is pure 

E v é p y ~ t ~ :  Life in ~ 0 6 6  itself is adyiamic pulsation rhat is an immanent activin within ail levels 

of ~ife." The centrai dûference between Hegel and the Greeks is that whereas the iaiter consider 

perfection to be immovable. Hegel envisions perfection as a dynarnic rnovement. 

As seen in Hegel's commentary on A.9. Hegel a f f m  with Aristotle the primacy of V O ~ Ç .  

Hegel is reticent. however, to assen the Neoplatonic affirmation of a principle. i.e., the One, that 

transcends ~ 0 6 ~ .  Yet, Hegel does not fuiiy reject the Neoplatonic tenets. In fact. he brilliantly 

adopts the Neoplatonic interpretation of Aristotle's VOUS: influenced by Plotinus, Hegel viralizes 

V O ~ G  by introducing into it a dynamic activity, which becomes all-encompassing. 

79 Cf. Aubenque. pp. 106-108 for a more detailed discussion on Hegel's interpretation of Aristotle via 
NeopIatonism. 

1. P. Lawrence comrnents on the relation between h 6 p  y €la  and Tatigkeit, and on the ramifications of Hegel's 
interpretation to the status of v06g itzeif, "Aristoile's energeia is radically different 6om Hegel's Energie. The 
former refers to the pure form of work always accomplished. whereas the latter refers to the energy chat sustains 
work yet to be accomplished. Energy is closer to Aristotle's dynamis than it is to energeia. Given this 
misinterpretation, it is not surprising that Hegel extends his conunentary to assert the identity of nous and dyamis, 
which wouId compietel y destroy the "separabili ty*' that Aristotle insists upon for pure intelligence." (Lawrence, 
"The Hidden Apofia . . . ," 174. no. 22) 



The foundation of the Neoplatonic and Hegeiian interpretation of the status of Aristotle's 

voiiç is found in Plato's Saphisr. Plato attempts to capture the dynamic and vital nature of Being: 

Stranger: O heavens. s h d  they easily persuade us that absolute k i n g  is devoid 
of motion and Me and sou1 and intelligence? That it neither iives nor 
thinks, but abides in awful sanctity, mindless, motionless. fixed? 

Theaetetus: That would be a terrible admission, Stranger." 

If Hegel's comment on the circular. dynamic relation entails a dual nature in V O ~ < .  inevitably. 

potency would be introduced in V O ~ S ,  as Plotinus a rg~ed .~ '  However. Hegel does not admit to a 

p io r  principle to V O ~ Ç :  V O ~ Ç .  Le., Denken, remains the prirnary principle of al1 that is real and 

intelligible. and is the ultimate condition for everything's self-realization, 

PART II 

HEGEL'S COMMENTARY AND LNTERPRETATION OF ARISTOTLE'S DE ANIMA 

Hegel's commentary on DA III is. for the most part. a study of chapters 3 and 5.  conceniing 

the natures of the passive and active intellects that operate within the essence of the inteilect ( VOÛC). 

and the ubiquitous activity of Denken. which produces the passive VOUS as its own object. After 

having made an extensive cornrnentary on the nature of sense-perception, Hegel proceeds to study 

Aristotle's speculative reflections on VOÛG (Denken). 

" Plato. Sophisr 248e. uans. Mure, Introduction. epigaph to his book. 

32 In his new edition of Plotin. ou la simplicité du regard. Pierre Hadot recognizes two levels to Plotinus' V O ~ S :  
the etenially distinct and eternally united. Whereas the latter type of v 0 6 ~  has irnrnediare contact with the One. 
the former type, in the act of thinking the One, reiegates itself to a fiagmented nature. whereby the multiplicity of 
the w d d  of Forms is generated. It now contemplates the One reflected in the multiplicity of the Forms. which 
mediate the presence of the One. The Soul is capable of surpassing not only rationality, which characterizes the 
nature of Soul, but also the lower mode of V O ~ S  in order to rise to the upper level of ~ 0 6 5  and to contemplate in a 
mysùcal contact the One in itself. (Pierre Hadot. Plotin, ou la simplicité du regard. (Paris: Gallimard), 1997, pp. 
197-201) Nevertheless, the VOUS in itself is an effervescent, dynamic being that longs for the One. Ir is this 
dynamisi rhar introduces porency in ~ 0 6 ~ .  



Hegel opens this section of the DA with an Aristotelian passage fiom DA III.J.429a15-24. 

in which he sporadically inte jects his comments and interpretations. " 'Das Denken . . . leidet nicht. 

kt nicht passiv (&naeéç) . . . .' "83 The part of the sou1 of which Aristotle speaks is that which 

actively t M s  and &es judgemenrs; this active V O ~ G ,  as Hegel emphasizes. is "schiechthm tatigqWa 

" '[Els nimmt die Form auf und ist der Moglichkeit nach eine solche. ' "85 Hegel asserts that Denken 

is aiso a potency, since it is potentially the form of the object that it has received. It apprehends the 

form independent of the object. Denken. then. is related to the form received and not to the sensible 

object per se. "Wem gedacht wûd. so ist das Gedachte insofem Objekt. aber nicht wie das 

Empfunden werdende: es ist Gedanke. und dies ist ebenso der Form eines Objectiven beraubt. Das 

Denken ist auch  hap pi^."" " 'Aber es verhalt sich zum Gedachtwerdenden nicht wie die 

Empfindung zum Empfundenwerdenden . . . .' "87 Hegel comments that the sensible. the object of 

the sensation, is compietely difTerent. and is opposed. to the activity of V O ~ Ç .  ". . . hier ist ein 

Anderes. Sein. gegen die ~atigkeit."'~ " 'Der Ventand (VOUS) weil er alles denkt, so ist er 

unvermischt ( à p ~ ~ f i < )  . . . . * - 4 9  Hegel briefly comments here that vo6ç is not associated with 

-- 

83 EW-A.. p. 212. DA 111.4.429a15-16. 

Ibid.. IIL4.429a17. 

" Ibid., p. 212. 

86 Ibid. 

87 Ibid., lII.J,429al 8. 

Ibid. 

Ibid., 1U.4.429a 19. 



sornething totally distinct fiom it, "nicht ein Anderes, durchaus ohne alle Gemeinschafi . . . ."90 

Aristotle continues to Say that: 

damit er überwinde ( K P C Z T ~ ) ,  wie Anaxagoras sagt. d.h. dal3 er erkenne; denn 
hervorbrechend in seiner Wirksamkeit ( n a p ~ p @ c r i v 6 p ~ v o v )  halt er das Fremde 
ab und verwahrt sich dagegen (&vr i@p&t re i ,  mch t  einen Verhau, Urnzaunung). 
Deswegen ist die Nntur des V O ~ S  keine andere ais das Mogliche (&ore PT$' 
aUroU d v a i  @6oiv  r i v à  p q 6 ~ p i a v  &ILA ' i) TCLUT~V,  Ori 6uvcrr6v)? 

This potency, comrnents Hegel, is clearly not identifed with matter. and since this potency belongs 

to the very essence of ~ 0 6 ~ .  V O ~ G  c m o t  be said to possess matter. Denken, then. is not to be 

implicit (an sich). Because of V O ~ Ç '  purity. its actuality or reality is not to be for another. but its 

potency is to be for itself. "[Dlie Moglichkeit selbst ist nicht CAq.  der V O ~ C  hat keine Matene. die 

Moglichkeit gehon zu seiner o h i a  selbst. - das Denken ist dieses. nicht an sich zu sein."92 A thing 

is actuai, i.e.. real or genuine. only when it is detemined. and when its opposing determination. its 

potency, is not in it. In the corporeal r edm we have matter and extemal form: matter is the potency 

opposed to the form. However, the sou1 is. on the contrary, itself potency without matter. Rather. 

its essence is actudty: "Ihr Wesen ist Wirk~amkeit."~~ Thus, Aristotle concludes, " '[dler v 0 6 ~  nun 

der Seele. der BewuBtseinde, ist nichts actri, ehe er denkt.' '*Y Although Aristotle does not refer to 

consciousness in this passage, his general doctrine is weil captured by Hegel: V O ~ Ç  is real only 

through the activity of thinking, of Denken. In itseif, it is potentiaiiy everyihuig, but it is nothing 

" ~bid., p. 213 

'' Ibid.. pp. 21 2-3, iI1.4.429a 19-24. 

'' Ibid. p. 213 

93 Ibid. 

" Ibid., DA W.A. 429a23-24. 
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unless it thinks: "er ist absolute Tatigkeit, existiert nur so, und ist. wenn er tatig ist."" Hegel's 

decision to open this section with this Aristotelian passage has no other purpose than to establish a 

transition from the sensible powers. which are always punicular and operate for another substance. 

to the activity of V O ~ S ,  whose universai 66vapic is for itself. The universal ~ U V C X ~ L G  of vo8i. 

then, c m o t  be reduced to the particular fibre of matter. 

Hegel ends this section with a quote fiom III.4.129a24-27 and 429a3 1-129b9. In the frst 

passage, Aristotle concludes his argument for the ~ 0 6 ~ '  unrnixed nature. N O ~ G  cannot be mked 

or affected by the body, for otherwise it would assume the changing qualities of the senses. In the 

second passage, Aristotle demonstrates V O ~ Ç '  opposing nature to that of the sense-organs. Whereas 

the sense-organs are partiaUy de bilitated afrer perceiving a violent perception. i.e.. a perception too 

great for it to apprehend, such as the massive explosion of a bomb destroying part of the capacity of 

the ear drum disabling the ear from operating as before. this distinction does not apply to thinking. 

when thinking of an object that is difficult and strenuous. grows in its capacity to think. and is more 

able to think afterwards of other objects less cornplex. 

From 111.4, 429b6-9. Aristotle discusses the two degrees of potency in ~ 0 6 5 :  a potency 

without knowledge or training and a potency with knowledge and training, but unexercised. The 

latter f o m  of potency is, then, more actual than the fonner. and allows for VOUS to rhink itself, as 

Aristotle concludes in 111.4, 429b9. 

In the subsequent section of his commentary and interpretation, Hegel States that Denken 

makes iiseif'into the passive understanding (Verstand), i.e., into its object. "Das Denken macht sich 

95 Ibid. 
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zum passiven Verstand, d.i. zum Objektiven, Gegenstand für es: intellecrus pnssivus."% In Light of 

this comment, Hegel suggests that the dictum that 'nothhg is in the intellect that has not frst corne 

through the senses* rnay be only relatively Aristoteiian. The reverse of this dictum is also true, as we 

will see beIow. 

Hegel proceeds imediately to quote and comment 111.4, 429b23-29. in which Aristotle 

attempts to answer an knopicr of the nature of vouq. Aristotle's question in 111.4. 429b23-25 

concems the nature of V O ~ S '  thinking of an object. If ~065 is simple and unaffected, and has 

n o t h p   JI common with anything else. then how can V O ~ Ç  think if to think something is also a 

passive affection? Within his translation of this text, Hegel comments that Denken is only for itself. 

since it makes what is other into its own object. Othemess here is, says Hegel, only Scheiii. " . . . 

(sondem nur fir sich ist. indem es Anderes m m  Seinigen macht; das Andere ist nur Schein) . . . ."97 

This is clxified in what foilows. Aristotle explains that when two things have something in cornmon 

then one appears to be active and the other passive. i.e., that which is acted up~n .~ '  Hegel's 

translation of these verses is as follows: " 'Denn insofem etwas Zweien gemeinschaftiich, so scheint 

das eine zu tun. das andere passiv sich zu verhaken.' ''w Hegel uses the transient verb tu11 to translate 

the Greek x o i r î v ,  which translates as acting. Tun rneans to 'do' or to 'make.' Aristotle also uses 

~ O L E ~ V  to refer to the agent's productive nature in 111.5. While Aristotle introduces the two aspects 

of VOÛÇ in 111.4, 429b24-25. the active and the passive, he characterizes the active V O ~ Ç  as a 

% Ibid. 

" Ibid., p. 114. 

98 CJ 111.4.429b24-25. 

" T. W-A., p. 214.111.4.429b24-25. 



productive principle. lm Denken's making of the passive V O ~ Ç  demonstrates nothing other than 

Denken's absolute and ubiquitous nature; al1 t h g s  are produced by Denken as determinations within 

Denken. Hegel's commentary and translation account for this Aristotelian insight. Since Aristotle 

anticipates his more expiicit discussion of V O ~ Ç '  distinction between the passive and active in 111.4, 

429b23-79. Hegel is hl ly  justified in bringing the signifcant insight of the productive Denken to our 

attention pnor to his commentary on 111.5. This producing activity of V O ~ Ç  is not limited to the 

h u m  soul, but is the universal activity of Denken, as Hegel will demonstrate in 111.5. 

M e r  his translation of I11.4,429b21-25. Hegel comrnents that while in V O ~ S  there appears 

within something distinct from itself. VOUS is also pure and unrnixed. and, thus. unaffected by its 

O bject . "Damit scheint sopliec h ein Passives irn V O ~ S  zu sein: es ist damit ein Verschiedenes von ihm 

Weiss parallels the productive activity of the sensible to clariQ the analogous productivity of the activiry of 
Denken. He says that "active sensing makes itself inro what is for it the object: that is. the actuality of sense 
activity was seen to be bth the actuality of itself and its object, but that this object nevertheless remained distinct 
fiom the activity of sensing. In this sense, active sensing malies for itself what is objective." (Weiss, Hegel's 
Cririque. p. 40) Similarly with V O ~ < ,  the potency of voùc is enpendered by the activity of V O U ~ .  by Denken. 
' n i e  'pregnant* potentiality of nous." Weiss concludes. "is thus something posited to explain acrual no& or 
thinking." (Ibid) Althouph the causal role of V O ~ S  is akin to that of the senses. the object of VOUS does no1 
remain distinct t o m  active v o o ~ .  but is identical. since the object of active V O ~ Ç  is ~ 0 6 5 '  inner self- 
differentiation. "Sense activity. on the contrary. every time it cornes into existence. Le.. is 'energized', does not 
coincide with itself, but rather appears as opposed to its object. The sensible object, prior to its k i n g  sensed. is 
irnplicitly [an sich] the sensed object. but as AristotIe tells us. 'the distinction between their k ing  rernains.' No 
such distinction remains between mough t ]  and its object. Actual thinking 'coincides with itself; it does not posit 
an object over against itself, but rather in its activity redites itself as it actually is, and sees itself only in its 
abjects." t Ibid,, p. 4 1 ) 

The problern with this interpretation, as W. Kern has highlighted, is that Weiss insinuates that Hegel's 
technical laquage of an sich andfùr sich is quivalent to Aristocle's 6Cvapr~ and kvfpytta. T h a e  is no doubt 
that Hegel drew his inspiration fkom Aristotle, but his rems prove to be an advance beyond Aristotle. It is not the 
case. says Kern. char passive V O ~ C  is akin to the pure inactivity of ~065.  and is. therefore. engendered by aciive 
~065 .  "Weiss." writes K m ,  "qui maiheuresement interprtte mal Aristote (par exemple. il comprend le 'mûs 
passif comme pur être-non-encore-en-activitk, comme l'inactivité du nofis en général . . . , affirme que Hegei a 
trouvé chez Aristote ses propres concepts . . . ." (W. Kern. "L'interprdtation d'Aristote par Hegel." Revue de 
philosophie ancienne 3 (1985). 46, trans. A.-M. Roviello) While Kern is correct in making the distinction between 
Aristotle's terminology and those of Hegel. he appears to be inaccurate regarding Weiss' interpretation of the 
status of the universai 8Uvapi~ of V O ~ Ç .  Weiss does aot reduce the univasai 66vapc~ of voû~ CO that of prime 
matter, but includes within it a degee of actuality. (This wiI! be fùrther explained below.) 
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in i !  und zugleich so l  er rein und unvermischt sein."10' 

Anstotle continues with the coroilary to his initial question. Can V O ~ G  be a possible object 

to itself?lo2 If we answer that v06g cm be its own object, then either ~ 0 6 5  is present in everythmg. 

or else it will possess quaiities that are inherent in all other material objects. Whereas the former 

advocates a simplicity to ~ 0 6 ~ .  the latter advocates its complexity. The latter must be discarded. 

shce V O ~ < '  potential nature does not permit it to appropriate any particular quality: v 0 6 ~  must 

initially be a universal d 6 ~ ~ l p t ~  ifit is to have itself as its own object. Hegel. however, does not see 

adisjunction within this Aristotelian question. For Hegel. the distinction between V O ~ G  and its object 

as othemess is the shining of ~ 0 6 ~ '  universal and interna1 activity: aU objects (alles Gedacltte) are 

the ourward expression of ~ 0 6 5 .  " . . . er erscheint als Gegenstand. als ~nderes.""~ Furthemore. 

Hegel adds that ~066 is implicitly its object. i.e.. its content. N O ~ S ,  then, belongs to al! things. 

since it is potentiaily aIl things. "Der v 0 6 ~  denkt ailes. ist so bei sich. r r  ist selbst bei sich alles."la 

Hegel rernarks that Arktotle's speech is idealistic in nature. and not empirical, as many of Hegel's 

contemporaries assumed. 

Aristotle ends his discussion of this question with the reassertion that whiie V O ~ G  is 

potentially everytbg and what is thinkable in all objects. it is not actual until it t W s .  " 'Aber 

zugleich ist er der Wirklichkeit nach nichts, ehe gedacht worden.' " 'O5 Accordhg to Hegel. this 

- 

lu' 7'. W-A.. p. 214. 

'" DA III A. 4%b?7-43Oa 1. 

'O3 T. W-A.. p. 214. 

'O4 Ibid. 

los DA III.1.429b3 1. 
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passage implies that the self-conscious activity of V O ~ S  is not merely Vnplicit, or in itself, but is 

actudy for ifself, since it is only as activity, and its essence is energy. "[Dler selbstbewuBte V O ~ G  

ist nicht bloB an sich, sondem wesentlich für sich. - er ist nur ais Tatigkeit, die o h i a  des V O ~ Ç  ist 

~nergie.""'~ Only from the point of view of what is thinkable is "Moglichkeit vor der ~irklichkeit."'~' 

The self-conscious v o 8 ~  is explicit. because it is in actuality ail things. Hegel illustrates the principle 

of potency prior to actuality with the example of a burning object, which is potentially ashes, but is 

aftenvards actualiy ashes and smoke. "Passivitat ist Moglichkeit vor der Wirklichkeir. Dies Ding 

verbrannt ist Moglichkeit der Asche. nachher seine Wkklichkeit Asche. Rauch . . . dies ist das 

wirkliche ~ing."'" With this illustration. Hegel emphasizes Arktotle's teachmg that in the order of 

acquiring knowledge. the passivity of V O ~ C  as what is thinkable is to be regarded as a potency 

aiready present in actuality. In other words. before the wood is bumt, it is already potentiatly ashes. 

In this iight. ihat which is potentially in Denken is aiready in reality present in Denken. 

Anstotle compares the content of V O ~ G  to characters potentially wntten on a blank writing- 

tablet. Hegel's commentary, in fact. attempts to c l w  a contemporary misinterpretation of 

Aristotle's analogy. Aftrr citing Arisiotle's analogy rhat VOUS is like a writing-tablet. "eh ~ u c h . " ' ~  

which is devoid of any written characters, Hegel clarifies that Aristotle refers to the "Papier. aber kein 

Buch,""* contrary to the popular interpretation. which stubbody attributes the expression rabula 

T. W-A.. p. 214. 

'O7 Ibid. 

'O8 Ibid. 

'O9 Ibid. 

'Io Ibid. 
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rasa to the nature of v o u ~ .  In other words, these interpreters clairn that Aristotle advances the 

theory of V O ~ S  as a blank page, "worauf dam erst geschreiben werden sol1 von den auGeren 

Gegen~tiinden.""~ However, this view that considers the generative source for the acquisition of 

knowledge extemal to V O ~ Ç  is, according to Hegel, plainly incorrect. According to Hegel, these 

interpreters have not adhered to the teachings of the Begriy. They have characterized V O ~ Ç  to be 

as static and as passive as a wnting-tablet. whose determination is denved from external characters. 

For Aristotle, says Hegel, VOUS is "die Wirksamkeit selbst.""' To suggest that V O ~ S  is a universal 

~ ~ V U ~ L G  for itself, as Aristotle says in 111.4, 429a15-24, is to assen that ultirnately irs objects are 

not extemal forms. but result from the intemal activity of its inner differentiation. 

Hegel interprets Aristotle's analogy to entail the soul's possession of a content under the 

condition that there is actual thinking. "Die Vergleichung beschrankt sich aber nur darauf. daB die 

Seele nur einen Inhalt habe. insofem wuklich gedacht werde."'13 The soul. then, is to be interpreted 

as this unwntten wnting-tablet, and is irnplicitly its content, Le.. everythuip. but in itself. it is not yet 

the totality of the content. In other words. potentiaily, the soul contains everything. but actually. it 

contains nothing prior to the activity of inscnbing characters ont0 it. "Die Seele ist dies 

unbeschriebene Buch, ci. h. ailes an sich, sie kt nicht in sich selbst diese Totaiitat: wie der 

Moglichkeit nach ein Buch d e s  enthalt, der Wirklichkeit nach aber nichts, ehe darauf geschneben ist. 

Die wirMche Tatigkeit kt erst das Wahrhafte . . . ."Il4 Effective activity, which is characteristic of 

"' Ibid., p. 215. 

Il2 Ibid. 

Ibid. 

'14 Ibid. 



V O ~ G ,  therefore, is what is most genuine. 

In the ultimate section of III.4, Aristotle concludes that der v o u ~  selbt is voqr66 denkbor. 

Conceming that which is devoid of matter, "im Gei~te.""~ there is the identity of that which thinks, 

"das Subjektive," and that which is thought, "das Objekti~e." '~~ This identity constitutes speculative 

or theoretical knowledge. since only this level of knowledge admits an identity between ~ 0 6 4  and 

its object. However, material t h g s  are only potentiaily objects of thought. Thus. material objects 

do not possess V O ~ S ,  since V O ~ G  is a potency devoid of matter. Hegel cornments that V O ~ G  is its 

content, its voqrh. but as such it is only irnplicitly itselt Hegel's subsequent remark is clearly an 

interpolation: although Nature contains the Idea, it is only impiicitly understanding (Verstand). 

However. as implicit, V O ~ Ç  cannot be said to exist. i.e.. to be genuine: it exists only when it is 

explicit. i.e.. for itseif. NOCC is essentially universal potency devoid of matter, and is only actual 

when it thinks. 

p ]e r  V O ~ G  kt d e  voqroi. aber so ist er es [Le., V O ~ S ]  nur an sich. Die Natur 
enthalt die Idee. ist Verstand nur an sich: als an sich existiert der V O ~ S  nicht, er ist 
so nicht für sich; und deshalb k o m t  dem MaterieIlen die Vernunfi nicht zu, Der 
VOCG ist aber nicht das Maienelle, sondem das Allgemeine. die allgemeine 
Moglichkeit ohne Matene. und ist nur wirklich, indem er denkt.'" 

Thus. on the one hand, Hegel recognizes the passive aspect of VOUS in the human soul, but, on the 

other hand, he affinns its universal potential of becoming all things actudy. Passive V O ~ S ,  as a 

product of Denken, is potentially all that is actually thinkable. 

' ls Ibid. 
l6 Ibid* 

' l7 Ibid. 
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DA III.5 

The nature of the active state of v 0 6 ~  is elaborated by Aristotle in DA 111.5. where Aristotle 

clearly makes the fundamental distinction between tiitige VOUS and passive VOUS. The latter two 

are. therefore. aspects of the substance of ~ 0 6 ~ .  Within the soul, that which is thinkable. the 

pusshr V O ~ G ,  is related to the sensible and haginan, powers. whereas the passive V O ~ Ç  in it self is 

reIated to Nature. 

As mentioned above, the active element of V O ~ Ç .  tiitige ~ 0 6 ~ .  has a productive character. 

In 111.5. Aristotle asserts the efficient, causal role of ~ 0 6 ~ .  In every species. and also in Nature taken 

as a whole, one observes on the one hand matter. which is potentially al1 the particular specirnens in 

the species. and on the other a causal agent, whch produces. Le.. brings order to matter. This 

rwofold presence in Nature must also be paralleled in the soul. which v06g comprises in its substance 

the active and passive elements of V O ~ < .  

Aristotle reernphasizes that as a passive power, VOUS is porentidy aii that is thinkable. 

whereas that which is active, Le., tutige VOUS, makes ail that which is potentially thuilrable actually 

into its own. This productive agent is further defmed as a positive state, a É c i ~  Hegel interrupts 

his translation to bnefly mention that this tf LG (power, Kraft) is not an isoiated or sepante, 

productive activity: "(&<L< ist nicht e h  einzehes Tun) . . . ."'la In other words. within the human 

souk tatige V O ~ <  is not a separate substance juxtaposed to, and CO-operating with passive V O ~ Ç ,  

but is the active aspect of VOUS w i t h  the human soul. It is not, then, a separate activity, since it 

constitutes one aspect of the essence of V O ~ Ç  in the h u m  soul. However, as rnentioned in chapter 

1, Aristotle also speaks of a separate activity of V O ~ G ,  the X W ~ I U T ~ G  of voiiç, which Hegel 

' la  Ibid., p. 216. 



translates as the un und für sich. " ist an und für sich ( p p i o r 6 ~ )  . . . . 9 r.119 Hegel 

recognizes in these Aristotelian verses the absolute character of V O ~ S ,  which surpasses the 

intermittent thinking activity within the individual human soul. The absolute V O ~ G  is the science 

which according to its activity has itself as its own object, whereas the passive ~ 0 6 5  within the 

hurnan soul is characterized by extenial images and senses, ". . . (auBerer Verstand. VortsteUung. 

Empfmdung) . . . ."'20 This absolute character of tarige VOUS does not entail. as it does for Aristotle. 

a whotly transcendent. separate nature; for Hegel, this V O ~ G  is not reducible to the individual. human 

soul, but is the absolute Denken in its fuilest realization. NOUS. as the an undfiir sich. essentiaily 

means. then, the fuli realization of VO~S." '  Hegel ends his translation with a reference to a comment 

made by Tennernann, that Denken has an extemal origin to the hurnan ~ 0 6 ~ :  'Pas  Denken kommt 

von auBen."'=' With this comment, Hegel acknowledges the extemality of Denken with respect to 

the human soul. The h u m  activity of thinking is not a vacuous activity, but is one that entails 

relationship arnongst hurnans. However, the ulthate condition for this human interaction is the 

absolutr and ubiquitous activity of Denken. which is perpetudy self-reflecting. In this light, Hegel 

agrees with Aristotle that human thinking operates intermittently, whereas the absolute activity of 

V O ~ Ç  etemally thinks itseif. Whereas Aristotle postulates a radical separation of active V O ~ S  from 

I I 9  Ibid.. DA II1.5.130a17. 

'Io Ibid. 

12' Ibid.. p. 216. Haidane translates the German by 'babsolute." (Hddane translation. p. 198) This term can be 
further defined as the " . . . fully developed and explicit retwn into itself fiom the stage of the (supposed) self- 
süîticièncy of distinct and even opposite tenns. It expresses the complete (but irreducibly processual) self- 
comprehension (and being) of the Concept, of Spirit. and of the Idea." (Glossa-, p. 347. no. 2) In this case, an 
undFr sich refers to the explicit aniculation of ~065' inna differentiation. The an undQr sich of V O ~ Ç .  

therefore. entails the inclusion of dl VOÛC' objecu. its VO@. 

lf2 Z W-A.. p. 216. 



the h u m  soul, Hegel assens that the absolute tarige VOÛG, Denken, is separate only in that it is 

irreducible to the individual hurnan soul. since it is the totality of ail that is in the Scola Narurae. 

According to Hegel, VOUS' absolute nature is, therefore, the absolute Idea. which generaies within 

itself its own content as results of its inner differentiation. 

Hegel does not yet begh to comment on DA 111.5. but rightly draws the reader's attention to 

Aristotle's development of the pnssir)e and tatige VOÛG in DA III .7 & 8. "' Hegel frst cites DA III. 8. 

43 1 bZO-2 1 : " 'Die Seele,' das Denken, sapt Aristoteles (DA 111.8). 'ist gewissermden ailes Seiende 

**l% .... The Greek reads as follows: J r q f i  r& Ovra I T ~ G  h i  x&vra." The enclytic 

adverb 5~6~. which Hegel accurately translates as gewissema$?eit. expresses Aristotle's fundamental 

doctrine that the soul is not the totality of its object, but is in a rio\.  its object by having apprehended 

the form of the object. To eliminate the enclytic adverb would merely lead to the absurd conclusion 

that the object. e.g.. the Stone, is in the soul. Thus. it is not the matenal object that adheres to the 

soul, " 'sondern ihr Forrn. , e . 1 3  

Whereas Aristotle says in III .8. 33 1 b70-2 1 that the sou! is in a way all things. Hep1 insists 

that Denkeii is in a way ail things. and these things are, in fact. VO~>< as passive V O ~ Ç .  Le.. VOUS 

~ C & T ) T L K ~ &  As object, as object to itself. as an sich. it is only potency. However, V O ~ C  in itself 

is not rnerely a potency, but is only as ~ V T E ~ ~ X E L ~ .  This absolute character of ~ 0 6 ~ .  of Denkeri. 

is expressed in what follows: ". . . und dies [alles Seiende] ist dem der V O ~ S  als pathetischer V O ~ Ç ;  

'?-' In fact. Hegel believes that chapters 7 Br 8 have k e n  written by another author. who has attempted to express in 
more detail the themes of passive and active V O ~ Ç  in 111.4 & 5. As 1 make reference to chapters 7 & 8 .1  will 
ccrntjnue to refer to AristotIe as the author. since Hegel himself does not make the formal distinction throughout his 
readings of these chapters. 

'24 T. W-A.. p. 2 16, II1.8.43 1 b20-2 1 .  
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aber so als Gegenstand, als sich Gegenstand oder sofem er an sich ist, kt er nur die Moglichkeit. - 

er ist nur als ~ntelechie.""~ Hegel then, refers to Aristotle's statement in lII.4,429a28, that the soul 

is the place of the Ideas: ' t f i v  J r q j v  dvui t h o v  ~ i 6 6 v . "  (DA 111.4. 429a28) ANtotle 

clarifies that this ancient expression does not apply to the soul perse. but to the soul's thinking 

power, sincr. as Hegel comments. only the thinking power in the soul (denkende) receives the forms 

of its objects: "nur die denkende noch enthalt die Ideen [~ï6e]."~'' Aristotle adds that even this 

thinking power is not actually the forms but only potentially. Regarding this last statement of 

Aristotle, Hegel comments that the Ideas are fvst of al static, inert f o m ,  and not activities: "die 

ldeen sind nur ers  mhendr Formen, nicht als ~atigkeit.""~ These Ideas do not exist in the thinking 

soul actually, but only potentiaily as thinkable objects. In the ensuing, albeit obscure. commentary, 

Hegel regards Aristotle not to be a realist. In making this daim, Hegel appears to be disproving a 

theory that reduces Aristotle's philosophy to mere empiricism. Although Hegel does not state why 

Aristotle is not a realist, 1 suggest that this claim is made in virtue of the thinking soul's apprehension 

or receptivity of the form of the object, as opposed to the absurd daim of its receptivity of the 

material object itself. NOOS' apprehension of the fom may account for Aristotle's Idealistic 

disposition. However. Hegel does not mitigate the role of the senses. On the contrary, Hegel 

recognizes that for Aristotle, the senses are indispensable for the acquisition of knowledge in the 

thinking soul; although we think, sensing is also required. "Aristoteles ist so nicht Realist. Er sagt: 

Ibid. 

'" Ibid. 

12% Ibid. 



Die Empfmdung ist notwendig; es wird gedacht, es muB aber auch empfunden ~ e r d e n . " ' ~ ~  Although 

Aristot le is described as an Idealist, Hegel in my view, does not refer here to the absolu te, ubiquitous 

activity of Denken. Rather, Aristotle speaks about the acquisition of knowledge within the relative, 

humnn ~ 0 6 ~ .  

To confm this comment. Hegel cites III.8.432a4-9. In fact, Hegel divides this passage into 

two in order to make a comment of verses 4-6. In verses 4-6, Aristotle argues that the objects of 

thought. i.e.. the voqrk. are in sensible forms: 'bth  roi^ ~ ï 6 é a i   roi^ uiaeqroiç t& voqr6 

6ori," ["he objects of thought are in the sensible fom"]  (DA III. 8, 432a5). and these sensible 

f o m  include 1) ail that is abstract, and 2) the qualitics of sensible things. Hegel inte jects with the 

comment that this unity in sensible form includes the distinct powers of the abstract and the sensible 

qualities: " . . . in der Einheit diese unterschiedenen Verm~gen."'~~ Thus, concludes Aristotle, the 

senses are indispensable for the acquisition of knowledge in the hurnan soul. which is faciütated by 

sensible images (Vorstehngerl), devoid of matter. Hegel adds that V O ~ S  in itself makes these forms 

into something thinkabie, i.e., its V O ~ T ~ ,  for itself; it rnalres these f o m  into 6 6 v ~ ~ p i ~ .  The finite 

matenal objects and the conditions of the Spirit (Geiste) are extemal and separate from each other: 

the subjective and the objective are not identical, shce they are extemal to each other. Thus. V O ~ C  

here is only as potency, and nor as actuality. 

Diese F o m n  wie die der auBeren Natur rnacht der V O ~ G  sich zum Gedachtwerden, 
zur b 6 v a p ~ .  Die endlichen Dinge. Zustande des Geistes sind diese, wo nicht diese 
Identitat des Subjektiven und Objektiven vorhanden kt. Es ist da auBereinander; da 
ist der V O ~ S  nur 6 u v & p ~ i ,  nicht als ~ntelechie."' 

12' Ibid. 

130 Ibid. 

13' Ibid. 
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With respect to his reflections on tarige V O ~ G  or absolute ~ 0 6 ~ .  Hegel begins by assening 

that this level of reflection is the highest point that Aristotle had attained: his c1ai.m for the unity of 

the subjective and objective. Hegel reiterates that this v 0 6 ~  is active, and contains withh it that 

which thùiks, the subjective, and that which is thought, the objective. Both are distinct. but Aristotle 

aiso h n i y  States that both are identical in talige ~ 0 6 ~ .  In Hegel's way of speaking. tatige v 0 6 ~  is 

described as "das Absolute, Wahrhafte."13' which entails the identity of the subjective and objective. 

This "absolute t en ken."'^^ continues Hegel. thinks what is best, since it is the r É h ~  in and for itself. 

"Das absolute Denken (er nenni es den gottliche ~ 0 6 ~ ) .  der Geist in seiner Absolutheit. dies Denken 

ist ein Denken dessen, was das Beste ist. was der Zweck an und fir sich ist.""' Absolute VOÛC, then. 

is the Spirit in its absolute sense. and is not, therefore, lirnited or reduced to the individual. subjective 

soul. However. this activity of V O ~ Ç  in the soul is a productive power, a power that sets apart, 

although relying on the senses, Thought (Gedanken) itself into an object. "Diese Tatigkeit ist ebenso 

eine Erzeugung, ein Abschneiden des Gedanken als eines Gegenstandes . . . ."IJ5 Simiiarly. in the 

activity of Denken. "der Tatigkeit des ~enkens,""~ the separation and relationship between Thought 

(Gedanke) and its object is one and the same: 'Trennung und die Beziehung ist ein und dasselbe. so 

daB V O ~ S  und voqr6v dasselbe ist."13' The essence or o c d a  that is picked up by tütige v o 6 ~  

133 Ibid.. p. 2 18. 

133 Ibid. 

'34 Ibid. 

13' Ibid. 

'" Ibid.. p. 218. Again, in the Meiner edition. Hep1 writes that this 'Trennung. Unterscheidung und die 
kziehung des Unierschiedenen auf das Subjekt ist ein und dasselbe, so daB der V O ~ G  und das VO@V dasselbe 
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is V O ~ S  itself. "Dem das Aufhehmende des Wesens. der ocda ,  ist der V O ~  Ç. Er nimmt auf, was 

er auhimmt, ist die o h i o r ,  der ~edanke.""' Hegel. in fact. downplays receptivity in Denken. Even 

the apparent receptive aspect of Denken is active and engenders what appears as k i n g  picked-up. 

Although Denken becomes what it picked-up, it is already in a sense this object: "sein Aufnehmen 

ist Tatigkeit und bringt das hervor. was als Aufgenomrnenwerdendes erscheint. - er wird. sofem er 

hat."'39 As Hegel further explains the nature of tatige V O ~ Ç .  he employs t e m  that he used to 

translate and describe V O ~ Ç  in Aristotle's Meraphysics. because he wishes to downplay ~ 0 6 5 '  

reduction to a particular activity in the soul. Hegel argues that to take the object in the content for 

the divine is an incorrect interpretation of Aristotle, since the whole of the activity of the effectuating 

is itseif the divine; the effects are the results of the inner dfierentiation of Denken. The totaiity of 

Denken's activiiy is the divine. "'Wenn wir den Inhait des Gedankens. den gegenstandiichen Inhalt 

für gottlich halten. so ist dies eine u ~ c h t i g e  Steilung; sondem das Ganze des Wirkens ist das 

G~ttliche."'~~ The totality of activity is the divine Tatigkeit. which encompasses ail objectivity. The 

excellence of this 'divine' activity is precisely its absolute. self-thinkùig nature, within which the unity 

of subjectivity and objectivity also maintain their distinctions.  NO^<. therefore, is its own end. and 

is itself the totality of reality: 

. . . der V O ~ S  denkt nur sich selbst, weil er das Vortrefflichste ist. Er ist der Gedanke 
des Gedanliens, er ist das Denken des Gedankens; Einheit des Subjektiven und 
Objektiven ist darin ausgesprochen, und dies kt das VonreMichste. Der absolute 

ist . . . ." (Meiner edition, p. 90) Thus, that which thinks and the content (Inhalr) thought of are. absoluteIy 
speaking. identical. However. it is only from the vanwge point of rutige ~ 0 6 5  chat the subject can perceive this 
absolute unity (absolute Einheir ). 

13' 8 W-A.. p. 2 18. 

139 Ibid. 



Endzweck, der ~ 0 6 ~ .  der sich selbst denkt, - dies ist das Gute: dies ist nur bei sich 
selbst, um seiner selbst willen.''" 

Hegel's h a 1  comment on the nature of tatige V O ~ C  has the fom of an expiicit cornparison 

with the Denken of Aristotle's Meraphysics, which is the highest level of speculative reflection one 

can attain."' While the subjective and objective seemingly appear separated one from the other 

out side of Deden, they are in reality united in the absolute self- thuiking activit y of Denkeit. 1 t is only 

2ppearance that Denken as such would be one power amongst others. as is the case in the human 

soul. -'Es hat nur den Schein. ais ob von dem Denken gesprochen würde neben anderem.""" Hep1 

rightly says thai Aristorle is speaking here on a speculative level. which irnplies that Denke~l is the 

absolute activity which excludes any sequencing of powers. as does the human ~ 0 6 ~ .  "[Dliese Form 

des Nacheinander erscheint ailerdings bei Aristoteles. Aber was er über das Denken sagt. ist für sich 

das absolut Spekulative und steht nicht neben anderen, z. B. der Empfindung. die nur G i j v a p i ~  ist 

für das Denken."'* For Hegel, however. ail objects are outward manifestations or moments of 

Deiiken's self-differentiation. NOCG is implicitly everything that is thinkable, and, as a result, its 

activity is the totality of Tmth. AU things are in themselves thinkable. The activity of VOUS is the 

'" Ibid.. p. 219. In the Meiner edition. it is added that this t610< in itself is the thinking activity of V O ~ Ç :  

"Zweck an sich ist aber der sich denkende V O G ~ . "  (Meiner edition. p. 89) 

142 This is also explicitly confirmed in the Meiner edition. where Hegel writes that Denken ". . . hiitte Gedanken 
und w ÿ e  tugliech auch Tatigkeit des Denkens. Aber das ist unrichtig. denn der v 0 6 ~  denkt nur sich selbst, weil 
er das Vortrefflichste ist. weil er der Gedanke des Gedankens ist; er ist das Denken des Gedankens. V&)UL< 
voqoeoq; absolute Einheit des Subjektiven und Objectiven ist darin ausgesprochen. Dies ist das an und fir sich 
Vouefflichste. Der V O G ~ ,  der sich selbst denkt. ist der absolute Endzweck, das Gute; dieses ist nur bei sich selbst. 
um seiner selbst willen." (Meiner edition. pp. 9û-91) The languag used to characterize ttirige V O ~ <  is strikingly 
sirnilar to Aristotie's V O G ~  of Meta. h. Hegel appears to be identifying tatige ~ 0 6 5  and V O ~ Ç  itself. If this is so. 
rhen Hegel subscribes to the very iong Neuplatonic tradition that identifies the active intellect with the pervasive 
activity cf v o i i ~ .  Of course, Hegel would flatiy deny V O ~ < '  transcendent. i.e., separate character. as will be seen 
below. 

la T. W-A.. p. 219. 

le, Ibid. 



being-for-itself and the king-in-itself, the V ~ T ) O L <  v o j o e o ~ .  

N O ~ G  in this sense is the absolute Truth, the v6qa1.ç v o j o ~ o ç  in the Metoph~sics. In spite 

of the apparently abstract expression V ~ ? ~ L C  v o f i u ~ o g  Aristotle's V O ~ Ç  is the rnost speculative 

and concrete principle. 

Aber was er über das Denken sagt. ist für sich das absolut Spekulative und steht nicht 
neben anderen, z.B. der Empfuidung, die nur ~ ~ V C + L G  ist für das Denken. Naher 
liegt dies darin. daB der VOUS ailes ist. daB er an sich Totalitat ist. das Wahrhafre 
überhaupt. - seinem Ansich nach der Gedanke. und dam aber wahrhaft an und für 
sich das Denken. diese Tatigkeit, die das Fürsichsein und Anundfürsichsein ist. das 
Denken des Denkens, welches so abstrakterweise bestirnrnt kt, was aber die Naturdes 
absoluten Geistes für sich ausmacht.14' 

The self-thinking nature of Denken (tutige VOÛÇ) captures the true speculative nature of the absolute 

and dl-encompassing Geist. which is expressed and elaborated at the end of Hegel's Enzyklopadie 

derphilosopht'schen Wissenschaften I I I  with a quote. not cornmented, from Meta. h. Tatige ~ 0 6 6  

is the ubiquitous activity of Denken. and is not. therefore. merely reducible to an activity within the 

soul. Tlitige V O ~  Ç is all of reaiity as E v r e A É ~ ~ i a .  

In his Hegel's Dialectic. Gadamer makes a critique of Hegel's interpretation of Aristotle's 

vocg. Gadamer challenges Hegel's critique that Aristotle's absolute ~ 0 6 ~ .  as the self-thinking 

substance. is the " p ~ c i p a l  systernatic funciion which it has for speculative ideali~rn.""~ Gadamer 

begins his critique by stating that Hegel nghtly accepts Aristotle's clairn of ~ 0 6 ~ '  self-reflection. 

which is articulated in A.7. 1072bIO-22, a text which Hegel cites and comments, as we have seen. 

" 'Der Gedanke (6 ~ 0 6 ~ )  denkt aber sich selbst durch Annahrne (perdhppiv. Aufnahme) des 

IM Hans-Georg Gadamer. Hegel's Dialectic: Five Hcmieneuzical Studies. Tram P. C. Smith. (New Haven and 
London: Yale University Press), 1976, p. 27. 



Gedachten (voqrou)  . . . .' "14' Hegel comments here that Aristotle clearly speaks of V O ~ S  k i n g  

recepNve of its object: "als seines Gegenstandes, so ist er re~eptiv."'"~ Aristotle continues to say that 

" 'er wird aber gedacht, indem er berührt und denkt ( V O ~ T ~ Ç  y&p y i v ~ s a r  e i y y 6 v o v   ai 

V O ~ V ) ,  so daB der Gedanke und das Gedachte dasselbe kt.' "'"' Hegel interprets this passage to 

mean that the objects are transformed or convened into activity. energy: "der Gegenstand schlagt 

um in Akti!itat. ~nergie."'~' Gadamer argues that this transformation for Aristotle means the reverse 

of what Hegel interprets. For Aristotle. according to Gadamer. does not argue that the object 

becomes active V O ~ S ,  but that ~ 0 6 6  becomes for itself its own object. Gadamer suggests that Hegel 

ratifies this claim in light of A.7,  107323: " 'Denn das Aufhehmende des Gedachten und des 

Wesens ist der Gedanke.' *'"' Furthemore. this pickinp-up activity of VOUS produces what appears 

as that which is being picked-up. As seen above. the activity of VOUS is active because it already has 

that which is seemingly picked-up. Aristotie expresses this in A.7, 1072b23: " 'Es wirkt. insofem 

es hat.' "15' AS we have seen in Hegel's cornmentary and interpretation of the De Anima, Hegel says 

concenwig V O ~ Ç ,  "sein Auhehmen ist Tatigkeit und b ~ g t  das hervor. was als Aufgenommen 

werdendes erscheint, - er wird. sofern er  ha^."'^^ According to G a d m r .  Hegel accords activity even 

T. W-A.. p. 162. 

Ira Ibid. 

Ir9 Ibid. 

''O Ibid. 

"' Ibid.. p. 163. 

15' Ibid. 

Is3 Ibid.. p. 218. Incidentally. Gadamer believes that this last phrase was tampered with by either the editor or the 
primer, since it should read as it does in his translation of Metaphysics, "Es wirkt, sofern es hat," and net "er 
wird." Cf: Gadamer, Hegel's Dialectic, p. 28, no- 19. 
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to this receptive V O ~ S ,  which Gadamer asserts as king completely false. Although Aristotle says 

that that which is receptive has already the character of VOCG, he means that V O ~ Ç  becomes actud 

by the apprehension and reception of its object. In the case of VO~JG. the object received is V&C 

itself, but. adds Aristotle, the active and not the passive element is the most divine.lS 

Gadarner's central critique of Hegel is that Hegel's presupposition of the 'prionty of 

effectivity is so self-evident that he no longer recognizes at all that the analysis of the connection 

between king abk to t&e up a thought and having it is. in Aristotle's considerations, meant to jus ta  

a subsequent conclusi~n,"'~~ narnely. that VOUS self-reflects because it is what is most excellent. 

According to Hegel, this Aristotelian conclusion of the highest activity refers not to the content 

thought by V O ~ S ,  but to the "the self of thought. [i.e.. its] free activity . . . ."156 Gadamer contrasts 

the fundamental difference between Hegel and Aristotle: whereas Hegel assens the self of V O ~ Ç  as 

the starting point of what is highest in V O ~ Ç .  Anstotle argues that the object of thought d e t e d e s  

this divine status of ~ 0 6 ~ .  However. the object thought is V O ~ Ç  itself. and, therefore. V Q ~ C  can only 

think itself. Gadamer ends his critique with this Aristotelian conclusion. G d m r  rnay be 

interpreting Aristotle's text of the receptive element in V O ~ G  too Literally. By no means is Arktotle 

equating the VO& possession of its object with the VOUS in the hurnan soul. Aristotle speaks here 

of the absolute V O ~ S ,  the ~ 6 q ~ i c  VQ j o ~ w ç ,  which cannot receive objects as fiom an extemal 

origin. since it is its own object . The reception or possession of which Aristotle speaks is figurative. 

and is, in the end, a tautology. Gadarner's critique would rightly apply to the h u m  V O ~ G ,  which 

C/: h. 7. 1072b24. 

155 Gadamer, Hegel 's Dialecric, p. 28. 

'" Ibid. 



receives its object. and the object apprehended determines the activity of ~ 0 8 ~ .  When speaking of 

the absolute V O ~ Ç ,  however, the object is the sarne as the V~T]CJLS of V O ~ C ,  and. therefore. the 

distinction between v d q ~ i ~  and voqr6v is merely apparent. According to Hegel. this absolute 

V O ~ G  cannot receive objects. since ail objects are its own thought-determinations, produced by its 

own inner self-dserentiat ion. 

Final Remarks 

In speaking about VOUS, Hegel recognizes. on the one hand, its twofold distinction of 

passivity and activity in the human soui, but. on the other hand. he further recognizes its universal 

character. which is equated with the V ~ ~ U I G  vo j o e o ~ .  das Denken des  Denken. The ~ o p i a p 6 ~  

of V O ~ Ç  is precisely this absolute, ubiquitous activity of Denken, which encompasses ail of reality. 

since the myriad of reality's thought-determinations are d e s t a t i o n s  of Denken's inner self- 

differentiation. Tatige VOUS, Denken, is a productive activity that cannot receive extemal forms. 

since it itself is the totality and producer of these forms. By translating and d e f ~ g  the ~ w p i o p 6 ~  

of VOUS by the mi und für sich of V O ~ S ,  of Denken. Hegel has overcome the Aristotelian chasm 

between V O ~ G  and ~ a t u r e ?  The an und fiir sich of Denken entails the inclusive and total 

comprehension of Denken's inner dfierentiation. The only plausible solution to the Aristotelian 

axopia is to assert that within the unity of vo6ç. tdtige V O ~  Ç (Denken) must produce its own 

objects. Its objects are rnerely Denken's self diff'erentiation, and so Denken's thinking activity must 

'j7 Mure adds that "Aristode tries hard to link God and the world in a gnuine unity. On the whole he fails. and 
he fails, judged tkom a Hegelian standpoint, because every effort he makes to establish the full real, intelligible. 
and good as concrete universal-individual lands him with a unity, be it God or an infima species, which is so self- 
determining and self-sufficient that it tends to tear away in isolation frm dl else. to repel any deteminine context 
becriuse to acknowledge it wouid be to relinquish its c l a h  to self-determination and self-sufficiency." (Mure. 
"Foreword" in Weiss, Hegel's Cnfique, p. xvii) 
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consist of its own self-reflection. In this light, the reversal of the reputedly Aristotelian dictum that 

'nothing is in the intellect which has not first corne from the senses' is also true: 'nothkg is in the 

senses that has not first come from the intellect.' HegeL in fact, seem to be echoing Anaxagoras' 

thesis, as mentioned by Aristotle in the 111.4, 429a15-24, that V O ~ Ç  is the cause of the world. 

although. of course, for Hegel the cause and the world are not diametncaliy opposed. in Aristotelian 

t e m ,  Hegel has clearly attnbuted to Denken the coalescence of final and formal causality. Thus, in 

one way. Hegel accepts Aristotle's p p i a p 6 <  of V O ~ Ç  in that the activity of V O ~ C  is not reducible 

to any individual soul, but he rejects Aristotle's claim of isolating active V O ~ C  as a whoily separate 

activity from the rest of Nature. What remains to be done is a funher inquiry into the nature of 

Hegel's notion of Denken. 

PART III 

HEGEL'S NOTION OF DENKEN 

Our discussion inevitably leads us to Hegel's understanding of Denkm in relation to 

Aristotle's. This section will highlighr two interrelated aspects to Hegel's notion of thinking: its 

systematic character and its self-referential nature. With respect to the frst aspect of thulking, the 

"Preliminary Conception" to the EL will serve as Our primary text, since it is here that Hegel's 

reflections on the nature of thinking are most concise and explicit. Conceming the second aspect, 

the Science of logic, Enqclopaedia Logic, and the Phenomenology of Spi& wili be consulted in 

order to confirm the thesis that the absolute Idea is wholly self-referential. 
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Thinking's Systematic Character 

In EL 5 19,'5a Hegel declares that the subject rnatter of the Logic is the pure Idea. Le., "the 

Idea in the abstract element of thinking." (EL 5 19) More precisely, in Additions 1 and 2 , Hegel 

equates Truth with the pure Idea: they both constitute the subject mt te r  of the Logic. In his 

commeritary. Hegel clearly argues that the Idea itself is thinking. considered "as the self-developing 

totality of its own peculiar determinations and laws. which thinkuig does not already have and fmd 

given w i t h  itself. but which if gives ro itself." (EL 19R. my emphasis). This latter phrase 

elucidates a central theme in Hegel's philosophy: that thinking produces its proper and particular 

determinations. It is for this reason that the pure (absolute) Idea is a totality. a self-developing 

totality. ". . . the Idea is the truth; the whoie preceding exposition and development contains this 

proof." (EL 5 2 1 3 ~ ) " ~  Its panicular determinations. i.e.. its thought-deteminations 

(Denkbestimrnung). are stages of its own self-development. The panicular thoughts produced by 

thinking are the contenti6' of this totality. and are inseparable frorn the forrn, which conditions the 

structure of the content. Thinking presupposes this content. Le., the thought-determinations, and is 

Is8 References to the EL will be as follows: The section number alone refers to the body of reflection prior to the 
Remarks; "R" appended to the section number indicates rhe "Remarks" within that section; the appended "A" 
followed by a numeral refers to the specific Addition within the mentioned section: alone. the "A" indicates a 
siride Addition within the section. 

"9 The Glossary defines the ldea as "Hegel's term for the Absolute inasmuch as it is the total process of the self- 
aticuIation of meaning and of what is meanin,oful." (Glossa-, p. 350, no.29) 

'" In Eoglish. "Content" covers two Hegelian terms. Fust it refers to Gehalt. which entails an "intxinsic value" 
or " 'import' " of something. (Glossa~ ,  p. 350.110.24) Secondly. it is also expressed as Inhnlr. which refers to 
that which makes up a thing, Le., its "constituenw." (Ibid) Thus, the content as Gehalt must bear significance or 
meming to the absolute knower. This. actually, reflects an existential perspechve. since the emphasis is on the 
thinking's activity of the thing at hand. G. W. Cunningham has also expressed a sirnilar view early in this 
century. "But the universal of the [Concept] is not a mere sum of features common to several things, confiontesi by 
a panicuiar which enjoys an existence of its own. It is. on the connary, self-panicularizing or self-specifying. and 
with undimrned c l m e s s  finds itself at home in its antithesis." (G. W. Cunningham, Thought and Realiry in 
Hegel's System. (New York & London: Garland RibIishing, Inc.), 1984, Reprint. p. 17) 



net, therefore. an isolated activity. 

Thus. ifthe Science of Logic considers thinking in its activity and its production (and 
thinking is not an activity without content, for it produces thought and Thought itself 
[das Denken . . . Produzien Gedanken und den Gedanken], its content is in any event 
the supersensible world; and to be occupied with that world is to sojoum in it . . . . 
Thought says farewell [to the] last element of the sensible, and is free, at home with 
itself; it renounces external and intemal sensibility, and distances itself from all 
particular concerns and inclinations." (EL 9 19A2) 

Thinking is preciseiy the Subject ihat thinks and produces thought-determinations. This 

subject is given the categorical status of '4."16' Hegel's claim is. again. to dissolve any separation 

between rhinking and determinate f o m  of thought. since the latter are the moments (Gestalt) of the 

former's self-articulation. The 1 is not a separate. isolated. and particular thinking subject; rather. it 

is the "universal in and for itself . . . ." (EL 8 20R). It is essentiaiiy a 'We," since everyone 

experiences the sensibility. representation, and thought. Each of these operations presupposes the 

ubiquitous activity of thinking, which is its condition for operarion. Thinking. then, is not reduced 

to a juxtaposed activity operative alongside that of the sensible and representation. In other words, 

the 1 is the pure self-consciousness, "pure relation to itself." (EL :L ?OR) and an abstract universality 

abstract because it supersedes sensation and representation. and is, then, "abstractly free." (EL 9: 

20R) Thinking, therefore, is "present everywhere and pervades ail . . . determinations as [their] 

category." (EL 5 2 0 ~ )  16' 

Cf: PS. V. p. 233. where Hegel first advances the category of the "1." 

162 In Alfiedo Ferrarin's words. the " '1' does not refer to anything exclusive or private about me. for everybody 
says '1.' And '1' means this empty pit or night, a universality which contains everything within itself. In other 
words. it is self-consciousness, that is, the identity within difference between I and my thoughts, my possibility of 
idcntifiying myself with whatever content is for my consciousness and at the same tirne of absuacting myself fkom 
it." (Hegel a d  Aristotle. p. 9 1, forthcorning) This comment is, of course, based upon Hegel's dedaration that 
although thinking's truth is objectively me, it is not a private, nor individuai, activity, but communal. In 23R 
Hegel mites the foHowing: Thinking is "not a pallicuiar king or doing of the subject, but consists precisely in 
this, that consciousness conducts itse1f as an absaact '1,' asfreed fiom al1 particularity of features, States, etc., and 
does only what is universal, in wbich it is identical with al1 individuals." Cunningham proposes an insightfùl 



In the Addition io 5 2 1, Hegel demonstrates the human process of developing universal 

concepts fkom Our experiences of phenornena. The phenomenal event is transient. while the cause. 

the universal, is what is cornmon to all the sarne phenornena. This concept is attained by the act of 

in t h k i n g  about things. we always seek what is f ~ e d ,  persisting, and uiwardly 
determineci. and what govems the particular. This universal cannot be grasped by 
rneans of tbe senses, and it counts as what is essential and tnie. (EL 4 31A) 

While in EL 5s 19-23, Hegel shows how thinking produces its objects (thought- 

determinations). as a product of the 1, in 5 ZJR, Hegel qualifies this claim by assening that the 

production of determinate thoughts is grounded by a iogicaï structure, which functions as the 

necessary condition for development and specific determinations. i.e., the relative concepts. In other 

words, it is the Concept [Begrim itseifthat operates as the pre-condition of particular detenninations. 

The Concept is the logical subject. which is in a perpetual and dynamic "movemenr of self- 

cornprehensi~n."'~~ The Concept establishes the stmc t ure of necessity within the various moments 

of its self-development. The self-realitation of the Concept is the absolute Idea itself. which is the 

cmcrete universal. since the various thought-determinations engendered by thinking are. in fact. 

determinations derived fiom the one, universal Concept. Inherent in the Concept is an intemal L w  

reflection on this communal, or universal, nature of thinking. It is Cunningham's contention that thinking is to be 
understood in two ways: psychologicdly and epistemologically. The psychoiogicd process of thinking can only be 
subjective and particular. since it is one moment amongst many orhers bat  constitute the 'mental life of the 
individuai subject." (73oughr and Realiq? p. IO) However, epistemology "necessarily transcends this subjective 
standpoint of psychology." since it is concemed with establishinp "a criterion of truth" within the subject-object 
relation itself. and calcuIating the implications of such a relation. Epistemology, thus. is tram-subjective. since its 
object surpasses the mere horizon of the individual. (Ibid) The universality of thinking that Hegel advocates is 
clearly of the second way of thinking, since thinking is not merely my subjective thoughts, but the communal. Le.. 
universai, activity of thinking itself. 

163 GIossory. p. 348. no. 5. The Glossary also adds that the "Concept is che movement of cornprehension itself." 
(Ibid) 
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or necessity that is increasingly maniested in proportion to its self-development, and which 

culminates in the absolute Idea,lM 

Thus, from the vantage point of the absolute Idea, the Concept precedes its manifestations 

and the philosophical activity of comprehendhg it. Historically, however, the philosopher must at tain 

the realization of the Concept. Le., the absolute Idea, through the many particular manifestations of 

the Idea, manifestations which are dererminate or singular rmiversuls. Thought thinking itseff is the 

nature of the absolute Idea, and is, thus. the r é k o ~  of this historicd ascension of r e a ~ 0 n . I ~ ~  

Hegel continues to argue that thought-determinations, considered as objective thoughts. refer 

to the fact that there is 'iinderstanding. or reason, in the world," (EL $24R) without which laquage 

would be impossible. '4t is in language that these thought-determinations are prirnarily deposited." 

163 .. . . . everyhere the Idee is the Begnflas realized, or as king realized." (Glossan, p. 350. no. 29) 

'" A. Ferrarin captures this insight in the followinp way: "Absoiutely spealiing. chen. first is die Concept. then its 
manifestations. and finally the particular philosophizing subjects who reflect and appropriate the Concept. 
Historically speaking, first you need care for truth and trust in reason (religion is one of the paramount cases of 
such a trust to be made vue and validated by philosophy). then you find the determinate universals tfianks to 
observational reason or empirical sciences, then you comptehend deteminate universals as particular moments of 
thought. and finally you comprehend the universal as one logical form. among others, of thought thinking itseif. 
Thereby objective thought and my thought turn out to be the same identical content, apart from the fact that 1 have 
to rise to the first in itself through a series of finite steps and transfomations of form." (Ferrarin. Hegel and 
Ansrorle, pp. 92-3) According to H. S. Harris, our concepts are generated by ouf experiences of the object at hand. 
However, these concepts fluctuate and move in proportion to our new experiences. "Hegel claims that the standard 
of what is true is only recognized to have faikd because it has curnulatively generated the new standard out of its 
failure . . . . M a t ]  evolves is our concept of 'the truth.' " (H. S. Hanis, Hegel: Phenomenology and System. 
(Indianapolis/Cambridge: Hackett Publishine Company, Inc. ). 1995, pp. 18- 19) Only in the perfect 
correspondence of truth as concept and truth as object can the absolute Spirit be said to have resulted. (Cf. p. 2 1 ) 
Again, the presupposition for the emergence of the absolute is the unintempted continuum of the " 'logical 
development of the concept of 'experience'." (Ibid., p. 21) However, adds Harris. although our experiences 
generate concepts, the absolute Concept precedes our experiences, since the Concept is the condition for our 
experiencing anything at dl. "We al1 embody the Concept (before we do any philosophizing ut all) because it 
comprehends us; it provides the contes (both procrical or 'real, ' and theoretical or 'conscious ') ofall thr  we 
intelligently say and d m 4  of eventhing that iw unùerstand about whr is uninteiiigenr. But tu enhody it as a 
concept is to raise it to the level of explicit consciousness on irs theoretical side." (H. S .  M s .  Hegel's W e r  
II: ïhe Odyssey of Spirit. (Indianapolis: Hacken Pub.), 1997c, p. 708) 
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(EL 2 4 ~ ) ' ~ ~  Reason in the world closely resembles Aristotle's Ei6q, the form inherently operative 

in matter, since both are determinate universals, which assume the causal role of a t hing. 16' However, 

while the universal can operate as a universal in-itself, inherently in an object, it can also operate as 

a universal for-itsetf, as a separate status only conceivable to the thinking subject: "Man thuiks and 

is something universai, but he thinks only insofar as the universal is [present] for hirn. The animal is 

also in-itselfsomething universai. but the universal as such is not [present] for it: instead only the 

singular is ever [there] for it ." (EL 5 21A 1 ) 

However, insofar as the object is not in agreement with its concept, it remains untrue or 

inauthentic. Philosophicaiiy, truth entaiis the adequate agreement of 'content with itself." (EL 9: 

21A2)16' Only the Concept is Truth. since its object is proponionately adequate to it. This level of 

truth is only attained in the absolute Idea. The goal of the Logic and of the Phenomenology of Spirit 

is the attainment of the adequate agreement of the subject and object. such that both cohere in the 

absolute Idea. whereby they become an identity. This staternent. however, needs qualifi~cation. which 

Hegel provides. 

" In relaring the significance of thought-determinations in the Lugic. Geraets cornrnenls that these thought- 
determinations deposited in laquage are "not a priori in an a-historical way, but have corne, in the course of 
hisiory. forms that condition our thinking: they are a priori in a vanshistorical way. Das Logische is not so much 
the content of the Logic, but the very development of meaning contents that function in this way: it is what some 
have called the logical gesture." (T. F. Geraets. 'The Idea: Logic, Nature and Spirit." Ottawa, 1999 
(unpublished), 2) 

167 This insight is advanced by Ferrarin. Hegel and Ansrorle, p. 93. 

'" The philosophicai significance of Tmth is. according to Hegel. aiso found in our c u m o n  linguistic usage of it. 
For example, we speak of m e  art or a me friend. This entails an adequate correlation between the object and the 
concept. A mie fiiend is "one whose way of acting conforms with the concept of fnendship." (EL 8 24A2) 



Thinking's Self-referentiai Nature 

How is one to understand the nature of this identity, if, in fact, it is an identity at all, as some 

Heplian scholars deny?'" In other words, is one to accept the view that the nature of absolute 

knowing does not entail the identity of the absolute knower with itself as a self-conscious act, but is. 

rather, a mere conscious relation of its intersubjective conditions (culture. history. and language) 

from which it emerges? It seerns clear fiom what Hegel has written concerning the status of absolute 

knowing that it is a self-conscious activity, in which the gap between the subject and object in the 

16' In recent years. there has been a shifi in interpreting the nature of the absolute Idea. Resenr in the Fa11 issue of 
The hi of Minerva 30: 1 ( 1998) was a series of debares on the theme of Absolute Knowing. In his article. 
"Absolute Knowing," Simon Lumsden challenges the traditional interpretation of the closure of the 
Phünomenologie des Geisres as "rhe elimination of the opposition between thought and king, subject and object." 
( S .  Lumsden, "Absolute Knowing." 5) To rectib this reductive interpretation, Lumsden proposes ri new 
interpretation that advocates a relation, as opposed to an ehination or an ascension towards an absolute identiry. 
of the subject and object in the absolute Idea. Lurnsden is suggesting that the knower (the subject) and the known 
(the object) establish a unity. but maintciin their differences, nevertheless: the absolute knower is a unity-in- 
di fference. For Lumsden. the absolute I d a  necessaril y presupposes the dynarnic acti vity of culture, history, and 
language. i.e., of intersubjecrivity. 

In his article. "Absolute Knowing Revisited." Stephen Houlgate makes a significant response to Lumsden. 
Houlgate does not disagree with Lumsden's thesis that absolute knowing presupposes the intersubjective activity 
laden ~ i t h i n  language, history, and culture. Rarher, Houlgate's criticism pertains ro the status of the absolute Idea: 
convary to Lumsden. Houlgate defends the metaphysical view thrit an identiq, and not a high level of relation, 
which preserves the differences, between thought and its object in the absolute Idea is attained. " . . . Hegel 
emphasizes . . . that speculative logic involves no relation b e w e n  thought and its object. but rather the identity of 
thought and its 'object' . . . . Absolute knowing is thus nothing but thought thinking itself." (S. Houlgate, 
"Absolute Knowing Revisited." The OH'1 ofMinemu 30: 1 (1998). 56-7) Ultimately, Houlgate's critique is that 
Lumsden thinks that the absolute Idea is merely at the stage of consciousness of its object when. according to 
Houlgate, the Idea has attained the highest level of self-consciousness in the absolute knower. It is precisely this 
level of self-consciousness that characterizes the absolute Idea's self-reflective activity. 

Although Houlgate does not deny this intersubjective necessity to the Idea's self-development. he asserts 
chat intersubjectivity is to be grounded in the very idea of Being itself, the ultimate counterpart of Thought. It is 
precisely Thought's apprehension of Being that renders Hegel's philosoph y ontological, a claim that is undeniabl y 
rejected by Lumsden. who argues that absolute knowing is consciousness operative in human in tersubjectivity. 
Thus, for Lumsden, consciousness and self-consciousness maintain their distinction in absolute knowing, whereas. 
for Houlgaie, as witb the traditional metaphysical interpretation. the distinction is overcome by the absoIute 
identity of the known and the knower: consciousness is sublated and what emerges is self-consciousness of the 
absolute knower, i.e., the philosopher. Houlgate justifies this claim by refering to Hegel's passage in the SL: 
"[mhis objectifjhg act, in its fieedom fkom the opposition of consciousness. is more precisely (ndher) what may be 
taken simply for thought [Denken] as such. But this act should no longer be called consciousness [BewJstein]; 
consciousness embraces within itself the opposition of the ego [fch] and its object which is not present in that 
original act. The name 'consciousness' gives it a sernblance of subjectivity even more than dws the thought. 
which here, however, is to be taken simply in the absolute sense as infinite thought untainted by the finitude of 
consciousness, in short, thought as such." (SL, 62-3, translation modified by Houlgate) 



lower stages is overcome. 

However, the uninterrupted continuum of stages culminatmg in absolute knowing presupposes 

that the absolute k, in part, indebted to culture, history, and language. Otherwise. Hegel would 

inevitably be required to postulate a separate activity to thùiking, to the absolute. Although the 

intersubjective conditions are conditions for the absolute's self-development. i.e.. its self-realization. 

they have a relative validity, since the absolute cannot be reduced to this stage of objective spirit. 

The absolute is not rnerely conscious of its object, but is self-conscious. in that it thinks its own 

nature. Hegel expresses this in the frst Preface of the Science of Logic. 

Consciousness, as spirit in its manifestation which in its progress frees itself from its 
irnrnediacy and external concretion. attains to the pure knowing which takes as its 
object those same pure essentiaiities [categones] as they are in and for themselves. 
They are pure thought, spirit thinking its own essential nature." (SL: 18)'" 

Thus, the absolute is not conscious rnerely of its intersubjective conditions. but of itself. whch 

logicaliy renders it self-conscious. 

This is further confirmed later in the second Preface to the SL. where Hegel says that thinkuig. 

as the pure science, entails the "liberation fiom the opposition of consciousness." (SL: 49) Again. 

Hegel reiterates the dissolution or overcoming of the separation of thought and its object. Pure 

thought (thinking) is the Truth itself, and the Tmth is self-consciousness. The pure science "contains 

thouglzt in so far us this is just as much rhe object in irs own self, or the objecr in its own self in so 

for as it is equally pure thoughi. As science, tnith is pure self-consciousness in its self-development 

and has the shape of the self, so that the absolute truth of king is the known Concept and the 

Concept as such is the absoiute truth of being." (SL: 49) Thus, this overcorning (nufgeiost) of the 

''O 411 references to the Science of Logic are taken fiorn A. V. Miller's translation. (London: George Ailen & 
L"nwin LTD.), 1969. Henceforth. al1 pagination to this text will follow the abfxeviation SL. However, we will 
substitute Concept for Notion. 



re!ction between thought and its object entails their idmtin. Another passage from Hegel ccnfirms 

this: 

What we are dealing with in logic is not a thùikuig about something which exists 
independently as a base for Our thinking and apart from it . . . : on the contrary. the 
necessary f o m  and self-determinations [i.e., thoughi derenninations produced by 
thinking] of thought are the content and the ultirnate truth itself. (SL: 50) 

What is essential to recognize for the purposes of this thesis is that pure thuiking's self- 

reflecting activity does not exclude its particular expressions, i.e.. thoupht-determinations. but 

includes them and is the free result of the necessary developrnent of thidmg. Only at this Ievel has 

thinking artained Truth. 

Tmth is the adequate proponion between the concept of an object and the object in itself. 

In the case of thinking (absolute knowing). the concept of the object is in exact proportion to. and 

is a perfect adeqtario of. the object itself. 'God alone is the genuine agreement between Concept 

and reality; al1 fmite things. however. are affected with untruth: they have a concept. but their 

existence is noi adequate to it. For this reason they must go to the ground, and this manifests the 

inadequacy between their concept and their existence." (EL 5 21A2) The adeqctatio of both terms 

is the whole Tnith and is the elimination of the chasm between subject and object throughout the 

various phases of thinking's self-development. The elimination of this pap rnerely assens the inclusive 

character of the absolute. As the result of the preceding levels of relations between subject and 

object, it must include these levels as modes of consciousness. modes of itseif. However. whereas 

the lower levels are stages of consciousness, absolute knowing has attained the stage of self- 

i~ri~ciousiiess in the erninent sense, the Tmth itself. 

Absolute knowing is the tnith of every mode of consciousness because, as the course 
of the Phenomenology showed, it is only in absolute knowing that the separation of 
the object from the certain5 of itseffis completely eliminated: truth is now equated 



with cenainty and this certainty with truth . . . . [And] tnith is pure self-development 
. . . . (SL: 49) 

This continuity further entails the presupposirion of thinking's activity on intersubjectivity (culture, 

language, and history), but it cannot, as Houlpate says. be reduced to consciousness "of its 

intersubjective conditions": it must be conscious of itseif "as inherently inters~bjective":~" thuiking 

must be self-referential. 

This surpassing or overcoming of the subject-object distinction is also expressed in the PS. 

The Spirit. as absolute Subject. "has made its existence identical with its essence: it has its object just 

as it is. and the abstract element of immediacy, and of the separation of knowing and the tnith. is 

overcome.""' The overcoming of this duality is. in fact. the surpassing of Spirit as substance to Spirit 

as subjecr . '73 

However, having made this c l a h  in the PS. Hegel, in the EL 5 87, seems to relativize this 

identity of subject and object in the absolute Idea. and, consequently, to preserve in the unity of the 

absolute the distinction of the two terms. 

If.  . . we say that 'the Absolute is the unity of the subjective and the objective,' that 

172 PS. p. 21. Cunningham elucidates a central theme in Hegel's philosophy of absolute knowing. Basing his 
reflections of the PS. Cunningham emphasizes 'Leur common knowing experience." as the condition for attaining 
absolute knowledge. (Thought and Reality, p. 3) This implies, for Cunningham, that the PS constantly refers to 
the various attitudes of consciousness of the subject's relation to its object. Thus. absolute knowledge is the highest 
mode of consciousness of its object. "In other words." writes Cunningham. "the standpoint of absolute knowing is 
invdved in every, even the simplest, phase of consciousness; it is impIied in every act of knowledge. in every 
subject-object relation,-which is tantamount to saying that it is conterminous with experience itself." (Ibid.. p. 4) 
Absolute knowing, then, is necessarily grounded in concrete, existentid matters. 

173 Harris captures this passage very well: " . . . 'substance' must itself perish into tme subjectivity - n a  the 
imagined subjectivity of an independent substance but the subjectivity of spirit. or of a process of fiee 
communication." (Harris. H. S. " 'And the darkness comprehended it not': The Ongin and Significance of 
Hegel's Concept of Absolute Spirit," in Hegel: Absolute Spiriz. Ed. T. F, Geraets. (Ottawa: University of Ottawa 
Ress), 1984, p. 29) 



is certainly correct; but it is still one-sided, in that it expresses only the aspect of univ 
and puts the emphasis on that, whereas in fact. of course, the subjective and the 
objective are not only identical but also distinct. (EL § 82A) 

However, the notion of identity that Hegel opposes here is a formal, abstract identity of the subject 

and object. Hegel, rather, understands the absolute Idea as a concrete unity of both terms. an 

identity-in-difference. since its thought-determinations are inciuded in the totaîity of thinking's self- 

reflecting activity. This point was brought out in his comrnentary on Aristotle's Metaphyics, and 

is, again. confirmed in 8 573 of the Die Pltilosopltie des Gei~res."~ The concrete unity. therefore. 

implies that the absoiute is ide~iriy-in-diiference, unlike Schelling's undifferentiated. abstract identity. 

Only the most perfect mode of cognition is able to attain and grasp this pure form of thinking. 

and it is this mode of cognition that renders the h u m  free from necessity, since this form of thinking 

is the "absolute one." w i t h  which the Tmth in and for itself becomes transparent. Thus, this form 

of thinking is infinite compared to the finite thought-deterrninations. 

The infinite mode of thuiking is, then. the speculative side of the Logic (EL 8 79). whereas 

17' *'Am Schlusse der Philosphie ist nicht mehr der On. auch überhaupt nicht in einer exoterixhen Betrachtung. 
ein Wort darüber zu verlieren, was Begreifen heik. Da aber mit dem Auffassen dieser Beziehung das Auffassen 
der Wissenschaft überhaupt und alle Beschuldigungen gegen dieselbe zussimmenhagen. so mag noch dies darüber 
erinnert werden. daB. indem die Philosohie es allerdings mit der Einheit überhaupt, aber nicht mit der absuakten, 
der blokn Identitat und dem Ieeren Absoluten, sondern mit der konkreten Einheit (dem Begriffe) zu tun und in 
ihrem ganzen Verlaufe ganz alIein es darnit zu tun hat.-daB jede Stufe des Fortgangs eine eigentümliche 
Bestimmung dieser konkreten Einheit ist und die tiefste und leute der Bestimmungen der Einheit die des absoluten 
Geistes ist. Denjenieen nun, welche über Philosophie wteilen und sich über sie auBern woilen, wke zuzumeten, 
daB sie sich auf diese Bestimmungen der Einheit einlieBen und sich um die Kenntnis derselben bemühten. 
wenigstens so vie1 wüBten, daB dieser Bestimschiedenheit unter ihnen ist. Sie zeigen aber so wenig eine Kenntnis 
hiervon und noch weniger eine Bemühung damit, daB sie vieimehr, sowie sie von Einheit . . . horen, bel der ganz 
abstrakten, unbestimmten Einheit stehenbleiben und von dem, worein allein alles Interesse fdlt, n id i ch  der Weise 
der Bestimmtheit der Einheit, abstrahieren. So wissen sie nichts über die Philosphie auszusagen, ais daB die 
trokkene Zdentitat ihr Rinzip und Resultat und daB sie das Identitatssystem sei. An diesen begifflosen Gedanken 
der Identitat sich haltend haben sie gerade von der konkreten Einheit, dem Begriffe und dem Inhalte der 
Philosophie gar nichts, sondervielmehr sein Gegenteil gefaBt." (T. W-A. 10, 5 573R pp. 389-90) 



the finte thought-deterrninations rernain within the level of understanding (~ers tand) ."~  Only 

Verstand attempts to seize and fyc its object in abstract forrn, but speculative thinking discloses the 

fluidity and transiency of these seemingly fked 'truths" through the dialectical process. 'The 

dialectic," says Hegel. "is the self-sublation of these finite [thought-Idetenninations . . . ." (EL 4 8 1 ). 

The dialectic negates the fuute thought-determination of Versrand, and enables the apparently fixed 

thought to be raised to further complex thoughts. These thought-determinations remain necessary 

moments in the absolute Idea's self-comprehension. Dialectic is the impulse of every thought- 

determination to ascend towards higher, more complex thought-determinations. and. thus. the 

dialectic. by revealing contradictory concepts. incites movement towards a recoociliation, Le.. a new 

concept. However, since each relative concept cannot exhaust the whole. it remains incomplete. and. 

therefore. untrue or inauthentic. The goal of the dialectic, in Ferrarinos words. is ro destroy every 

f ~ t e  determination's 'pretense to absolute ~alidity.""~ Speculative thinking. thus, presupposes 

Versrand and the dialectic. 

The absolute Idea is the resulr of this necessary and teleological dialectic. and. in fact. is itself 

the process. The absolute Idea's identity is 

free identity of the Concept. because this identity is the absolute negativity and hence 
dialectical. The Idea is the course in which the Concept (as the universaiity that is 
singularity) determines itself both to objectivity and to the antithesis against it. and in 
which this extemality, which the Concept has with regard to its substance, leads itself 
back again, through its immanent dialectic, into subjectivity. (EL 5 2 15) 

The absolute Idea, as the result of the three moments of the Idea's self-development. is the 

'" In fact. it is Ferrcuin's contention chat the "Reliminary Conception" in the EL is not a critique of vaditional 
rnetaphysics perse, but of the metaphysics of Verstand. Hegel's critique is of Kant's philosophy, and, a fortiori, of 
Wolff s metaphysics. According to Ferrarin, Hegel, in his " 'Reliminary Conception,' criticizes the metaphysics 
of the understanding, not ciassicai metaphysics." (Ferrarin, Hegel and Arisrotle, p. 101 ) 

'" Ferrarin. Hegel Md A~stotlc.  p. 94. 



final stage, which has a double signifîcance: 1) it is on the one hand what isfirst through the entire 

process of the ideu's self-development, and 2 )  it alone is what is in and for itself, since at this level 

of speculative thinking. contradictions and oppositions of t e m  are overcome. Thus. whereas at 

every moment of the dialectic, each finite thought-determination contradicts the other. only in the 

infinite activity of the absolute Idea are the terms in agreement. i.e.. are "identical." whde maintainhg 

their differences. 

At the end of his EL (3: 236A). Hegel draws a pardel between the absolute Idea and 

Aristotle's v o j o r ~  VO~@UÇ in Meta. A.9. The pardel expresses the absolute Idea's self- 

reflective activity, whereby the seemingly distinct subject and object are united in one absolute 

activity. and which is wholiy captured as the absolute Truth. 'This unity. therefore. is the absolure 

tnith and al1 rrurh. it is the Idea thar thinks itself. and at this stage. moreover, it is [present] as 

thinking. Le., as logical Idea." (EL 1 736A) The two preceding stages of the development of the 

Idea (Life and Cognition) remain incornpiete as expressions of the absolute Idea. Whereas Life is 

"still only the Idea in-irself," cognition is the Idea "only as it is for-itself. in the same one-sided way." 

(EL 736A) It is precisely the unity of Life and Cognition that chuacterizes the Idea as absolute. 

As with Aristotle's Thought. the subject and object of the Idea are unified. 

The unity and the truth of these two is the Idea that is in and for itself, and hence 
absolute.-Up to this point the Idea in its development through its various stages has 
k e n  our ob-ject; but From now on. the Idea is its own ob-ject. This is the noais 
no&e& which was already called the highest form of the Idea by Aristotle. (EL 5 
2 3 6 ~ ) ' ~  

For Hegel, in contrast to Aristotle, the absolute Idea is not a separate. transcendent activity. 

ln Geraets. Suchring. and Hams recognize the imponance of bis reference to Aristoile. They write the following: 
* m a t  Aristotle acniall y defines as nodis noEie& is Gcui's own no&s . . . . Hegel. on the other han& is clearl y 
claiming that our thinking has at this stage become 'divine.' " (EL, Notes, p. 335 no. 50) 



The various stages of the Idea's self-development f om the content of the absolute Idea: "[Ilts true 

content is nothing but the entire system, the development of which we have been considering so far 

. . . . [TJhe content of the absolute Idea is the whole display [Ausbreirung] that has passed before us 

up to this point. The last step is the insight that it is the whole unfolding that constitutes its content 

and its hterest."(EL 5 237A) Each stage of absolute Idea is a reflection of itself. but a reflection in 

a lunited, finite, relative way. 

In the Science of Logic. Hegel comrnents that each "new stage of fonltgoing, that is. of 

funlier derennination. is also a withdrawal inwards. and the greater extension is equally a higiier 

intensic." (SL: 810-41) Hegel attempts to preserve the continuity of the absolute Idea's self- 

development in a single system. Whereas Aristotle's Thought does not presuppose the lower powers 

of Nature, Hegel's absolute Idea does, and. consequently, is the resrtlr of the living development of 

the Idea. The absolute Idea, as now Subject. is also its own object: its object is no longer a 

proxirnate distance from it~e1f.I'~ Thus. its activity is an absolute, or  pure. knowing. Le.. a "pure self- 

consciousness in its self-developrnent." (SL: 49) This is precisely why only the absolute Idea is the 

Truth: it alone corresponds with its concept. In ths perfect odequario, therefore. Hegel has 

overcome the Aristotelian chasm between Thought and Nature, ktween f o m  and matter. In 

Aristotelian terrns. Hegel's Absolute Idea is the final and fonnal cause, since it has now reached its 

E v s c l É ~ i u :  the circle has now corne to a close. That is, absolute Spirit as this ultimate fom of 

In the Phenomnology of Spirit. Hegel alludes to the Anstotelian axopia  of the p 1 p i ~ p 6 ~  of Thought. and 
foreshadows his conclusion to the PS by asserting the self-identical nature of the absoIute Spirit, no longer 
considerrd as just substance, but as subject. Thus, 'What seems to happen outside of it. to be an activity directed 
against it, is really its own doing. and Substance shows itself to be essentially Subject. When it has shown this 
completely, Spirit has made its existence identical with its essence; it h s  ilselffor ifs objecr just as it is, and the 
abstract elernent of immediacy, and of the sepuration of knowing clmi rrurh, is overcorne." (PS. Reface. p. 2 1, my 
emphasis) This insight of the self-identicai nature of the absolute Spirit is maintained and elaborated in Hegel's 
Science of iugic and the Encyclopaedia iugic, concerning the absolute Idea. 
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self-consciousness is a significant advance beyond Aristotle. since the absolute is not the separate self- 

reflecting substance, but is the human comrnunity in perpetual interaction, which raises the rnemones 

of its cultural traditions, as Harris says. "into reflective (and fmally self-conceptual) consciousness; 

and we do this by organizing it logicaily so that its shape and signiticance c m  be ~een.""~ The 

objectivity of the Spint is the r eah  of hurnan institutions. but it carmot be reduced or identified wsth 

Absolute Knowing in se. The latter. nevertheless. emerges from Objective Spirit, as rnentioned 

above. and. thus, subsumes it in its self-conscious activity. Every human is the subject. or the self. 

of the Absolute Knower. One cornes to see the importance of dialogue as the Spirit's process of self- 

comprehension and self-realization. Comprehension of the whole, or of totality. is. in the end. the 

of the human's struggle for self-realization. The transcendent God, or the separate V O ~ G  of 

Aristotle. no longer govems or animates the world. since only Reason immanently operative in the 

human spirit is now the propehg force that leads the human to self-consciousness withm the 

disparate social, historical. and linguistic conditions. The uninterrupted ascension of the ubiquitous 

activity of thinking has. therefore. overcome the Aristotelian h o p i a  of the ~ o p i a p 6 ~  of vo8ç. 

CONCLUSION 

From the vantage point of the end of this chapter. one cm detect many interpolations in 

Hegel's commentaries on the Metaphyics and De Anima. which were highlighted by Michelet, 

Aubenque, and Gadamer. Hegel' central critique of Aristotle's philosophy is that it is not systematic. 

Althouph Aristotle's VOUS and active intellect are self-reflecting activities, they do not, as Hegel 

criticizes, include the whole of reaIity, but merely constitute one part, albeit the most important part, 

179 M s .  The 0dys.s- of Spirit, p. 748. 
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of reality. Hegel, however, claims to have obviated this Aristoteiian chasm by extending the self- 

identical nature of V O ~ Ç  to al i  determinations in Nature, such that each determination becomes a 

relative expression of the absolute Idea. 

At the beginning of his commentary on the Metaphyics, Hegel introduces the threefold 

distinction of 86vapi~. h é p y  ~ i a .  and EVTEAQEICI  into Aristotle's V O G ~ .  This interpolation. 

in effect. reveals the nature of the absolute Idea. considered as irnplicitly involved in Nature and 

emerging into self-consciousness. Hegel's critique of Aristotle's V O ~ G  does not. then. disrniss the 

self-relational activity of the bbelements" in V O ~ G .  but extends this circular. relational movement of 

the "elements" to the whole array of reality, which the philosopher cornes to discover is the absolute 

Idea itself. The various moments of thought-determinations in Nature are, in fact. prodrrced by the 

absolute Idea inwardly differentiating itself. The thought-determinations. then, are to be considered 

as particular instantiations of the absolute Idea. Hegel's absolute Idea is not a transcendent deity that 

imposes order in Nature. but is an immanent activity (Tütigkeit) that posits its own dfferentiation as 

a means to self-develop into self-consciousness. Thus. for Hegel. the Anstotelian axopia of the 

~ o p i a p 6 ~  of v 0 6 ~  is overcome by assening the final and formai causal roles to the absolute Idea. 

Aristotle's claim that fmal and formai causality coalesce in material substances is no w characteristic 

of the absolute Idea. The coalescence of final and formal causality in the absolute Idea. therefore, 

not only alters the status of Aristotle's V O ~ G ,  but. a forfion', ensures the uninterrupted continuum 

of the absolute Idea's self-developrnent into self-consciousness, its E v r d É ~ ~ i a .  



CONCLUSION 

1 corne to the end of a scant study of two of the most brilliant philosophers of the world with 

great reservation, for fear that 1 have not done justice to the drpth of their reflections. Nevertheless. 

ciosure io this study is required. Prier to reviewing Hegel's commentaries on Aristotle's Metaphysics 

and De Aiiima, and his critique of Aristotle's phdosophy, 1 wished to highlight the attitude with which 

Hegel perceived Aristotle. Hegel's great admiration for Aristotle is evident from his reflections in 

his Vorlesrtngen über die Geschichte der Philosophie. where Hegel admits that no philosophy has 

surpassed the speculative philosophy of Aristotle. To conclude, then. with the assertion that Hegel 

was considerably intluenced by Aristotle's philosophy is justified. In spite of Hepe!'s differences with 

Anstotle. Anstotle's causal worid view and. a fo nion. his teachinps on the self-referential nature of 

both V O ~ C  and the active intellect provided Hegel with perspicacious insight into the nature of the 

absolute Idea. 

Aristotle's fourfold causal doctrine coupled with his twofold expression of Being according 

to actuality and potency enabled Aristotle to methodically study the nature of matenal and imrnatenal 

substances. Every substance in the Scala Naturae, with the exception of V O ~ Ç ,  operates according 

to the internai proportion of actuaiity and potency. Only V Q ~ G  is a purely actual substance, operating 

indrpendently of the subordinate substances in the Scola Natume. Whereas rnaterial substances are 

constituted of materiai, forrnal. efficient, and fuial causality, and the immaterial substances with stili 

a degree of potency are constituted of forrnal, efficient, and h a 1  causality, V O ~ Ç  only exercises a finai 

causal role. Furthemore, Aristotle argues that efficient and final causality coalesce in rnaterial and 

immaterial substances, with the exception of V O ~ C ,  which, again, only exercises a h a i  causal role. 
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This conclusion of Aristotle entails the separate activity of V O ~ C  fiom the plethora of activities in 

Nature. 

In the De Anima. Aristotle arrives at the same conclusion with respect to the active intellect. 

Whereas the passive intellect presupposes for its act ivit y the sensible and vegetative po wers. the 

active inteilect operates independently of the passive intellect. in spite of theirco-operation in the sou1 

(Ev rfj ~J~uxfi). The active intellect possesses self-immediaie knowledge. as does the V O ~ S  of the 

Me ta ph ysics. 

Although Aristotle does not identify the active intellect and V O ~ G .  philosophers of successive 

generations have inferred an identity between them. Alexander of Aphrodisias. Plotinus, and 
L 

Zabarella have advanced the argument that the self-reflecting activity of both the active intellect and 

V O ~ G  is the sarne. As a result. Aristotle's discourse on the active intellect and VOUS would refer to 

the sarne substance: a separate, self-reflecting. purely actual. and simple substance. Plot inus. of 

course, will deny the real simpticity of V O ~ S .  and ascend to a prior simple causal principle of the 

world: the One. However. Aristotle argues that the ultimate principle is indubitably ~ 0 6 q ,  the pure 

self-reflecting activity. 

As a final cause, then, V O ~ Ç  cannot directly influence or participate in the wide array of 

Nature's particular deterrninations. It moves Nature by simply king for it an object of love and 

desire. In other words. devoid of exercising a formal causal role, V O ~ S  cannot immanently operate 

or know the activities of the subordinate substances in Nature. Contemporary Anstotelians have 

attempted to perceive in V O ~ G  a formal causal role that would enable V O ~ S  to know the world, but 

this advance does not overcome the chasm existing between V O ~ C  and Nature. Thus. Aristotle's 

assertion that V O ~ S  and the active intellect operate as separate activities fkom the lower activities 
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establishes an hopiol :  from where do V O ~ Ç  and the active intellect acquire their knowledge, if not 

tiom the lower activities? 

Hegel was acutely aware of this Anstotelian &nop ia .  and his commentaries on Aristotle's 

Metap@sics and De Anima demonstrate this awareness. In his cornrnentary on the Metaphysics. 

Hegel clearly claims to have discarded the scholastic interpretation of attnbuting to Aristotle's V O ~ Ç  

an irnmovable. purely actual nature. According to Hegel. Anstotle's V O ~ C  is not purely actual, if 

actuality refers to a static and separate substance. but is purely activity (Tarigkeit), in which ~ 0 6 ~ '  

self-referential nature is extended to include the diverse detennuiations of Nature and its thinking 

activity. This absolute character of V O ~ G  ensures the interrelation of a l  thought-determinations. 

since these determinations are the manifestation of the ubiquitous activity of Denken's inner self- 

differentiation. 

The dynrunic activiiy intrinsic to the absolute. to Denken, enables Hegel to include in the 

absolute a degree of potency. This assertion. in fact, resembles Plotinus' interpretation of VOÛC. 

Contrary to Plotinus' claim. Hegel endones ANrotle's unequivocal conclusion that V O ~ Ç  is the 

primary principle undergirding Nature. However. Hegel differs from Aristotle with respect to the 

status of Denken. Denken is not merely one substance amongst others, but is all of reality. Its 

various moments of thought-determinations in Nature are producrs of its inner self-differentiation. 

The self-production of Denken is also characteristic of V O ~ G ,  which in its activity, produces passive 

VOUS as its object. 

Hegel's critique of ANtot le's unsystematic philosophy, however, should no t detract us from 

Hegel's great admiration of Aristotle. For Hegeî, Aristotle rernains the most speculative philosopher 

in the world. Aristotle's assertion of the identio of the subject and object in vo6g enabled Hegel to 
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assert the identity of subject and objec t in the ubiquitous activity of the absolute Idea The absolute 

Idea is the result of an arduous process of its necessary self-development into self-consciousness. The 

absolute Idea is not a separate, self-reflecting activity, intluencing Nature from without. Rather, the 

absolute Idea is the whole truth. which produces its particular thought-detemiinations, since in reality, 

as rnentioned above. these thought-determinations are the absolute Idea's self-production and inner 

dfierentiation. On the one hand, the absolute Idea is the 6vse)cÉ~éiu of the lower stages of its 

development. but, on the other hand, it is intrinsically invoived in the dialectical process of its self- 

development. Thus. while Hegel accepts ~ 0 6 ~ '  fmal causal role. he adds to it formal causality. Only 

the coalescence of fmal and formal causality in the absolute Idea ensures an uninterrupted continuum 

of the stages of the absolute Idea's self-development into self-consciousness. Only by assert k g  this 

coalescence can Hegel claim to have overcome the Aristotelian &xopicr of the ~opiap6q of 

vouç. 
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